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Theree seems to be a widespread perception that the global economy now 
standss on the brink, but the brink of what remains the question. 

Bankk for International Settlements, 70th Annual Report (2000) 
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Preface e 

Sincee the mid-1990s both academic interest and social movements have 
fuelledd and crossfertilized my fascination for  the development and 
consequencess of economic globalization. I find this a fruitfu l combination, 
sincee scientific puzzles about the drivin g forces behind and dynamics of 
globalizationn are equally relevant to the question how a different world can 
bee envisaged. This dual source of inspiration has also allowed me to writ e 
andd lecture for  and discuss with varied audiences, and test and debate ideas 
andd hypotheses with both academics and people involved in social 
movements.. Although I am of course solely responsible for  the final result 
andd for  any mistakes, this work thus owes a great deal to many colleagues, 
comrades,, friends and adversaries from various walks of life. 

Lecturess and discussions at numerous sessions of the International Institut e 
forr  Research and Education (URE) in Amsterdam gave me an invaluable 
opportunit yy to exchange perspectives on globalization with social 
movementt  activists from every part of the world. The annual conferences 
off  the European Association for  Evolutionary and Political Economy 
(EAEPE)) in Lisbon (1998), Prague (1999) and Berlin (2000) were a chance 
too present to heterodox economists papers that have found their  way into 
thiss book. The weekly meetings of the Amsterdam Research Group in 
Historyy and Methodology of Economics were always agreeable and 
stimulating,, and I have learned a great deal in exchanges there with Marcel 
Boumans,, Hsiang-Ke Chao, Joshua Cohen, Carla van El, Ewald Engelen, 
Edithh Kuiper, Harr o Maas, Mary Morgan, Geert Reuten, Peter  Rodenburg 
andd Jack Vroman, who participated in (a number  of) these sessions while I 
wass present. Finally, the annual meetings of the network of European 
Economistss for  an Alternativ e Economic Policy in Europe have been a 
sourcee of inspiration, since they bring together  colleagues with a similar 
interestt  in policy-relevant analyses of the development of the world 
economyy and Europe's place in it. 

Thee many talks, lectures, panel discussions and workshops on globalization 
thatt  I have given since 1996 - at universities and other  educational 
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institutions,, for different social movements, for ATT AC (Association for 
Taxationn of Financial Transactions in the Interests of the Citizen) in the 
Netherlandss and Belgium, or for trade union groups - forced me to 
(re)formulatee ideas and concepts more clearly and concretely. Participants' 
reactionss and comments during these activities often gave me food for 
furtherr thought. 

Theree are some meetings that I will never forget because they were special. 
Thee debate with Alfred Kleinknecht and Wim Boerboom, organized by the 
tradee union magazine Solidariteit (Solidarity) in 1996, was not only an 
educationall  and pleasant confrontation between three views on 
globalization,, but also taught me that you always have to bring your 
overheadd sheets, since Wim even brought a portable projector. The 
economists'' seminars at the Ernest Mandel Study Centre were an occasion 
forr exceptionally stimulating exchanges with like-minded economists from 
severall  other countries. My presentations at shop steward trainings of the 
Transportt Union FNV were memorable because discussions with the 
participantss went in so many directions that I never managed to finish even 
halff  of the three-hour presentation that I had prepared for the three hours 
scheduled.. And the alternative conference for a different Europe that was 
heldd in Amsterdam during the June 1997 EU summit, where I participated 
inn two panel discussions, was memorable not only because of the many 
peoplee from all over Europe who were present, but also because of the 
creativee atmosphere which gave us the feeling - at least for a few days -
thatt change was in the air. 

Myy thanks to Klaus Drager, Peter Drucker (also for his careful correction 
off  my English), Rob Gerretsen, Michel Husson, Joost Kircz, Alfred 
Kleinknecht,, Francisco Lou9a, Terry McDonough, Angelo Reati, Tony 
Smith,, referees of the Journal of Economic Issues, and referees of Science 
andand Society, who commented on one or more drafts of chapters and/or 
suggestedd complementary literature. 

Mostt of all, I am grateful to my supervisors Mark Blaug and Geert Reuten. 
Markk put his finger on some deficiencies when I thought that the thesis was 
almostt done, and helped to correct them. Geert kept reading and correcting 
myy new drafts and rewritten versions again and again, indefatigably, 
sometimess replying with e-mails that were sent at an hour when my alarm 
clockk was about to wake me up to go to work. Over the years Geert and I 
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havee also done some teaching and writin g together, which I hope wil l 
continue. . 

II  was encouraged by the interest shown in this project by my parents; by 
myy parents-in-law Martha, and Rien who is unfortunately no longer  here to 
seee the result; by my brothers and sisters and their  partners; by colleagues 
att  the Faculty of Economics and Econometrics of the University of 
Amsterdam,, and at The Netherlands Court of Audit (Algemene 
Rekenkamer);;  and by many friends and acquaintances whom I will not try 
too list for  fear  of forgetting someone. 

Finallyy for  her  infinit e support and for  being there, my thanks of course to 
Elsa,, who is always willin g to ping-pong ideas back and forth and laugh 
aboutt  ourselves and the rest of the world. I have discouraged you from 
readingg each of the many drafts that I have written and rewritten, advising 
youu to wait for  the final product. Now that it' s done I'm curious: do you 
lik ee it? 

Robertt  Went 
Augustt  3, 2001. 
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Overview w 

Onee of the conclusions of this dissertation is that 'globalization' is like a 
recently-bornn child: we have given it a name even though we do not know 
yett what sort of person it will turn out to be. This characteristic has put 
limitss on efforts to try to shed theoretical and historical light on 
globalization.. Something that is not (yet) systematic cannot be described 
systematically.. I have therefore tried to elucidate 'the enigma of 
globalization'' through a number of reconnoitering essays, combining 
theoreticall  and historical insights with an account of the toddler's unfolding 
personality. . 

Afterr a brief introductory chapter I present three essays, each of which take 
19th-centuryy ideas and theories as their starting points and gradually 
developp these ideas' relevance for our understanding of contemporary 
globalization.. The essays are organized around three central concepts: 
internationall  trade (chapter 2), the combination of free trade with 
internationall  movement of capital (chapter 3), and the interconnection and 
internationalizationn of the three circuits of capital: trade, finance and 
productionn (chapter 4). Similar themes and arguments recur in the last 
sectionn of each of these essays, when we 'record the toddler's first steps'. 

Sincee the internationalization of trade, finance and production is neither 
linearr nor symmetrical - and because globalization is after all a child of the 
capitalistt economic system - the idea is taking hold that globalization may 
bee conceived as a 'stage' of capitalism. With that in mind the next essay 
(chapterr 5) takes up three theories of stages that were developed in the 
1970s,, that is, prior to the era of globalization. After a delineation of their 
convergencess and divergences, I conclude this essay by proposing a 
synthesiss of these three theories. In chapter 6 I briefly review long swing 
explanationss for the end of the post-Second World War boom. 

Thee final chapter, although like the others it can stand on its own, brings 
alll  the threads together. The theoretical contribution of this essay is its 
applicationn of the concept of stages (chapter 5) to a nation-based 
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(chapterr 3), global maturation of the three circuits of capital (chapter 4). 
Wee can detect a number of traits in the toddler's initial, tentative 
movementss that may give us a picture of the adult it will become. But on 
thee other hand its bones are still too fragile to give us any certainty. For the 
timee being, crises of globalization's adolescence still remain to be 
weathered. . 



11 Approximatin g globalization 

Althoughh globalization is a relatively new concept, it has already provoked 
alll  kinds of analyses and discussions, and has given rise to a rich mosaic of 
theoriess and diagnoses. Academics from different disciplines, 
policymakerss and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) continue to 
studyy and debate, sometimes passionately, the extent to which 
globalizationn really exists and is or is not something new. Innumerable 
books,, research papers, and articles have been written about globalization's 
causes,, dynamics, consequences, and future. And all over the world 
conferencess and seminars are being organized to study and debate the 
impactt and effects of globalization, the need for and conceivability of 
regulation,, and/or the rationales for resistance to globalization's outcomes.1 

Althoughh analyses, opinions and debates about globalization have gone 
inn many directions, we wil l see in this chapter that since about the turn of 
thee millennium this fascinating pandemonium has begun to give way to a 
consensuss on some important questions. 

11 As an indication, Ruigrok and van Tulder (1995a: 139) note that some 670 articles 
weree published in the year 1990 in prominent business and economic journals with 
'global'' or 'globalization' in their tides, up from only fifty  in 1980. Hay and Marsh 
(1999:: 5) note in a special issue of a young journal that reflects this increased 
interestt that debates about and efforts to conceptualize globalization have given 
neww oxygen to some academic circles: 'International political economy (IPE), 
whetherr as a concept, object of analysis or mode of enquiry, is currently 
undergoingg something of a renaissance. Indeed, perhaps more academics from a 
widerr variety of "disciplinary" traditions would claim today that they were 
exponentss and indeed advocates of international political economy than ever 
before.. That this is so reflects one key aspect of globalization - the proliferation 
andd global diffusion of ideas of, and about, globalization and the centrality to such 
ideass of claims about the international or global political economy.' 
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1.11 Economists on globalization 

Globalizationn has not left economic science untouched. There is an 
ongoingg debate among economists, especially among trade and labor 
markett specialists, about the extent to which increased inequality in 
developedd countries can be explained by economic globalization. 
Economistss have debated whether we should talk about regionalization or 
triadizationtriadization rather than globalization, if we look at actual developments in 
thee world economy. The question whether the nation-state is (virtually) 
deadd as an instrument of economic policy has been taken up by many 
economists.. And last but not least, economists have studied the question to 
whatt extent big companies have become 'footloose'. But in comparison 
withh the animated discussions in some other disciplines, the interest 
globalizationn has caused among economists is more modest. 

Economists'' most important contributions on globalization have, 
however,, been made in debates about just how new contemporary global 
economicc integration is.6 In this discussion, which has been rather 
importantt especially during the 1990s, one can - a bit schematically -
distinguishh three currents of opinion. Economists such as former US 
Secretaryy of Labor Reich (1992) and Japanese business guru Ohmae 
(1995)) have argued that globalization is a definite trend that is changing 
everything,, and against which nation-states or trade unions can do very 

22 See e.g. Brainard and Riker 1997; Burtless 1995; Freeman 1995; Galbraith, 
Jiaqingg and Darity 1999; Krugman 1995; Mishel, Bernstein and Schmitt 2001; 
Richardsonn 1995; Sachs and Warner 1995; Wood 1994, 1995. 

33 See e.g. Hirst and Thompson 1996; Kleinknecht and ter Wengel 1998; Ruigrok 
andd van Tulder 1995b. 

44 See e.g. Baker, Epstein and Pollin 1998; Weiss 1996 

55 See e.g. Ruigrok and van Tulder 1995b; Doremus, Keller, Pauly and Reich 1998. 

66 See e.g. Altvater and Mahnkopf 1996; Baker, Epstein and Pollin 1998; Chesnais 
1997;; Feenstra 1998; Giussani 1996; Gordon 1988; Irwin 1996; Kleinknecht and 
terr Wengel 1996a, 1996b, 1998; Krugman 1995; Mahnkopf 1999; Mensink and van 
Bergeijkk 1996; Ohmae 1995; van Paridon 1996; Reich 1992; Ruigrok and van 
Tulderr 1995a; Went 1996a, 1996b, 1997; Williamson 1998. 
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littl ee or even nothing. Partially in reaction to these claims, economist such 
ass Hirst and Thompson (1996) and Ruigrok and Van Tulder (1995b) have 
stronglyy questioned the importance, novelty and effects of globalization. 
Amongg other things these authors have argued that the world economy was 
att least as internationalized at the end of the nineteenth century as it is 
today.. Finally economists such as Altvater and Mahnkopf (1996) and 
Boyerr and Drache (1996) have defended a third position, which can be 
summedd up in the proposition that globalization is an exaggeration. These 
economistss have argued that the world economy is changing significantly, 
withh important implications for the organization and functioning of the 
worldd economy, but that we are (still?) far from a truly globalized 
economy,, and that many of the claims of globalization ideologues are 
untenable.8 8 

Thee importance attached by economists to this question seems to a large 
extentt explicable by the fact that two central features of the current 
internationall  regime - free trade and free capital flows - were also 
characteristicc of the previous period of increasing internationalization, that 
iss during the decades before the First World War.9 Many economists wil l 
sympathizee with the statement by Sachs and Warner (1995: 61), 'The 
worldd economy at the end of the twentieth century looks much like the 
worldd economy at the end of the nineteenth century. A global capitalist 

Goingg back in time much further, Andre Gunder Frank (1998: 38 and 53) quite 
correctlyy argues against the misguided idea 'that our world is only now undergoing 
aa belated process of "globalization"', 'the widespread neglect and even frequent 
deniall  of the existence*  of a world market. But as will be demonstrated later, it is 
quitee possible to agree with these statements and at the same time distinguish 
differentt levels and forms of internationalization in different historical periods. See 
Ellmann (2001) for a discussion of Frank's world system theory. 

Held,, McGrew, Goldblatt and Perraton (1999) have christened these three 
positionss the hyperglobalist thesis, the skeptical thesis, and the transformationalist 
thesis. . 

Onee big difference between then and now that is not taken up in this work is that 
att that time labor 'flowed across national frontiers in unprecedented quantities' 
(Williamsonn 1996), while today 'globalization at the policy level does not include 
thee movement of labor. In the case of migration of people, in many respects what is 
goingg on is counter-globalization.' (Sutcliffe 1998: 326; see also Sassen 1996). 
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systemm is taking shape, drawing almost all regions of the world into 
arrangementss of open trade and harmonized economic institutions.' 

Thee First World War put an end to a long period of increasing 
internationalizationn of trade and financial flows. It then took approximately 
sixtyy years before the world economy's pre-First World War level of 
opennesss to trade was reached again, and before financial flows were once 
againn as liberalized as they had been in the years before the First World 
War.100 One way to interpret the increasing internationalization of the world 
economyy since the mid-1970s is therefore to see this globalization process 
ass the termination of a sixty-year-long protectionist detour, and a return to 
freee trade and free capital flows that was long overdue. 

Mostt  economists seem to hold such a view implicitl y or  explicitly, i.e. that 
globalizationn is nothing new, and to subscribe to the belief expressed by 
Higgottt  (1999: 26) that the 'argument for  liberalization and open markets 
ass generators of wealth has been won at both intellectual and evidentiary 
levels''  (emphasis added). But is this really the case? 

Ass far  as free trade is concerned, the intellectual case for  free trade goes 
backk a long way to the theorem of comparative advantage that, as will be 
recapitulatedd in chapter  2, is generally credited to David Ricardo (1817). 
Althoughh this theory has been challenged from different angles since its 
inception,, it remains to this day the dominant approach in mainstream 
economicc thought. Most economists maintain that '(u)nder  a system of free 
tradee there would be conflicts in economic interests neither  among 
differentt  nations nor  among the corresponding classes of different nations' 
(Schumpeterr  1919: 100). 

Muchh more controversial among economists, however, is the 
intellectuall  case for  the combination of free trade and free capital flows. 
Ricardoo was of the opinion that the theory of comparative advantage wil l 
nott  hold if capital is mobile, because in that case specialization will be 
determinedd by absolute and not by relative costs. And Keynes, one of the 

100 On the world economy's openness to trade see Kitson and Michie (1999: 49). On 
thee (il)liberalit y of international financial flows see Adam (1998: 559). 

111 The classical defense of free capital flows is 'The Case for  Flexible Exchange 
Rates''  by Milton Friedman (1953: 157-203); a recent update is DeRosa 2001. See 
Patomakii  (2001: 226-229) for  a critique. 
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principall  architects of the Bretton Woods agreement, defended the 
principlee that finance should be primarily national (cf. chapter 3). 

Moreover,, precisely at the time when economies have reached 
unprecedentedd levels of international integration, doubts about the 
consequencess of increasing economic internationalization have also been 
recurringg with new strength at the evidentiary level. At the end of the 
twentiethh century, in the slipstream of the failures and successes of 
globalization,, doubts and criticisms about the consequences of 
internationall  trade and international capital flows are - once again -
increasing. . 

Duringg the Asia crisis, which began in Thailand in July 1997, the 
renownedd free-trade economist Bhagwati (1998) attacked for example the 
fundamentall  idea that 'free capital mobility among all nations was exactly 
likee free trade in their goods and services'. Bhagwati forcefully argues that 
'thee claims of enormous benefits from free capital mobility are not 
persuasive'' but a myth, 'created by what one might christen the Wall 
Street-Treasuryy complex, following in the footsteps of President 
Eisenhower,, who had warned of the military-industrial complex.' And to 
givee another example, Rodrik (1997: 72-5), self-proclaimed 'neoclassical 
economist',, has heavily criticized mainstream economics for its myopia, 
ignorancee and arrogance: 'International economists in particular have been 
tooo Panglossian about the consequences of globalization. (...) 
(E)conomistss could play a much more constructive role if they were to 
recognizee that the tensions between social stability and globalization are 
real.. (...) (E)conomists must demonstrate more modesty, less 

12 2 

condescension,, and a willingness to broaden their focus.' 

1.22 Partial consensus, new questions 

Feww - if any - observers and analysts will disagree with the statement that 
att the end of the twentieth century many views on globalization had 
changed-- sometimes drastically - and that skepticism about the effects 
andd future of globalization had reached broader layers of academics, 

122 See also Rodrik 1998, 1999. Higgott (1999: 26) judges in the same vein that 
'whenn it comes to an examination of the impact of globalization, economics is an 
excessivelyy optimistic science.' 
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policymakerss and NGOs. Two partially related developments stand out as 
majorr contributors to this shift in opinions.13 

Thee first and most important factor was the - totally unexpected -
outbreakk of the crisis in several countries in East Asia in 1997, which were 
untill  then considered a model for underdeveloped countries.14 This crisis 
fundamentallyy altered perceptions and expectations of globalization, not 
onlyy because of its depth and severe social effects, but also because of the 
subsequentt extension of crises and instability to other parts of the world.15 

Inn addition, the Asian crisis was a sharp warning about the dangers posed 
byy the instability of the globalized financial markets - grossly 
underestimated,, at least until then - and about the structural weaknesses of 
thee 'international financial architecture'.16 

Secondly,, international mobilizations by social movements and NGOs 
againstt (the consequences of) globalization, as in 1999 in Seattle (during 
thee WTO summit) and in 2000 in Prague (during the annual meeting of the 
IMFF and World Bank), have had a huge impact on public opinion and 
internationall  organizations. These campaigns have attracted so much 

13 3 

Thee fact that only these two developments are discussed is not to suggest, let 
alonee claim, that they are exclusively responsible for the alterations under 
discussion.. But they are, in the opinion of the present author, the most important 
factors.. Other contributing elements are illuminating reports by several UN 
organizations,, most importantly the International Labor Organization (ILO), the 
Unitedd Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) and the United 
Nationss Development Programme (UNDP). 

144 On this crisis see e.g. Bello 1998; Jomo 1998. 

155 On this see e.g. Krugman 1999; Michie and Grieve Smith 1999; UNCTAD 
2000a. . 

166 On this see e.g. Aglietta and Moatti 2000; Eatwell and Taylor 2000; Eichengreen 
1999. . 

Onn the importance of this factor, Business Week (2000c: 42) wrote: 'Yet it would 
bee a grave mistake to dismiss the uproar witnessed in the past few years in Seattle, 
Washington,, D.C. and Prague. Many of the radicals leading the protests may be on 
thee political fringe. But they have helped to kick-start a profound rethinking about 
globalizationn among governments, mainstream economists, and corporations, that, 
untill  recently, was carried on mostly in obscure think tanks and academic seminars. 
Thiss reassessment is badly overdue.' 
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publicityy and popular support that leading politicians and editorialists in 
thee business press and newspapers have repeatedly expressed fears of what 
theyy call a 'backlash against globalization.' Business Week (2000a), to 
givee an example, editorialized that '(u)nless measures are taken now, with 
thee world economy in a strong upswing, the backlash will become much, 
muchh worse once the economic cycle begins to turn down.' And The 
EconomistEconomist (2000b: 103), noting that the protestors 'enjoy the sympathy of 
manyy people in the West' and reflect 'popular concern about the hard 
edgess of globalization', warned that 'global economic integration may be 
att greater risk than many suppose.*19 The doubts expressed in these and 
otherr popular publications seem exemplary of a more general feeling that 
thee perspectives for globalization are not preordained. World Bank 
economistt Williamson (1997: 117), for example, raised the question 
whetherr the world economy wil l 'once again retreat from globalization as 
thee rich OECD countries come under political pressure to cushion the side 
effectss of rising inequality'. 

188 Similarly, top speculator Soros (1998) warned in the midst of the Asian crisis of 
thee 'disintegration of global capitalism'. After the effects of the crisis on the world 
economyy as a whole turned out to be less severe than he feared at the time, he 
withdreww this prediction, arguing that he had 'goofed' under the impact of events. 

199 Naomi Klein (1999: 443), a well-known representative of the new movement 
againstt contemporary globalization, argues in her bestseller No Logo, which has 
beenn described by The Observer (London) as the 'Das Kapital of the growing anti-
corporatee movement': 'When I started this book, I honestly didn't know whether I 
wass covering marginal atomized scenes of resistance or the birth of a potentially 
broad-basedd movement. But as times went on, what I clearly saw was a movement 
formingg before my eyes. (...) This emerging movement even has a victory under its 
belt:: getting the Multilateral Agreement on Investment taken off the agenda of the 
Organizationn of Economic Co-operation and Development in April 1998. As the 
FinancialFinancial Times noted with some bewilderment at the time: 'The opponents* 
decisivee weapon is the Internet. Operating from around the world via web sites, 
theyy have condemned the proposed agreement as a secret conspiracy to ensure 
globall  domination by multinational companies, and mobilized an international 
movementt of grassroots resistance." The article went on to quote a World Trade 
Organizationn official who said, "The NGO's have tasted blood. They'll be back for 
more.""  Indeed they will. ' 

200 Kanbur (2001: 2), former director of the World Bank's Development Report on 
Poverty,, who resigned from the World Bank after a conflict on policies to reduce 
poverty,, reflects as follows: 'The end of history lasted for such a short time. If the 
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II  submit that in the course of these developments, and as a result of the 
workk and debates of academics from various disciplines, a consensus has 
begunn to develop on some important questions, which were still heavily 
contestedd before the events in Asia. This partial convergence of opinions 
cann be summarized in the following three points. 
1.. Important changes are indeed transforming the global economy. A 

numberr of researchers and policymakers have challenged this 
statementt over the years from several angles, and until the end of the 
1990ss several of them would continue to argue that globalization does 
nott exist, is a myth, or - in the words of Meiksins Wood (1997) -
downrightt 'globaloney'. But since the Asian crisis even former 
skepticss such as Krugman write and talk unrestrainedly about 
'globalization',, and very few observers now seem to deny that today's 
globall  economy differs in fundamental ways from previous periods.21 

Thatt does not mean that there are no disagreements left.22 There 
definitelyy are, and they are discussed vehemently. But the scope of this 
debatee has been narrowed down somewhat. 

2.. Globalization is not caused by technology. Although nobody denies 
thatt technological developments play an important enabling role in 
processess of globalization, very few contemporary analysts or 

earlyy 1990s raised hopes of a broad based consensus on economic policy for 
growth,, equity and poverty reduction, the late 1990s dashed them. The East Asian 
crisiss and the Seattle debacle saw to that. In the year 2000, the governors of the 
Worldd Bank, whose mission is eradicate poverty, could meet only under police 
protection,, besieged by those who believe instead that the institution and the 
policiess it espouses cause poverty. And the street demonstrations in Prague, Seattle 
andd Washington D.C. are one of a spectrum of disagreement, which includes 
vigorouss debates in the pages of the leading newspapers, passionate involvement of 
faithh based organizations, and the genteel cut and thrust of academic discourse.' 

211 'It is a bit hard to remember what the world looked like before globalization', 
wrotee Krugman (1999: 16) after the Asian crisis. Compare this with his skeptical 
positionn in Krugman 1995. 

Whenn it comes to policy conclusions Kitson and Michie (2000: 13) are for 
examplee of the opinion that there is much exaggeration regarding globalization. 
Also,, many authors argue quite correctly that we are (still) very far from a real 
'globalizedd economy' (see e.g. Frankel 2000; Hirst and Thompson 1996, 1997; 
Rodrikk 2000). 
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observerss claim that globalization is brought about by 'some natural or 
technologicallyy driven phenomena' (Kitson and Michie 2000: 14). To 
talkk about a 'backlash against globalization' would be senseless if 
globalizationn was to be understood as the automatic outcome of 
exogenouss technological processes, since that would imply that 
globalizationn is irrevocable. As Frankel (2000: 6-7) argues: '(T)here is 
aa tendency to see globalization as irreversible. But the political forces 
thatt fragmented the world for 30 years (1914-1944) were evidently far 
moree powerful than the accretion of technological progress in transport 
thatt went on during that period. The lesson is that there is nothing 
inevitablee about the process of globalization.'23 

3.. Globalization has not reduced inequality of income and wealth. Since 
thee outbreak of the Asian crisis and its aftershocks, a growing number 
off  researchers and observers have become aware of the fact that social 
differencess are globally increasing in a double process of polarization, 
withinn countries and among countries. This is not to suggest that this 
sociall  polarization only began with the Asia crisis in 1997. Even before 
itss outbreak UNCTAD General Secretary Ricupero (UNCTAD 1997:5) 
notedd for example: 

'Thee big story of the world economy since the early 1980s has been 
thee unleashing of market forces.... The 'invisible hand' now 
operatess globally and with fewer countervailing pressures from 
governmentss than for decades. Many commentators are optimistic 
aboutt the prospects for faster growth and for convergence of 
incomess and living standards which greater global competition 
shouldd bring. However, there is also another big story. Since the 
earlyy 1980s the world economy has been characterized by rising 
inequalityy and slow growth.' 

233 In an editorial that was published in the week of the protests in Prague against the 
IMF,, The Economist (2000a: 17) similarly noted: 'If technological progress were 
thee only driver of global integration, the anti-capitalist threat would be less 
worrying.. (...) Again the protestors are absolutely right: governments are not 
powerless.'' And Business Week (2000c: 43) states: 'The downside of global 
capitalismm is the disruption of whole societies, from financial meltdowns to 
practicess by multinationals that would never be tolerated in the West. Industrialized 
countriess have enacted all sorts of worker, consumer and environmental safeguards 
sincee the turn of the century, and civil rights have a strong tradition. But the global 
economyy is pretty much still in the robber-baron age. If global capitalism's flaws 
aren'tt addressed, the backlash could grow more severe.' See also Prakash 2001. 
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Dataa to support this analysis have been presented for example by the 
UNDPP (1998: 29), which notes that 20 per cent of the world's 
populationn living in the richest countries increased its income from 30 
timess the poorest 20 per cent's income in 1960 to 82 times the poorest 
200 per cent's income in 1995. This UN organization documents that 
thee two billion poorest people in the world, living on 350 US dollars or 
lesss per year, saw their share in the world's global product decline 
fromm 4.2 per cent in 1980 to 2.5 per cent in 1997,24 

Inn sum, there is a growing sense that a central feature of today's globalized 
worldd economy is 'the egregious and historically unprecedented degree of 
globall  inequality - in income and wealth, and life chances broadly 
construed.. Though inequality between the North and the South is 
particularlyy extreme, there are stark (and rapidly deepening) inequalities 
withinn each of these regions as well' (DeMartino 2000: 218). This 
sentimentt contrasts of course sharply with the beliefs and expectations 
manyy economists, policymakers and opinion leaders have expressed about 
thee effects of globalization. 

Overr the years, academics and policymakers have challenged these 
statementss about globalization to varying extents, but around the turn of 
thee millennium they have nevertheless become accepted rather widely. 
Futuree research programs of globalization wil l therefore (partially) chart 
neww directions. Three broad puzzles appear key in this next round of 
analysess and debates. The first obvious question is what is driving 
globalization,, if not the development of technology itself? The second 

Thesee facts are echoed in the popular business press, where The Economist 
(2000a:: 17) has argued that protestors against globalization 'are right that the most 
pressingg moral, political and economic issue of our time is third-world poverty.' 

255 In that same vein, Rowthorn and Kozul-Wright (1998: 9-10) argue that 'there are 
seriouss doubts about the empirical evidence on fast growth and convergence with 
thee world economy becoming more open', since 'there has been a persistent 
slowingg down of the world economy as it has become more closely integrated over 
thee past two decades. Moreover, this slowdown in growth has been accompanied by 
increasingg volatility of growth performance (...) Perhaps most significantly, the 
patternn of economic growth since the late 1970s has coincided with ever larger 
incomee gaps not only across countries but also within them.' On the increase in 
sociall  inequality see e.g. also Faux and Mishel 2000; Galbraith, Jiaqing and Darity 
1999;; Kaplinksy 2001; Maddison 1999; Sutcliffe 2001; Wade 2001. 
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relatedd issue is just as clear-cut, since the moment we note that 
globalizationn is not irreversible the question arises whether globalization 
wil ll  persist and deepen, and under what conditions? Finally a third 
questionn follows from the realization that globalization has not so far 
decreasedd social differences. Do we just need more patience, because - as 
somee hold - at least in the long run income and standards of living will 
converge?? Or is it rather the case that policy interventions and institutional 
changess are necessary because global markets will not turn out to be 
benevolentt even in the long run, and if so what kind of interventions and 
where? ? 

Conclusion n 

Too sum up, around the turn of the millennium a consensus on globalization 
begann to take shape, which can be summarized in three points. (1) 
Importantt changes are transforming the global economy. (2) Globalization 
iss not caused by technology. (3) So far globalization has not decreased 
inequalityy of income and wealth. New contributions in what will become 
thee next round of analyses and debates about globalization will most likely 
startt from and build on these partial results. 

Clearly,, the questions that are now posed call for thorough analyses of 
thee dynamics of globalization and of the conflicts it gives rise to. Future 
discussionss on these and related topics will not be less intense or 
passionatee than during the first round of discussion. In fact, the reverse is 
muchh more likely. Not only has it become clearer for all sides in the 
globalizationn debate over the years what the stakes are; in addition, more 
academics,, policymakers, and NGOs have become familiar with and/or 
interestedd in (part of) the debate. Finally, as has been argued, the partial 
consensuss -that important changes are transforming the global economy, 
thatt globalization is not caused by technology, and that globalization has 
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nott decreased social differences - has narrowed down the number of issues 
too be studied and debated.26 

266 We can borrow an observation from Kanbur (2001: 6) on debates about poverty 
reduction:: 'It is almost as if the battle is more intense because it is now focused 
moree sharply on fewer and fewer remaining issues.' 



22 The genesis and contemporary comeback 
off  the theory of free trade 

Onee of the central aspects of today's economic globalization is increasing 
freee trade. The arguments for such a policy go back two centuries, to the 
timee when Smith and Ricardo armed advocates of free trade with the 
theoremm of comparative advantage. Since then they have been 'winning 
everyy battle in the textbooks' (Pen 1967). And today opponents of 
protectionistt policies and proponents of globalized free trade are once 
againn claiming victory. However, public anxiety about globalization and 
freee trade is rising. In some policy circles and NGOs proposals are being 
discussedd for new forms of protectionism, so as to re-empower the local 
andd regional in the face of the social and ecological consequences of free 
tradee and increased capital mobility. Moreover, research on technology 
andd economic development is putting in question the fashionable idea that, 
ass far as policy choices are concerned, national states are virtually dead in 
today'ss global economy.3 

Thiss chapter discusses old and new analyses of free trade and 
protectionism.. The retreat from mercantilism began in countries such as 
Englandd and France in the late eighteenth century, so the first section deals 
withh the genesis of classical trade theory. The second section discusses the 
heroicc assumptions of this free trade theory, and the gap between theory 
andd real-world developments. The third section takes up major criticisms 
alreadyy raised at the time, especially from a national and class conflict 
perspective.. In the fourth section we take a look at important contemporary 
criticismss of the free trade paradigm. 

11 See for example IMF 1997a; Irwin 1996b; Krueger 1997. 

Seee for example Husson 1996; Lang and Hines 1993; Mander and Goldsmith 
1996. . 

33 See for example Boyer and Drache 1996; Freeman 1997; Weiss 1998. 
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2.11 The first  victory of free trade 

'Sincee the early nineteenth century, comparative advantage has been the 
bedrockk on which all subsequent developments in the theory of 
internationall  trade have rested' (Maneschi 1998: 10).4 As every student in 
economicss is supposed to know, Adam Smith and David Ricardo were the 
firstt to make a coherent case for the principle of free trade. Important 
elementss of free trade doctrine were already present in the mercantilist 
period.. But the classical economists supplied the coherent framework that 
iss still with us today. 

Inn his authoritative study of theories of international trade Viner (1955: 
108)) concludes that 'all the important elements in Adam Smith's free-trade 
doctrinee had been presented prior to the Wealth of Nations.' But there is 
'littl ee evidence that these early expositions had much influence', and they 
weree often 'to be found only in isolated passages not wholly consistent 
withh the views expounded in the surrounding text.' Although 'certain 
elementss of doctrine tending to lead to free-trade views were fairly widely 
prevalent'' (Viner 1955: 92) and 'calls for greater liberty in commerce 
flourishedd among intellectuals in France and Britain', the idea of free trade 
'didd not have a particularly strong economic basis and was sometimes 
foundedd upon a vague cosmopolitanism that had littl e economic content 
andd therefore could be easily dismissed' (Irwin 1996b: 73-4). Among the 
ideass that were already floating around and which were important for the 
successfull  formulation of the free trade doctrine, Viner (1955: 92-107) 
mentions:: the quantity theory of money and the criticism and qualifications 
off  the balance-of-trade doctrine; the general agreement that the profit 
motivemotive was the controlling factor in economic behavior; the concept of 
'economicc man'; the argument that regulation of trade by government went 

'Thee basic case for free trade has changed little over the past two centuries', 
DeMartinoo (2000: 195, 197) notes: 'Since David Ricardo introduced the concept of 
comparativee advantage in the early nineteenth century, the notion that free trade 
benefitss all countries has been a central tenet of orthodox theory. Even most 
heterodoxx economists have accepted the basic logic involved in this proposition. 
Nevertheless,, the concept of comparative advantage is at the center of the 
contemporaryy controversy over free trade.' 

Incidentally,, that is also true for many arguments used to defend protectionism 
(Vinerr 1955: 73). 
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counterr to human nature and could not prevail over the power of the profit 
motive,, while such regulation also faced such problems as the regulators' 
incompetencee and the unavailability of unbiased advisers; the 'elaborate 
reasoning'' in Mandeville's Fable of the Bees 'in support of individualism 
andd laissez faire, resting on his famous argument that "private vices" such 
ass "avarice" and luxury were "public benefits"'; and 'some of the specific 
economicc arguments for unrestricted trade' as stated or approximated by 
writerss such as Houghton (in 1677), Barbon (in 1690) and Davenant (in 
1697).66 As is clear from this incomplete enumeration, Smith did not base 
thee development of his free trade doctrine only on economic ideas in the 
narroww sense, but drew on more general philosophical ideas as well. Both 
Irwinn (1996b: 62-3) and Viner (1955: 109) even conclude, 'perhaps 
somewhatt surprisingly', that 'the moral philosophy that emerged in the 
eighteenthh century enlightenment' was more important for Smith's 
approachh to free trade than 'the earlier English economic literature.' 

Adamm Smith's 'stupendous accomplishment' was that he 'achieved 
whatt others before him had failed to do: present a systematic, coherent 
frameworkframework for thinking about the economics of trade policy', by providing 
'aa more soundly based economic logic to accompany the philosophically 
derivedd compatibility of private interests and public benefits' (Irwin 1996 : 
73-4).. The key argument that Smith advances for free trade is directly 
linkedd to the plea for the division of labor that opens book I of The Wealth 
ofof Nations. 'The greatest improvement in the productive powers of labour, 
andd the greater part of the skill, dexterity, and judgment with which it is 
anyy where directed, or applied, seem to have been the effects of the 

66 'The concept of the "economic man", instead of being, as is often alleged, an 
interventionn of the nineteenth-century classical school, was an important element in 
thee mercantilist doctrine. Between the attitudes of the two schools toward the 
"economicc man" (...) there was this important difference, however, that the classical 
economistss argued that men in pursuing their selfish interests were at the same 
time,, by a providential harmony of interests, either rendering the best service of 
whichh they were capable to the common good or at least rendering better service 
thann if their activities were closely regulated by government, whereas the 
mercantilistss deplored the selfishness of the merchant and insisted that to prevent it 
fromfrom ruining the nation it was necessary to subject it to rigorous control' (Viner 
1955:: 93). 

77 Maneschi (1998: 18) underlines this point when he argues: 'Starting with Adam 
Smith,, the classical economists frequently merged the positive and normative 
aspectss of trade.' 

\ \ 
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divisionn of labour' , Smith writes (1776: 13). He argues that *(i)t is the 
maximm of every prudent master  of a family, never  to attempt to make at 
homee what it wil l cost him more to make than to buy', illustratin g the 
argumentt  with his famous example: 

'Thee taylor  does not attempt to make his own shoes, but buys them of 
thee shoemaker. The shoemaker  does not attempt to make his own 
cloaths,, but employs a taylor. The farmer  attempts to make neither  the 
onee nor  the other, but employs those different artificers. All of them 
findfind  it for  their  interest to employ their  whole industry in a way in 
whichh they have some advantage over  their  neighbours, and to purchase 
withh a part of its produce, or  what is the same thing, with the price of a 
partt  of it, whatever  else they have occasion for'  (1776: 456-7). 

Extrapolatingg from individuals to countries, Smith appeals to the 
commonsensicall  thought that '(w)hat is prudence for  every private family, 
cann scarce be folly in that of a great kingdom', to state the case for  free 
trade: : 

'I ff  a foreign country can supply us with a commodity cheaper  than we 
ourselvess can make it, better  buy it of them with some part of the 
producee of our  own industry, employed in a way in which we have 
somee advantage. The general industry of the country, being always in 
proportionn to the capital which employs it, wil l not thereby be 
diminished,, no more than that of the above-mentioned artificers; but 
onlyy left to find out the way in which it can be employed with the 
greatestt  advantage. It is certainly not employed to the greatest 
advantage,, when it is thus directed towards an object which it can buy 
cheaperr  than it can make. The value of its annual produce is certainly 
moree or  less diminished, when it is thus turned away from producing 
commoditiess evidently of more value than the commodity which it is 
directedd to produce. According to the supposition, that commodity 
couldd be purchased from foreign countries cheaper  than it can be made 
att  home. It could, therefore, have been purchased with a part only of the 
commodities,, or, what is the same thing, with a part only of the price of 
thee commodities, which the industry employed by an equal capital, 
wouldd have produced at home, had it been left to follow its natural 
course.. The industry of the country, therefore, is thus turned away from 
aa more, to a less advantageous employment, and the exchangeable value 
off  its annual produce, instead of being increased, according to the 
intentionn of the lawgiver, must necessarily be diminished by every such 
regulation''  (1776: 457 - emphasis added). 
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Smithh succeeded in defending free trade not as important for a particular 
industryy or class, but as a general interest. Directly challenging mercantilist 
doctrines,, he argued that the 'importation of gold and silver is not the 
principal,, much less the sole benefit which a nation derives from its foreign 
trade',, because there are two other major benefits that can be gained from 
trade: : 

'Betweenn whatever places foreign trade is carried on, they all of them 
derivee two distinct benefits from it. It carries out that surplus part of the 
producee of their land and labour for which there is no demand among 
them,, and brings back in return for it something else for which there is a 
demand.. It gives a value to their superfluities, by exchanging them for 
somethingg else, which may satisfy a part of their wants, and increase 
theirr enjoyments. By means of it, the narrowness of the home market 
doess not hinder the division of labour in any particular branch of art or 
manufacturee from being carried to the highest perfection. By opening a 
moree extensive market for whatever part of the produce of their labour 
mayy exceed the home consumption, it encourages them to improve its 
productivee powers, and to augment its annual produce to the utmost, 
andd thereby to increase the real revenue and wealth in the society. 
Thesee great and important services foreign trade is continually occupied 
inn performing, to all the different countries between which it is carried 
on""  (1776: 447 - emphasis added). 

Afterr Smith the case for free trade was further developed and strengthened 
byy the theory of comparative costs or comparative advantage. This 
finishingg touch to free trade doctrine is attributed to David Ricardo.8 He 
introducedd in 1817 in chapter seven of his Principles of Political Economy 
andand Taxation the idea that even countries that are superior in producing all 
goodss in comparison with potential trading partners wil l benefit from trade: 
'Thiss explicit statement that imports could be profitable even though the 
commodityy imported could be produced at less cost at home than abroad, 

Irwinn (1996b: 91) finds the credit given to Ricardo exaggerated: 'Yet Ricardo's 
meree three-paragraph discussion was poorly expressed, awkwardly placed in the 
chapter,, and failed to bring out the essence of the theory.' And John Chipman 
(1965:: 480) is even of the opinion that Ricardo's 'statement of the law is quite 
wanting,, so much so as to cast some doubt as to whether he truly understood it*. 
Accordingg to William Thweatt (1976), James Mil l was actually responsible for 
Ricardo'ss three-paragraph example. 
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was,, it seems to me, the sole addition of consequence which the doctrine of 
comparativee costs made' (Viner 1955: 441). 

Ricardoo basically went one step further than Smith, because he took the 
factt into consideration that productivity levels differ from one country to 
thee next. By incorporating that aspect in his argument he succeeded even 
betterr than Smith in showing that free trade is in the interest of every 
country,, because there is always something that can be traded. Ricardo set 
outt the case for countries specializing in the production of goods in which 
theirr opportunity costs were lowest with his famous example of the trade in 
winee and cloth between England and Portugal: 

'Iff  Portugal had no commercial connexion with other countries, instead 
off  employing a great part of her capital and industry in the production 
off  wines, with which she purchases for her own use the cloth and 
hardwaree of other countries, she would be obliged to devote a part of 
thatt capital to the manufacture of those commodities, which she would 
thuss obtain probably inferior in quality as well as quantity. 
'Thee quantity of wine which she shall give in exchange for the cloth of 
England,, is not determined by the respective quantities of labour 
devotedd to the production of each, as it would be, if both commodities 
weree manufactured in England, or both in Portugal. 
'Englandd may be so circumstanced, that to produce the cloth may 
requiree the labour of 100 men for one year; and if she attempted to 
makee the wine, it might require the labour of 120 men for the same 
time.. England would therefore find it her interest to import wine, and to 
purchasee it by the exportation of cloth. 
'Too produce the wine in Portugal, might require only the labour of 80 
menn for one year, and to produce the cloth in the same country, might 
requiree the labour of 90 men for the same time. It would therefore be 
advantageouss for her to export wine in exchange for cloth. This 
exchangee might even take place, notwithstanding that the commodity 
importedd by Portugal could be produced there with less labour than in 
England.. Though she could make the cloth with the labour of 90 men, 
shee would import it from a country where it required the labour of 100 
menn to produce it, because it would be advantageous to her rather to 
employy her capital in the production of wine, for which she would 
obtainn more cloth from England, than she could produce by diverting a 
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portionn of her capital from the cultivation of vines to the manufacture of 
cloth'' (Ricardo 1817: 134-5).9 

Likee Smith before him, Ricardo (1817: 128) argued that free trade will 
'veryy powerfully contribute to increase the mass of commodities, and 
thereforee the sum of enjoyments'. The resulting greater abundance of 
commoditiess for lower prices is advantageous for the whole community 
andd trade is therefore beneficial to countries. This argument is usually 
presentedd in the canonical justifications for (the advantages of) free trade; 
butt in addition to this motive Ricardo gives a second justification for 
foreignn trade when he argues that it may increase the profit rate. This 
argumentt is very important for Ricardo, because like other classical 
economistss he was convinced that there is a tendency for the average rate 
off  profit to fall: 

'Itt is quite as important to the happiness of mankind, that our 
enjoymentss should be increased by the better distribution of labour, by 
eachh country producing those commodities for which by its situation, its 
climate,, and its other natural or artificial advantages, it is adapted, and 
byy their exchanging them for the commodities of other countries, as that 
theyy should be augmented by a rise in the rate of profits' (Ricardo 1817: 
132). . 

Ricardoo went to great lengths to make clear that trade in itself does not lead 
too a higher profit rate. He even opens his chapter on foreign trade by 
opposingg that specific idea: 'No extension of foreign trade wil l 
immediatelyy increase the amount of value in a country.'10 He saw such an 
increasee in the profit rate only as a possibility under very specific 
circumstances.. Because there is an inverse relationship between wages and 
profits,, 'the rate of profit can never be increased but by a fall in wages', he 
spellss out. And the consequence is that 'there can be no permanent fall of 
wagess but in consequence of a fall of the necessaries on which wages are 
expended'' (Ricardo 1817: 132). Only when trade leads to a decrease in the 

Heree and elsewhere I refer to the first edition of any work. The edition quoted 
fromm can be found in the bibliography. In this case citations are from the third 
(1821)) edition. 

Thee point cannot be taken up here, but it should be noted that Marx did not 
agree.. In the third volume of Capital (1894: 344-7) he argued that there are 
mechanismss through which foreign or colonial trade increases the rate of profit in 
industriall  countries (see also Mandel 1964). If true, this would of course further 
strengthenn the argument that trade can lead to an increase in the profit rate. 
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pricee of for example food or cloth for the working class can wages go 
downn and will profits rise: 

'Foreignn trade, then, though highly beneficial to a country, as it 
increasess the amount and variety of the objects on which revenue may 
bee expended, and affords, by the abundance and cheapness of 
commodities,, incentives to saving, and to the accumulation of capital, 
hass no tendency to raise the profits of stock, unless the commodities 
importedd be of that description on which the wages of labour are 
expended'' (Ricardo 1817: 133). 

Ricardoo generally considered the fall of the rate of profit unavoidable, 
becausee of the decreasing quality of the land that would have to be 
cultivatedd to be able to feed the increasing population, which would lead to 
increasingg food prices for the workers. But trade in his view could partially 
counterr the fall of the rate of profit: '(W)hen the rise of the price of corn is 
thee effect of the difficulty of production, profits will fall; for the 
manufacturerr will be obliged to pay more wages, and will not be enabled to 
remuneratee himself by raising the price of his manufactured commodity' 
(Ricardoo 1817: 146). 

Forr our further discussion it is important to emphasize that Smith and 
Ricardoo did not propagate free trade for general cosmopolitan or altruistic 
reasons,, but because they considered the extension of international 
exchangee of goods to be more in the interest of nations than protectionism. 
Inn fact, they held that there is no contradiction between the national interest 
andd free trade. 

2.22 Heroic assumptions and limitation s 

Sincee the genesis of the classical theory of free trade, two major types of 
criticismss have been raised against its theoretical and empirical 
underpinnings.. The first questions the heroic assumptions that have to be 
fulfilledd to make the theory of comparative advantage work, while the 
secondd observes that real-world developments do not match the theory's 
predictionss and expectations. These objections are reviewed in this section. 
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a.a. Heroic assumptions 
Althoughh he does not formulate them explicitly, many assumptions 
underliee Ricardo's free trade theory. This can for  example be seen in the 
followingg quotation: 

'I ff  the quantity of wine, imported in exchange for  the same quantity of 
Englishh commodities, be doubled, the people of England can either 
consumee double the quantity of wine that they did before, or  the same 
quantityy of wine and a greater  quantity of English commodities. (...) If I 
boughtt  more wine, and every wine-drinker  did the same, the foreign 
tradee would not be in the least disturbed; the same quantity of English 
commoditiess would be exported in exchange for  wine, and we should 
receivee double the quantity, though not double the value of wine. But if 
I,, and others, contented ourselves with the same quantity of wine as 
before,, fewer  English commodities would be exported, and the wine-
drinker ss might either  consume the commodities which were before 
exported,, or  any others for  which they had an inclination. The capital 
requiredd for  their  production would be supplied by the capital liberated 
fromm the foreign trade' (Ricardo 1817: 130-1). 

Withoutt  any further  elaboration Ricardo assumes here: that all income in a 
countryy is expended to buy goods; that there is never  any reduction of 
demandd because money is saved; that full use is being made of productive 
capacityy and of the factors of production (which adapt instantly to changes 
inn demand); that countries always have or  are headed rapidly towards a 
balancee of trade; and that markets adapt quickly and are therefore perfectly 
flexible.flexible. Frey and Weck-Hannemann (1996: 154-5) show that all these 
assumptionss can be challenged when they attempt to solve the riddl e of 
whyy protectionism has existed in all periods and countries when economic 
theoryy argues so convincingly that free trade maximizes a country's 
economicc welfare and leads to the most efficient allocation of resources: 

'(T)hee assumptions underlying the pure theory of international trade do 
nott  full y obtain in reality. In particular , it should not be assumed that 
marketss are perfect: real economies are subject to imperfect competition 
whichh distorts relative prices, and there are non-negligible costs of 
information ,, transaction and bargaining. Markets are thus not perfectly 
flexible,, and it proves to be difficult , and sometimes impossible, to 
undertakee the redistribution s necessary to compensate the losers from a 
(potentially)) Pareto-optimal trade-liberalizing measure. 

1''  This is these authors' second possible explanation for  the 'glaring gap between 
theoryy and reality' . First they dispose of the other  option, which is that 
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Forr Viner (1955: 444) 'it is more or less obvious' that Ricardo based his 
analysiss on assumptions, 'which, in conformity with his usual practice, he 
neverr expressly states.' These are in his opinion: 'ample time for long-run 
adjustments;; free competition; only two countries and only two 
commodities;; constant labor costs as output is varied; and proportionality 
off  both aggregate real costs and supply prices within each country to labor-
timee costs within that country.' Emmanuel (1972: ix) also lists a number of 
assumptions: : 

'(C)onstantt costs, equality in potential of production and consumption 
inn the two countries concerned, wages everywhere equal to the 
subsistencee minimum, identical techniques, identity in respect of money 
andd incomes, identity in balance of payments and trade balance, full 
employmentt of the factors'. 

Al ll  these assumptions have been discussed and rejected. But when a 
theory'ss assumptions do not state necessary conditions for the theory to 
hold,, '(s)howing that the theory's assumptions are false (...) does not imply 
thatt the theory is false' (Vromen 1995: 29).12 To effectively challenge 
Ricardo'ss theory it would therefore be necessary to discredit a sufficient 
andand necessary assumption. 

However,, there is an additional assumption in Ricardo's theory that has not 
yett been mentioned, which he does emphasize himself as a necessary 
conditionn for the theory of comparative advantage to work. To the question 
whatt would be the most advantageous if the production of both wine and 
clothh required less labor in Portugal than in England, Ricardo replies: 

'Itt would undoubtedly be advantageous to the capitalists of England, 
andd to the consumers in both countries, that under such circumstances, 
thee wine and the cloth should both be made in Portugal, and therefore 
thatt the capital and labour of England employed in making cloth, should 
bee removed to Portugal for that purpose. In that case, the relative value 
off  these commodities would be regulated by the same principle, as if 
onee were the produce of Yorkshire, and the other of London; and in 
everyy other case, if capital freely flowed towards those countries where 

'policymakerss are misinformed and/or of limited intelligence and therefore do not 
knoww the welfare-increasing effect of unilateral tariff reductions.' 

Orr as Learner (1995: 2) notes, 'textbook writers remind us that theories are 
neitherr true nor false. Theories are sometimes useful and sometimes not so useful.' 
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itt could be most profitably employed, there could be no difference in 
thee rate of profit, and no other difference in the real or labour price of 
commodities,, than the additional quantity of labour required to convey 
themm to the various markets where they were to be sold' (Ricardo 1817: 
136). . 

Iff  capital is mobile, Ricardo posits here, the theory of comparative costs 
wil ll  not hold, because in that case international specialization wil l be 

133

determinedd by absolute costs, like specialization in one country. As this 
wouldd erase his free trade principle, it is only logical that Ricardo 
expressess the conviction - and hope - that this wil l not happen: 

'Experience,, however, shows, that the fancied or real insecurity of 
capital,, when not under the immediate control of its owner, together 
withh the natural disinclination which every man has to quit the country 
off  his birth and connexions, and intrust himself with all his habits fixed, 
too a strange government and new laws, check the emigration of capital. 
Thesee feelings, which I should be sorry to see weakened, induce most 
menn of property to be satisfied with a low rate of profits in their own 
country,, rather than seek a more advantageous employment of their 
wealthh in foreign nations' (Ricardo 1817: 136-7). 

Thiss argument is rather remarkable when we consider today's world 
economy,, in which financial flows are largely unregulated and financial 
marketss are so heavily integrated that a tempest in one part of the world 
almostt automatically conjures up storms in other parts. Even more 
important,important, multinationals organize the conception, production and sales of 
theirr products worldwide, and therefore increasingly resort to foreign 
directt investments and outsourcing. The capitalism of Ricardo's time must 
certainlyy have been different from today's capitalism: 

'Itt is becoming exceptionally clear that this is also a question of the 
cultureculture of capitalism. The type of "nativist" position that Ricardo 
expressess is no longer in keeping with the conditions of casino 
capitalismcapitalism and its world of financial derivatives. His simple 
assumptionss about capitalists' attachment to their own culture are no 
longerr viable.' (Altvater and Mahnkopf 1996: 206). 

133 Williams (1929,197) challenges also this assumption: 'Indeed, it is not Ricardo's 
immobilityy premise that stands most in need of defence, but rather his mobility 
premise,, the assumed free movement of factors within countries. Perhaps no 
reminderr is necessary that this assumption, no less than the other, is essential for 
thee validity of the comparative cost principle.' 
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Butt the truth of the matter is that even in Ricardo's day this assumption did 
nott hold. Adam Smith already had a different opinion when he wrote his 
WealthWealth of Nations: 

'AA merchant, it has been said very properly, is not necessarily the 
citizenn of any particular country. It is in a great measure indifferent to 
himm from what places he carries on his trade; and a very trifling disgust 
wil ll  make him remove his capital, and together with it all the industry 
whichh it supports, from one country to another' (Smith 1776:426). 

Williamss (1929: 209) comments that precisely because of this instability of 
mercantilee and industrial capital, Smith, 'who was a nationalist of 
nationalists,, objected to the encouragement of international trade and 
industriess dependent thereon; in a "natural" order capital would go first 
intoo agriculture at home and become planted in the soil.' More importantly, 
Williamss also notes that Smith was not the only one; there was 'general 
recognitionn among writers and statesmen (...) that the same profits 
motivationn which moved goods could move also the labour and capital 
requisitee to produce them effectively.' Williams (1929: 206-7) cites for 
examplee J.S. Mill , who wrote about the West Indies : 

'Al ll  the capital employed is English capital; almost all the industry is 
carriedd on for English uses... The trade with the West Indies is therefore 
hardlyy to be considered as external trade, but more resembles the traffic 
betweenn town and country, and is amenable to the principles of the 
homee trade.' 

Thiss does not mean, however, that the rate of profit on capital was 
becomingg equal in all countries. As Mandel (1972: 353) argues, the 
hypothesiss of international equalization of profit rates 'presupposes perfect 
internationall  mobility of capital - in effect, the equalization of all 
economic,, social and political conditions propitious to the development of 
modernn capitalism on a world scale.' This was not the case at the time, nor 
iss it today, as can easily be seen from the divergent rates of return on 
capitall  from country to country or the correlation between savings and 
investmentt ratios. 

Inn sum, we have seen that Ricardo based his theory of comparative 
advantagee on a number of (not explicitly stated) assumptions, many of 
whichwhich have been challenged since then. He himself presented the premise 

Seee for example the often cited paper by Feldstein and Horioka (1980). 
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thatt there be no cross-border factor mobility as critical for his theory. But 
economicc writers among his contemporaries noted that even then capital 
andd labor were in fact internationally mobile to a certain extent. 

b.b. Apparent refutations 
Thee second category of criticism concerns the gap between the world as 
describedd or predicted by free trade theory and the rather different reality. 
Inn a speech in Brussels in 1848 Marx (1848: 252) for example used the 
casee of the West Indian colonies to criticize the classical theory: 

'(W)ee are told that free trade would create an international division of 
labour,, and thereby give to each country the production which is most 
inn harmony with its natural advantages. You believe perhaps, 
gentlemen,, that the production of coffee and sugar is the natural destiny 
off  the West Indies. Two centuries ago, nature, which does not trouble 
herselff  about commerce, had planted neither sugar-cane nor coffee trees 
there.. And it may be that in less than half a century you will find there 
neitherr coffee nor sugar, for the West Indies, by means of cheaper 
production,, have already succesfully combated this alleged natural 
destinyy of the West Indies. And the West Indies, with their natural 
wealth,, are already as heavy a burden for England as the weavers of 
Dacca,, who also were destined from the beginning of time to weave by 
hand' ' 

Altvaterr and Mahnkopf (1996: 207) refer to the same historical example 
andd extend the conclusion that can be drawn from it to countries that have 
industrializedd more recently: 

'Iff  the theory of comparative advantage had held true, then India's 
cottonn and silk manufactures would have made life difficult for the 
risingg British textile industry in the early nineteenth century, and 
Englandd would have had to specialize in sheep herding and whiskey 
distilleries.. Other late-industrializing countries (like Japan and South 
Korea)) would also have remained agricultural countries if they had not 
steeredd their economic development towards industrialization by 
politicall  means, quite contrary to the principle of specialization upheld 
byy Ricardo's theorem.' 

Inn a remarkable dissertation in 1970, Sideri investigated the structure and 
dynamicss of the trade between England (cloth) and Portugal (wine), 
Ricardo'ss famous example. The Anglo-Portuguese commercial treaties of 
1642,, 1654, 1661 and 1703 (the Methuen Treaty) are a good example of 
thee division of labor between two countries in accordance with the 
principlee of comparative advantage. But Sideri finds that the actual 
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outcomee was not what the theorem predicts. He argues that 'the negative 
effectss of this kind of international division of labour on Portugal's 
economyy (...) contradict Ricardo's tenet that foreign trade based on the 
doctrinee of comparative advantage was beneficial for all trading partners.' 
Thesee negative effects on the Portuguese economy were 'mainly the result 
off  the "type" of international division of labour (...) which was forced on 
Portugall  that, at the end of the 17th century, really produced both wine 
andd cloth.' Portugal's manufacturing sector had been sacrificed to the 
productionn of wine. Its terms of trade deteriorated, which 'emphasizes the 
impactt of the specialization in primary goods on the economic structure of 
thee country which has accepted such an international division of labour' 
(Siderii  1970: 3-7). The conclusion Sideri draws puts the debate between 
proponentss of free trade and protectionism in a different perspective: 

'Inn an international system, that is a system composed of nations, the 
relationss among those elements are bound to be pervaded by power both 
ass ends and a means. Mercantilism and free trade are not basically 
different,, but both are the manifestation of and the instrument by which 
powerr is exercised. Free trade is "the mercantilism of the strongest 
power,, and it leads to imperialism almost as surely as a thought-out 
commerciall  policy'" (Sideri 1970: 6). 

Moree generally, when it comes to international trade one cannot help 
observingg that historically there is 'a complete divorce between thought 
andd praxis.' Leaving aside interludes, 'the normal practice of the world, 
sincee the early Middle Ages and even since the Greco-Roman period, to go 
noo further back, has been and still remains protectionism.' This has been 
thee case although 'year after year, decade after decade, imperturbably and 
tireless,, the postmercantilist economists, from Francois Quesnay and Adam 
Smithh onward, went on demonstrating the errors of protectionism and the 
advantagess of free trade' (Emmanuel 1972: xiv). 

'Evenn though free trade has been the orthodox view among most 
economistss since the days of Smith and Ricardo, in practice very few 
countriess actually followed this prescription. By and large only the 
strongestt industries in the most powerful countries favored such a 
policy,, and in each case they did so to exploit their competitive 
advantagee over others. Between the Congress of Vienna (1814-15) and 
Worldd War I (1914-18) only Great Britain, then the world's domestic 
economicc power, was firmly committed to free trade; other economies 
remainedd strongly protectionist. The United States converted to free 
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tradee only after it emerged as the new superpower at the end of World 
Warr n, and other industrial countries gradually followed suit' 
(Guttmannn 1994: 325-326).15 

Also,, it is no coincidence that Ricardo's theory of free trade originated in 
England d 

'ass a liberal critique of aristocratic privileges in early-nineteenth-
centuryy England, where the landed gentry wanted to protect English 
agriculturee while emerging industrial capitalists wanted freedom to 
exploitt trade opportunities. The doctrine served Britain well in the mid-
nineteenthh century, at the height of British hegemony' (Kuttner 1992: 
116). . 

Basedd on his inquiry into the economic and power relations between 
Englandd and Portugal at the genesis of classical free trade theory, Sideri 
thereforee concludes: 

'(W)henn the international division of labour resulting from the classical 
butt "highly simplified model" (...) is analyzed in a more realistic setting 
whichwhich includes international power relations, socio-political national 
structures,, and type of trade, then Ricardo's "welfare proposition that 
tradee is beneficial", in other words that "a poor country does better to 
tradee with a rich country", appears mainly as a long term generalization 
off  what is correct for the most powerful manufacturing countries. 
Consequently,, the free trade policy when utilized to produce a country's 
specializationn in primary products really becomes, as a great Portuguese 
scholarr and politician remarked, "a chain prepared for the simple , an 
excellentt doctrine for the strong against the weak'" (Sideri 1970: 215). 

Ass Kuttner argues, even a cursory look at the behavior of policymakers in 
thee United States immediately confirms this judgment. In the nineteenth 
andd early twentieth centuries the US was much more protectionist, 'as 
earlyy American manufacturers realized that they could not initially 
competee with cheaper British imports (this is the famous "infant industry" 
argument)'.. But today, among influential economists and in the US 
diplomaticc corps, 'you find an almost universal devotion to the theory of 

155 Bairoch (1993: 79-81) is even more outspoken: 'There is no doubt that the 
economicc liberalism imposed on the Third World in the nineteenth century is one 
off  the main factors that explains its delayed industrialization... It would be difficult 
too find factual examples - at least in nineteenth-century economic history - that are 
inn more flagrant contradiction with the dominant theory, which holds that 
protectionismm has a negative impact. Protectionism, if not a source of 
industrializationn and economic development, has always accompanied them.' 
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comparativee advantage as politically and scientifically essential'. For 
Kuttnerr the reason for this change is no secret: 'Though the United States 
itselff  was relatively mercantilist in the nineteenth century, the Ricardian 
vieww has been internalized and treated as gospel since 1945 precisely 
becausebecause it is so congruent with the logic of American hegemony1 (Kuttner 
1992:: 117 emphasis in original). 

Inn sum, serious doubts have been raised about the empirical validity of the 
classicall  free trade theory, and about the claim that free trade is 
advantageouss for all countries. The next section reviews two critiques of 
thee comparative advantage theorem that may help us understand these 
apparentt refutations. 

2.33 Not a harmonious world republic: two critiques 

Smithh and Ricardo argued the case for free trade from what today would be 
calledd a 'win-win perspective': there are no losers, everybody gains. They 
thereforee consider international economic relations as 'essentially 
harmonious'' (Gilpin 1987: 188) and beneficent for all, as long as trade is 
allowedd to take its 'natural or spontaneous course' (Mil l 1844: 21). 
Characterizingg free trade as natural or spontaneous often has an 
ideologicall  function, as Manoilesco, Romania's minister of industry and 
trade,, noted in 1931 in his attempt to formulate a general theory of 
protectionism: : 

'Free-tradee looks scientific because it pretends to derive from a certain 
determinismm which was in fashion at the beginning of the [nineteenth] 
century,, and was then taken for science. The discoveries of great 
naturalists,, and especially those of Darwin, had spread the conviction 
thatt nature is governed by a certain automatism, thanks to which living 
beingss - after a series of struggles against their environment - always 
reachh a state of equilibrium in which the preservation of the species is 
maintained.. The same conception was adopted for economic 
phenomenaa by free-traders and generally by the Liberal school. (...) 
Free-trade,, in recommending the specialising of each country in the 
articless in which it presents the greatest superiority in comparison with 
otherr countries - thus, just those products favoured by nature - seems to 
believee in a natural harmony of the interests of all countries. This 
naturall  harmony appeared simple and automatic. It was to function of 
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itselff  with no interference of men or of State politics' (Manoilesco 
1931:58,212). . 

Inn The National System of Political Economy (1841), his most important 
workk on free trade and protectionism, Friedrich List (1841: 102-3) 
reproachedd free trade theorists for assuming a state of affairs which is not 
(yet)) present: 

'Itt assumes the existence of a universal union and a state of perpetual 
peace,, and deduces therefrom the great benefits of free trade. In this 
mannerr it confounds effects with causes. (...) That, however, under the 
existingg conditions of the world, the result of general free trade would 
nott be a universal republic, but, on the contrary, a universal subjection 
off  the less advanced nations to the supremacy of the predominant 
manufacturing,, commercial, and naval power, is a conclusion for which 
thee reasons are very strong and, according to our view, irrefragable.' 

Thee case for free trade is of course part of the general case for free markets 
(Krugmann 1986: 10) and of the laissez-faire case for the least possible 
governmentt intervention in economic life.16 In an earlier work, List (1837: 
70)) had already commented: 

'Thee cosmopolitan theorists do not question the importance of industrial 
expansion.. They assume, however, that this can be achieved by 
adoptingg the policy of free trade and by leaving individuals to pursue 
theirr own private interests. They believe that in such circumstances a 
countryy wil l automatically secure the development of those branches of 
manufacturee which are best suited to its own particular situation. They 
considerr that government action to stimulate the establishment of 
industriess does more harm than good.' 

Accordingg to Keynes (1926: 34) the fact that the principles of laissez-faire 
havee been 'confirmed in the minds of sound thinkers and the reasonable 
public'' is partially due to 'the poor quality of the opponent proposals -
Protectionismm on one hand, and Marxian Socialism on the other.' Kahan 

166 According to List, 'Laissez faire, laissez passer' is 'an expression which sounds 
noo less agreeably to robbers, cheats, and thieves than to the merchant, and is on that 
accountt rather doubtful as a maxim' (list 1904, 208). Freeman (1997: 27) reminds 
uss that List, emphasizing 'the role of the state in co-ordinating and carrying through 
long-termm policies for industry and the economy', often 'took issue with Jean-
Baptistee Say, his favourite target in his polemics with the classical school, who had 
arguedd that governments did not make much difference, except in a negative way.' 
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(1968:22)) also mentions List and Marx as the main critics of classical 
economics,, and notes an interesting similarity: 

'(I)tt may be observed that Marx, who was trained in the German 
philosophyy but embraced the classical economics, displayed in his 
economicc writing some affinity with the criticisms brought by the 
historicall  school against classical economics. Consider the phrase "the 
capitalistt system represents the relation between producers as the 
exchangee of commodities": substitute "national interests" for "class 
interests""  in the Marxian analysis and you have, prima facie, an echo of 
somee of the criticism leveled against the classical school mentioned 
above.' ' 

Wee now turn to these criticisms, and will see that List and Marx, each from 
aa different perspective, challenge the assumption that the world is 'a 
harmoniouss world republic'.17 

a)a) List: nations are not individuals 
List,, whose work obviously 'bears the mark of the country in which the 
authorr wrote and the times in which he lived, a well as his own personality' 
(Mano'ilescoo 1931: 240), published his National System of Political 
EconomyEconomy in 1841, seven years after the foundation of the German 
Zollverein.. In this book List strongly opposes what he calls the 

177 As an aside we note that Marx and List occasionally crossed each other's paths. 
Listt 'was offered the post of editor of the Rheinische Zeitung, a new liberal paper 
whichh was being established in Cologne. But he declared that ill-health prevented 
himm from accepting the post - which eventually went to Karl Marx' (Henderson 
1983:: 85). Later, in 1845, Marx accepted Engels' proposal that he write a critique 
off  List's theory, but the project never materialized (McLellan 1975, 166). As for 
theirr influence, List's biographer notes that his most important book, The National 
SystemSystem of Political Economy, 'has been more frequently translated than the works 
off  any other German economist, except Karl Marx' (Henderson 1983, 214). 

188 Archibugi and Michie (1997a: 6-7) note: 'It is no coincidence that List was 
German.. At the beginning of the nineteenth century, German cultural life was 
dominatedd by the philosophy of history, which had as its main concern the 
explanationn and prediction of the rise and fall of nations. Influenced by the rise of 
Americann society, in which he lived for several years, List tried to provide an 
economicc explanation for the changing positions of nations in history. (...) Today, 
economistss remember List as a fierce opponent of the theory of free trade as 
advocatedd by Adam Smith and his followers. (...) But in List's native town of 
Reutlingen,, he is remembered as the pioneer of railways: he spent a large part of his 
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'bottomlesss cosmopolitanism' of the free trade school and develops his 
alternativee 'system', which has as its distinguishing characteristic: 
'NATIONALITY .. On the nature of nationality, as the intermediate interest 
betweenn those of individualism and of entire humanity, my whole structure 
iss based' (List 1841: xliii) . For List, the system of the classical school 
sufferss from three main defects: 

'(F)irstly,, from boundless cosmopolitanism, which neither recognises 
thee principle of nationality, nor takes into consideration the satisfaction 
off  its interests; secondly, from a dead materialism, which everywhere 
regardss chiefly the mere exchangeable value of things without taking 
intoo consideration the mental and political, the present and the future 
interests,, and the productive powers of the nation; thirdly, from a 
disorganisingdisorganising particularism and individualism, which, ignoring the 
naturee and character of social labour and the operation of the union of 
powerss in their higher consequences, considers private industry only as 
itt would develop itself under a state of free interchange with society 
(i.e.. with the whole human race) were that race not divided into seperate 
nationall  societies' (List 1841: 141). 

Thee fundamental methodological problem List raises with the classical 
schooll  is that the generalization from individuals to nations is 
unacceptable,, because 'the interest of individual merchants and the interest 
off  the commerce of a whole nation are widely different things.' List was 
nott the only one criticizing this philosophical starting point, as can be seen 
fromm the Statement of Some New Principles on the Subject of Political 
EconomyEconomy published in 1834 by Rae: 

'Myy main object, in this book, is to show that the notion of the exact 
identityy of the causes giving rise to individual and national wealth, on 
whichh the reasonings and arguments of Adam Smith all along depend, is 
erreonous,, that consequently the doctrines he has engrafted on it, cannot 

lifee urging the princes who ruled "the Germany of one hundred homelands" to 
developp transportation. He understood that infrastructure, which in his day meant, 
abovee all, the railways, was a fundamental component of any strategy for economic 
growthh since it allowed commodities, individuals and information to circulate.' And 
Freemann reminds us that it was 'thanks to the advocacy of List and like-minded 
economistss as well as the long-established Prussian system, that Germany 
developedd one of the best technical education and training systems in the world' 
(1997:: 25; see also Warren James 1965). 
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bee thus maintained, and are inconsistent with facts admitted by himself 
(Rael834:8).19 9 

Thee reason why it should be 'evident' that nations are not individuals is 
formulatedd by List when he deals with the behavior of the merchant who: 

'mayy be accomplishing his purpose (viz. gain of values by exchange) at 
thee expense of the agriculturists and manufacturers, at the expense of 
thee nation's productive powers, and indeed of its independence. It is all 
thee same to him; and according to the character of his business and 
occupation,, he need not trouble himself much respecting the manner in 
whichh the goods imported or exported by him act on the morality, the 
prosperity,, or the power of the nation. He imports poisins as readily as 
medicines.. He enervates whole nations through opium and spirituous 
liquors.. Whether he by his importations and smugglings brings 
occupationn and sustenance to hundreds of thousands, or whether they 
aree thereby reduced to beggary, does not signify to him as a man of 
business,, if only his own balance is increased thereby. Then if those 
whoo have been reduced to want bread seek to escape the misery in their 
fatherlandd by emigrating, he can still obtain profit by the business of 
arrangingg their emigration. In the time of war he provides the enemy 
withh arms and ammunition. He would, if it were possible, sell fields and 
meadowss to foreign countries, and when he had sold the last bit of land 
wouldd place himself on board his ship and export himself (List 1841: 
209). . 

Itt is no coincidence that List opens his The National System of Political 
EconomyEconomy with a book about the history of Italy, England, the Netherlands 
andd seven other countries, and only introduces his theory in the second 
book,, after that description. He does so because he wants to show that 
nationss have their own specific histories, which have to be taken into 
account. . 

'Thee present state of the nations is the result of the accumulation of all 
discoveries,, inventions, improvements, perfections, and exertions of all 
generationss which have lived before us; they form the mental capital of 

199 Rae's biographer notes: 'There was nothing essentially new in Rae's argument. 
Thee same general ideas had been argued by the Earl of Lauderdale in his Public 
WealthWealth in 1804 and by Jeremy Bentham in his letter to Adam Smith on projects in 
artss written in 1787. Rae quotes from both these authors and was probably familiar 
withh their criticisms' (Warren James 1965: 144). 
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thethe present human race, and every separate nation is productive only in 
thee proportion in which it has known how to appropriate these 
attainmentss of former  generations and to increase them by its own 
acquirements,, in which the natural capabilities of its territory , its extent 
andd geographical position, its population and political power, have been 
ablee to develop as completely and symmetrically as possible all sources 
off  wealth within its boundaries' (List 1841: 114-5). 

Nationss find themselves in different phases of development, and List 
(1841:143)) takes for  granted that all nations 'have to pass through the 
followingg stages of development: original barbarism, pastoral condition, 
agricultura ll  condition, agricultural-manufacturin g condition, and 
agricultural-manufacturing-commerciall  condition.'  As Freeman (1997: 24) 
notes,, 'the racialist and colonialist overtones' in List' s book 'were in 
strongg contrast to the internationalist cosmopolitan approach of the 
classicall  free-trade economists', but 'despite these unattractive features of 
hiss outlook, he clearly anticipated many contemporary ideas.'  And Levi-
Faurr  (1997: 159), noting that List 'emphasized the importance of human 
capitall  in economic development', argues that 'List should be considered 
onee of the founders of human capital theory and deserves more 
appreciationn in this regard than he has received'. Today, when the World 
Bankk emphasizes the need for  intangible investments in knowledge List' s 
criticismm of Smith sounds surprisingly modern: 

'I ff  we continue to consider  the example of the pin manufacture adduced 
byy Adam Smith in illustratio n of the advantages of division of labour, 
andd seek for  the causes of the phenomenon that ten persons united in 
thatt  manufacture can produce an infinitel y larger  number  of pins than if 
everyy one carried on the entire pin manufacture separately, we find that 
thee division of commercial operations without combination of the 
productiveproductive powers towards one common object could but littl e further 
thiss production. In order  to create such a result, the different individuals 
mustt  co-operate bodily as well as mentally, and work together. (...) The 
popularr  school, because it has regarded the division of operation alone 
ass the essence of this natural law, has committed the error  of applying it 
merelyy to the separate manufactory or  farm; it has not perceived that the 
samee law extends its action especially over  the whole manufacturing 
andd agricultural power, over  the whole economy of the nation' (List 
1841::  122). 

Thee problem of the classical school is therefore that it confounds 
individuals''  accumulation of wealth with the development of nations' 
productivee capacity . The school infers from the notion 
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"'that"'that the wealth of the nation is merely the aggregate of the wealth of 
allall  individuals in it, and that the private interest of every individual is 
betterbetter able than all State regulations to incite to production and 
accumulationaccumulation of wealth", the conclusion that the national industry 
wouldd prosper best if only every individual were left undisturbed in the 
occupationn of accumulating wealth' (List 1841: 137). 

Fromm this fundamental observation, List concludes that the state has an 
importantt role to play in coordinating and carrying out industrial and 
economicc policies, and that unrestricted free trade as propagated by the 
classicall  school should be opposed: 

'(T)hee point in question is not (...) that of immediately increasing by 
commerciall  restrictions the amount of the values of exchange in the 
nation,, but of increasing the amount of its productive powers. But (...) 
thee aggregate of the productive powers of the nation is not synonymous 
withh the aggregate of the productive powers of all individuals, each 
consideredd separately - (...) the total amount of these powers depends 
chieflyy on social and political conditions, but especially on the degree 
inn which the nation has rendered effectual the division of labour and the 
confederationn of the powers of production within itself' (List 1904: 
137).21 1 

200 Along similar lines, proposing a tax to discourage luxury consumption and to 
gatherr the necessary means to pay for social and collective services, Frank (1999) 
arguess that in today's developed economies 'the real source of our skewed 
consumptionn patterns is the gap between individual and group incentives.' Frank 
positss that 'Adam Smith's celebrated invisible hand (...) rests on the assumption 
thatt each person's choices have no negative consequences for others. Yet even the 
mostt ordinary individual spending choices frequently do have negative 
consequencess for others', and 'the plain fact remains that many behaviors serve 
individuall  interests at the expense of society as a whole.' 

211 As we have already seen Rae drew the same policy conclusions in 1834. Warren 
Jamess (1965: 144) notes: 'The implications of this view for economic policy were 
immediatelyy clear. It was a cardinal requirement of policy to foster invention and to 
facilitatee the transference of inventions from one country to another. This view 
furtherr justified the intervention of the state in helping new industries by protective 
duties,, bounties and other financial encouragements. Moreover, Rae believed that it 
wass desirable for the state to encourage and support financially industrial research 
whichh would lead to new inventions. Rae's essential criterion for assessing 
economicc policy as well as social behaviour was the effect on the accumulation of 
capital'. . 
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Inn reality, List was only a moderate protagonist of import restrictions, and 
hee was certainly not against free trade in general.22 In fact, Manoilesco 
(1931:: 240-1) criticized him exactly for that reason: 

'Butt List did not found a theory of the protectionist phenomenon. It is 
sufficientt to observe that actual protection far exceeds the framework in 
whichh List explained and justified it. Protection is therefore quite other, 
withh a much wider extension than List believed it to be. List never 
contestedd free-trade. He did not refute free-trade arguments one by one. 
Hee did not build up a proper system of a general and permanent 
character,, which may constitute a complete answer to free-trade. (...) 
Insteadd of a theory of generality, he put forward a theory of exceptions. 
Hee craved for protectionism only a purely provisional role, dependent 
uponn numerous conditions and restrictions; and, what is more serious, 
hee presented protection to public opinion as a sacrifice, a necessary evil, 
whosee only excuse is of being temporary.' 

List'ss basic argument is that nations have to protect themselves 
temporarilytemporarily against imports from countries that are further developed, as 
longlong as they need the time and means to develop themselves to the highest 
possiblee stage of development. Linked to the colonialist overtones in his 
workk and his rather mechanical stagist view of how nations develop, List 
qualifiedd his defense of protectionism even further. He considered the 
famouss 'infant industry argument' only applicable to the industrial 
developmentt of bigger countries already close to the last of his 
developmentt stages, not to agriculture or smaller or less developed 
countries: : 

'Measuress of protection are justifiable only for the purpose of 
furtheringg and protecting the internal manufacturing power, and only in 
thee case of nations which through an extensive and compact territory, 
largee population, possession of natural resources, far advanced 
agriculture,, a high degree of civilisation and political development are 
qualifiedd to maintain an equal rank with the principal agricultural 
manufacturingg commercial nations, with the greatest naval and military 
powerss (List 1841: 247).23 

Onn this see e.g. Irwin 1996b; Levi-Faur 1997. 

23 3 

'Thee best proof of his empiricism and of his arbitrary affirmations is the fact that, 
generallyy speaking, he is against all protection for agriculture. Now, there is no 
reasonn whatever to exclude a priori a certain branch of production from protection' 
(Manoïlescoo 1931: 246). 
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Theree is no need to emphasize that this approach reflects List' s experiences 
inn the US and his preoccupation with turnin g Germany into a leading world 
power. . 

b)b) Marx: free trade is freedom of capital 
Wee now turn to Marx, who had quite different reasons to be skeptical 
aboutt  free trade. In September  1847 an economists' congress was 
organizedd in Brusselss to push for  free trade. Georg Weerth, the only critical 
speaker,, called it scandalous that no attention was paid to the misery that 
freee trade caused for  workers. Karl Marx, who was also invited to the 
congress,, wanted to support that point of view but did not get the floor  and 
wass told that the speakers' list was full (McLellan 1975: 207-11). He 
subsequentlyy had his remarks published in a small Belgian paper  and 
deliveredd a public speech 'On the question of free trade' before the 
Democraticc Association of Brussels on January 9 of the following year. 

Clearlyy the criticism Marx raised there, at age 29 and twenty years 
beforee the publication of his Capital, has a different status than the critiqu e 
off  List or  of the older  Marx, since it was a political speech and Marx had 
nott  yet extensively studied capitalism. But nonetheless the speech contains 
somee interesting thoughts that are worth recapitulating. 

Unlik ee List, Marx criticizes free trade not from a national but from a class 
pointt  of view, claiming that free trade is 'the freedom of capital to crush 
thee worker.'  And contrary to List Marx does not support what he calls the 
'conservative''  protectionism 'of our  day.' 

Forr  Marx, the debate about free trade was neither  timeless nor  about 
principless in general. He discussed the reasons for  and consequences of 
freefree trade 'under  the present condition of society', that is in early 
capitalism.. In that context he summarizes his criticism as follows: 

'I tt  is freedom of capital. When you have overthrown the few national 
barrier ss which still restrict the progress of capital, you will merely have 
givenn it complete freedom of action. (...) Gentlemen! Do not allow 
yourselvess to be deluded by the abstract word freedom. Whose 
freedom?? It is not the freedom of one individual in relation to another, 
butt  the freedom of capital to crush the worker' (Marx 1848: 250-1). 

Beforee he arrived at this conclusion, Marx discussed the arguments that 
weree being used in the major  political fight of that time over  the Corn 
Laws.. The repeal of these laws in 1846 
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'wass an event of enormous significance in the history of international 
trade,, in the development of institutions of international regulation, in 
thee realignment of political parties and interests in Britain , and in the 
emergencee of new modes of political action through mass politics and 
singlee interest groups' (Parry and Steiner  1998: xiv). 

Withh the repeal of these laws, Britai n entered a period of free trade that 
lastedd until the early part of the twentieth century. Trade was also liberated 
inn Europe in the latter  half of the nineteenth century with free-trade 
agreementss being signed between Britai n and France in 1860, France and 
thee Zollverein (a group of independent German states) in 1862, and France 
andd other  European states later  (Rodgers 1998: 203). At that moment in 
historyy English manufacturers opposed protectionism and defended free 
trade,, because imports would make food cheaper  (making lower  wages 
possible),, while the landlords wanted to maintain limitation s on food 
imports.. Just as they do today, supporters of free trade argued that 
protectionismm was contrary to everybody's interests. But as Marx noted, 
'thee people for  whom cheap food is to be procured at all costs are very 
ungrateful.''  Why this ingratitude? 

'(A)UU this hypocrisy was not calculated to make cheap bread attractive 
too the workers. Besides, how would the workman understand the sudden 
philanthropyy of the manufacturers, the very men still busy fighting 
againstt  the Ten Hours' Bill , which was to reduce the working day of the 
mil ll  hands from twelve hours to ten? To give you an idea of the 
philanthropyy of these manufacturers I would remind you, gentlemen, of 
thee factory regulations in force in all the mills'  (Marx 1848: 238-9). 

Marxx also took up Ricardo's argument that free trade can lead to an 
increasee of the profi t rate if it leads to cheaper  foodstuffs for  the workers. 
Hee argued that English workers were not impressed by the 'missionaries' 
preachingg 'the gospel of free trade', the distributio n of 'thousands of 
pamphletss to enlighten the worker  upon his own interests', and the 'vast 
administrativee system for  the conduct of the free trade movement': 

'Thee English workers have very well understood the significance of the 
strugglee between the landlords and the industrial capitalists. They know 
veryy well that the price of bread was to be reduced in order  to reduce 
wages,, and that the industrial profi t would rise by as much as rent fell. 
Ricardo,, the apostle of the English free-traders, the most eminent 
economistt  of our  century, entirely agrees with the workers upon this 
point.. (...) So long as the price of corn was higher  and wages were also 
higher,, a small saving in the consumption of bread sufficed to procure 
himm other  enjoyments. But as soon as bread is very cheap, and wages 
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aree therefore very cheap, he can save almost nothing on bread for the 
purchasee of other articles' (Marx 1848: 240-1). 

Afterr having discussed various arguments free trade protagonists put 
forward,, Marx sums up: 

'Thee whole line of argument amounts to this: Free trade increases 
productivee forces. If industry keeps growing, if wealth, if the productive 
power,, if, in a word, productive power increases, the demand for labor, 
thee price of labor, and consequently the rate of wages, rise also.'24 

Marxx therefore agrees with the thesis that free trade is beneficial for the 
accumulationn of capital, but he does not agree that this growth of capital 
leadss to higher wages: 

Thee growth of productive capital implies the accumulation and the 
concentrationn of capital. The centralization of capital involves a greater 
divisionn of labour and a greater use of machinery. The greater division 
off  labour destroys the especial skill of the labourer; and by putting in 
thee place of this skilled work labour which any one can perform, it 
increasess competition among the workers. (...) Thus, as productive 
capitall  grows, competition among the workers grows in a far greater 
proportion.. The reward of labour diminishes for all, and the burden of 
labourr increases for some. (...) The progress of industry creates less 
expensivee means of subsistence. Thus spirits have taken the place of 
beer,, cotton that of wool and linen, and potatoes that of bread. Thus, as 
meanss are constantly being found for the maintenance of labour on 
cheaperr and more wretched food, the minimum of wages is constantly 
sinking.. If these wages began by making the man work to live, they end 
byy making him live the life of a machine. His existence has no other 
valuee than that of a simple productive force, and the capitalist treats him 
accordingly'' (Marx 1848: 243-50).25 

Somee of these arguments look very familiar 150 years later: 'Thereupon the 
economistt will tell you: "Well, we admit that competition among the workers, 
whichh will certainly not have diminished under free trade, will very soon bring 
wagess into harmony with the low price of commodities. But, on the other hand, the 
loww price of commodities will increase consumption, the larger consumption will 
requiree increased production, which will be followed by a larger demand for hands, 
andd this larger demand for hands will be followed by a rise in wages'" (Marx 1848: 
243). . 

Againn reminiscent of the way economists argue today that unemployment and 
otherr social problems are no more than temporary consequence of free trade, 
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Itt is therefore clear for Marx that 'either we must reject all political 
economyy based upon the assumption of free trade, or we must admit that 
underr this free trade the whole severity of the economic laws will fall upon 
thee workers.' He considers this rejection all the more necessary since free 
tradee also leads to increasing exploitation on an international scale: 

'Wee have shown what sort of brotherhood free trade begets between the 
differentt classes of one and the same nation. The brotherhood which 
freee trade would establish between the nations of the earth would hardly 
bee more fraternal. To call cosmopolitan exploitation universal 
brotherhoodd is an idea that could only be engendered in the brain of the 
bourgeoisie.. All the destructive phenomena which unlimited 
competitionn gives rise to within one country are reproduced in more 
giganticc proportions on the world market' (Marx 1848: 251). 

Forr Marx, as wil l by now be clear, there is only one criterion on which 
proposalss for policies have to be judged: 'What influence wil l the adoption 
off  free trade have upon the condition of the working class?' (Marx 1848: 
249)) The same question must also be raised in relation to protectionism, 
andd he therefore ends up with a remarkable position on protectionism: 

'Doo not imagine, gendemen, that in criticizing freedom of trade we have 
thee least intention of defending the system of protection. One may 
declaree oneself an enemy of the constitutional regime without declaring 
oneselff  a friend of the ancient regime. (...) Moreover, the protectionist 
systemm is nothing but a means of establishing large-scale industry in any 
givenn country, that is to say, of making it dependent upon the world 
market,, and from the moment that dependence upon the world market is 
established,, there is really more or less dependence on free trade. (...) 
Besidess this, the protective system helps to develop free competition 
withinn a country. Hence we see that in countries where the bourgeoisie 
iss beginning to make itself felt as a class, in Germany for example, it 
makess great efforts to obtain protective duties. They serve the 
bourgeoisiee as weapons against feudalism and absolute government, as 
aa means for the concentration of its own powers and for the realization 
off  free trade within the same country' (Marx 1848: 253). 

Thee position of Marx was to oppose a timeless or principled choice for 
eitherr free trade or protectionism. Instead he proposed to make such a 

becausee in the long run everybody will benefit, Marx writes: 'We know beforehand 
thee reply of the economists. The men thus deprived of work, they say, will find 
otherr kinds of employment*  (Marx 1848: 245). 
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choicee based on a concrete analysis of the consequences of either policy. 
Off  course the question then becomes normative, as one has to decide what 
criteriaa to use and how to value the different effects. For Marx in that 
particularr historical period free trade was to be preferred over 
protectionismm for one reason only: because he expected such a policy to 
facilitatee the replacement of capitalism by socialism. 

Inn sum, we have seen in this section that at the time of the first victory of 
freee trade List and Marx challenged for different reasons the implicit 
assumptionn in the comparative advantage theorem of a 'harmonious world 
republic'.. While List emphasized the specific place and role of nations and 
theirr conflicts, Marx focused on the divergent consequences of free trade 
forr different social classes and their struggles. 

2.44 Resurgent doubts about free trade in the globalized era 

Inn his survey on the methodology of economics, Blaug (1992: 239) argues 
thatt the central weakness of modern economics is 'reluctance to produce 
thee theories that yield unambiguously refutable implications, followed by a 
generall  unwillingness to confront those implications with the facts.' Few 
economicc theories fully meet falsificationist standards, but even within an 
instrumentalistt framework this poses a problem. The theorem of 
comparativee advantage seems a clear case in point. 

Thee fact that many unrealistic assumptions underlie the classical free 
tradee theory is not an argument against it, instrumentalists hold. In 
Friedman'ss words (1953: 15), 'the relevant question to ask about the 
"assumptions""  of a theory is not whether they are descriptively "realistic", 
forr they never are, but whether they are sufficiently good approximations 
forr the purpose in hand.'27 So how should we judge a theory's robustness? 

266 Bairoch (1993: 224) propagates a similar approach: 'If I had to sum up the 
essencee of what economic history can contribute to economic science, I would say 
thatt there are no economic "laws" or rules that are valid for all historical periods or 
forr each of the different economic systems.' 

277 In fact, in what Samuelson later called 'the extreme version of the F-twist', 
Friedmann even argues that it is not only not necessary for assumptions to be 
realistic,, but that it is an advantage if they are not. As Blaug (1992: 99) says, the 
weaknesss of this method 'is that of black-box theorizing that makes predictions 
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Friedmann argues that such a question can only be answered 'by seeing 
whetherr the theory works, which means whether it yields sufficiently 
accuratee predictions.' But when a theory's predictions are refuted, rather 
thann conclude that the theory is incorrect, many economists try to find 
otherr evidence that does affirm their theory. As we have seen, serious 
doubtss have been raised about the empirical validity of the comparative 
advantagee theory's prediction that all countries wil l benefit from free trade. 
Ricardo'ss theory has even been refuted by his own example of British-
Portuguesee trade. Nevertheless this empirical weakness has not diminished 
supportt for the comparative advantage theorem among most economists 
andd policymakers and powerful international institutions and organizations. 
Despitee all the evidence, there is now even less room than before for a 
'moree pragmatic, country-by-country approach, with room for 
neomercantilistt regimes until such countries are firmly on the convergence 
track'' (Scott 2001: 176). The classical free trade theorem is upheld as the 
wayy to go forward, for each and every country, under all circumstances.28 

Today,, according to the dominant discourse about globalization, states 
aree withering away and being replaced by a unified global economy and 
cosmopolitann institutions of government. The dominant economic theory 
alsoo holds fast to the blissful expectation that increased internationalization 
off  economies wil l lead to a convergence of incomes and development 
levels.. It seems that we are finally entering the 'harmonious world 
republic'' that is assumed in classical trade theory. 

Freee trade is an essential element of today's dominant economic 
approach,, fostering increasing economic globalization. At the end of 1997, 
too give an example, Director-General Ruggiero of the World Trade 
Organizationn (WTO) welcomed the agreement that had just been 
concludedd on international trade in financial services. Celebrating the what 

withoutt being able to explain why the predictions work: the moment the predictions 
fail,, the theory has to be discarded in toto because it lacks an underlying structure 
off  assumptions, an explanans that can be adjusted and improved to make better 
predictionss in the future. It is for this reason that scientists usually do worry when 
thee assumptions of their theories are blatantly unrealistic.' See also Hodgson (1988: 
27-50). . 

28 8 

Ass Scott (2001: 176) proposes: 'Poor nations should be allowed to do what 
today'ss rich countries did to go ahead, not to be forced to adopt the laissez-faire 
approach.. Insisting on the merits of comparative advantage in low-wage, low-
growthh industries is a sure way to stay poor.' 
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hee called a 'golden year' for the WTO, he spoke about a 'landmark in the 
historyy of trade liberalization', following agreements earlier that year to 
freefree trade in information technology products and liberalize 
telecommunicationss services. To give another example, OECD Secretary-
Generall  Johnston (1996: 4), argued that 'all trade' offers 'mutual 
benefit.' ' 

Bhagwatii  explicitly argues that the increased internationalization and 
interdependencee of economies in this era of globalization in no way lessens 
thee fundamental importance of comparative advantage theory. To make the 
classicall  theory suitable for today's reality, he introduces the concept of 
'kaleidoscopicc comparative advantage'. By so doing he wants to give 
'meaningg to the notion that globalization of the world economy has led to 
fiercee competition: slight shifts in costs can now lead to shifting 
comparativee advantage, which is therefore increasingly volatile.' Today's 
comparativee advantage is kaleidoscopic, Bhagwati argues, because 'firms 
aree increasingly tempted to look over their foreign rivals' shoulders to see 
iff  differences in their domestic policies and institutions are giving them 
thatt fatal extra edge in competition which then amounts to unfair trade.' 
Butt although 'the substantial sense of economic insecurity' is reinforced 
andd 'the decline in real wages of the unskilled' is probably reinforced, the 
samee comparative advantage paradigm still holds. Bhagwati (1997: 266-
282)) argues therefore that we 'need to reject the folly of including a Social 
Clausee and eco-dumping varieties of trade and environmental agendas into 

Thee same type of argument is regularly presented to the public by the British 
weeklyy The Economist as being based on 'the fundamental insight of the theory of 
comparativee advantage' (Economist 1997a: 100), which is 'one of the subtlest but 
mostt powerful deductions in economic theory' (Economist 1996: 65). This last 
articlee concludes with the statement that worries about unfair North-South trade and 
complaintss about exploitation of workers in the South can best be answered by 
pointingg out that '"fair" or not, trade raises incomes in both countries. Victims of 
injusticee and exploitation should always be so lucky.' This last sentence is 
symptomaticc for the self-aggrandizing moral claim by contemporary advocates of 
freefree trade that their opponents do a disservice - deliberately, or through lack of 
knowledgee - to those they want to defend. A less subtle variant of this argument 
wass presented as follows in an editorial in The Financial Times (10-9-1997): 'The 
self-fulfillingg prophecies of protectionist scaremongers must be ignored. They are 
withoutt merit, not just analytically, but morally.' 
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thee world trading regime', and have to unite the nations of the world 
behindd the vision and objective of 'worldwide free trade'. 

Whatt Bhagwati and other contemporary proponents of free trade do not 
attemptt to address is the additional problem that globalization has created 
forr redistribution of the gains of trade to the less-well off. In what 
quantitiess and how the welfare gains of free trade are divided among 
countriess is an open question in free trade theory, and the standard remedy 
too the inequalities caused by international trade inside countries is to 
requiree that the winners share some of their gains with the losers through 
somee form of compensation. The latter is becoming more difficult, Rodrik 
(1997:: 53 and 64) argues, because globalization 'results in increased 
demandss on the state to provide social insurance while reducing the ability 
off  the state to perform that role effectively', i.e. 'reduces the ability of 
governmentss to spend resources on social program.' Only true believers in 
thee comparative advantage theorem can dismiss this novel corollary of 
globalizationn as irrelevant for the general applicability of their article of 
faith. . 

Statementss like the ones just cited do not mean that the comparative 
advantagee theorem is still central in dominant trade theory. It is closer to 
thee truth to say that the principle of comparative advantage is once again 
dominant.. Krueger recapitulates that '(i)deas with regard to trade policy 
andd economic development' have 'changed radically' in comparison with 
thee 1950's and 1960's.30 In those days 

'theree was a broad consensus that trade policy for development should 
bee based on "import substitution". By this was meant that domestic 
productionn of import-competing goods should be started and increased 

Seee for example Dos Santos 1970; Dos Santos 1978; Prebisch 1959. Prebisch in 
particular,, former director of UNCTAD, had an important influence on developing 
countriess for a whole period; but Irwin (1996b) does not even mention him in his 
'intellectuall  history of free trade'. This neglect is no accident, as Rodrik (1997b:l) 
testifiess in the opening remarks of his Prebisch Lecture: 'Let me begin with a 
confession:: until about a month ago, when I began to prepare for this lecture, I had 
nott actually read any of Raul Prebisch's writings. I was of course familiar with 
manyy of Prebisch's ideas - his intellectual leadership at ECLA and UNCTAD, the 
so-calledd Prebisch-Singer thesis on the deterioration of the terms of trade for 
primaryy products, and his advocacy of import protection as a way of speeding up 
industrialization.. But like most development economists of my generation, I knew 
Prebischh second hand and mostly as a label associated with a particular type of 
developmentt strategy.' 
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too satisfy the domestic market under incentives provided through 
whateverr level of protection against imports, or even import prohibition, 
wass necessary to achieve it. It was thought that import substitution in 
manufacturess would be synonymous with industrialization, which in 
turnn was seen as key to development. The contrast with the views today 
iss striking. It is now widely accepted that growth prospects for 
developingg countries are greatly enhanced through an outer-oriented 
tradee regime and fairly uniform incentives (primarily through the 
exchangee rate) for production across exporting and import-competing 
goods'' (Krueger 1997: 1). 

Forr Krueger it is still 'almost incredible that such a high fraction of 
economistss could have deviated so far from the basic principles of 
internationall  trade'. She therefore tries to answer the question 'how the 
principlee of comparative advantage could have been so blithely abandoned' 
(Kruegerr 1997: 11). Her reply is that good theory was often misapplied; 
thatt too much research was devoted to 'finding exceptions to the 
propositionn that comparative advantage should form the basis of trade 
policy';; that good theory was misused because 'many good theory papers 
aree written where the authors assume that their audience will consist 
entirelyy of other theorists'; and that theorists who assert that rents might be 
capturedd from infant industries by strategic trade policy 'are simply 
providingg a carte blanche for policy makers and bureaucrats to intervene in 
whateverr ways they like, and this will simultaneously be seized upon by 
speciall  interests to bolster their causes' (Krueger 1997: 17-19). 

Thee received opinion is that the failure of import substitution is now 
clearr to everybody, and that 'there is no question of "going back" to the 
earlierr thinking and understanding of the process' of international trade 
becausee 'the principle of comparative advantage has won out again' 
(Kruegerr 1997: 2). The same euphoric conclusion can be found in Irwin's 
widelyy acclaimed intellectual history of free trade: 

'Thee case for free trade has endured (...) because the fundamental 
propositionn that substantial benefits arise from the free exchange of 
goodss between countries has not been overshadowed by the limited 
scopee of various qualifications and exceptions. Free trade thus remains 
ass sound as any proposition in economic theory which purports to have 
implicationss for economic policy is ever likely to be' (Irwin 199o : 8). 

Oncee again, and perhaps this time with even more force than before, the 
principlee of comparative advantage is being promoted as generally 
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applicable,, as a general law for all times and situations.31 Free trade is 
proclaimedd to have won its second victory. If we all stick to the principle 
off  comparative advantage from now on, 'hand in hand, in sacred 
partnership,, the nations of the world' wil l be on their way towards 'a truly 
goldenn Age with worldwide free trade' (Bhagwati 1997: 283). 

Butt wil l they? 

Freee trade based on the theory of comparative advantage is extremely 
popularr among economists and policymakers, but in the rest of the world 
supportt for this policy is much less general. Referring to a 'sudden interest' 
inn 'national development policies' and List, Drucker (1997: 167) 
prophesizess that '(t)he international economic policies likely to emerge 
overr the next generation wil l be neither free-trade nor protectionist.' 
Accordingg to Krugman (1987: 536), 'the case for free trade is currently 
moree in doubt than at any time since the 1817 publication of Ricardo's 
PrinciplesPrinciples of Political Economy.* And Rodrik (1999: 74) challenges the 
one-sidedlyy negative view of import substitution industrialization (ISI) in 
mainstreamm economics, arguing that such policies 'apparently worked well 
inn a broad range of countries until at least the mid 1970s. (...) Had the 
worldd come to an end in 1973, ISI would never have acquired its dismal 
reputation.'' At the end of the twentieth century, doubts about free trade 
aree not just persistent, but once again increasing. To understand why, we 
wil ll  briefly review four contemporary criticisms of the free trade paradigm. 

a)a) Shaped advantage 
AA criticism of free trade with influence on a broader group of economists 
andd policymakers has emerged in the work of Krugman.33 The 'New View' 
onn trade challenges the traditional theory, arguing 'that the extreme pro-
free-tradefree-trade position - that markets work so well that they cannot be 
improvedd on - has become untenable' (Krugman 1986: 15). Arbitrariness, 

311 Although Krueger (1997: 19) still sees risks ahead. 'No matter how careful 
economistss are, special interests always will seize their research results in 
supportingg their own objectives', she writes, and 'there always will be politicians 
formulating,, and non-economists administering, policies.' 

322 For a more differentiated evaluation of import substitution strategies see also e.g. 
Brutonn 1998 and Coutrot and Husson 1993. 

Seee e.g. Nelson 1999. 
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historyhistory and initial conditions, says Krugman, are factors that comparative 
advantagee theories do not adequately take into account: 

'Whyy are aircraft manufactured in Seattle? It is hard to argue that there 
iss some unique attribute of the city's location that fully explains this. 
(...)) In many of the new models of trade, the actual location of trade is 
too some degree indeterminate. Yet what the example of Seattle suggests, 
andd what is explicit in some of the models, is a critical role for history: 
Becausee Seattle (or Detroit or Silicon Valley) was where an industry 
initiallyy got established, increasing returns keep the industry there' 
(Krugman,, quoted in Kuttner 1992: 120). 

Neww trade theories stress that most international markets are characterized 
byy imperfect competition, economies of scale and externalities. In 
oligopolisticc markets it is not excluded that 'excess profits' can be earned, 
becausee barriers such as exclusive patent rights, trade barriers or 
economiess of scale can make it risky or impossible for new firms to enter 
thee market. New trade theorists form a heterogeneous group, inspired by 
Smith,, Rae, Mil l and List. 

Thiss new trade theory was later joined by the new endogenous growth 
theory,, 'which also took its cue from advances in the theory of industrial 
organization,, modeling growth in the presence of increasing returns to 
scale,, R&D and human capital formation' (Maneschi 1998: 223X34 As 
Maneschii  (1998: 225) notes, '(T)he new growth theory had the salutory 
effectt of drawing attention to the lack of convergence between developed 
andd developing countries, and highlighting the need to explore new ways to 
transformm comparative advantage so that laggard countries can compete in 
ann increasingly globalized world economy.' 

'God-givenn natural phenomena such as climate' do not determine 
comparativee advantage, Maneschi and his co-thinkers reason; 

'withh the growing importance of science and technology, the capacity to 
shapee human capital, and the increasingly systematic relation between 
expendituree on research and development, and commercial results, 
comparativee advantage has become something created and 
manipulated'. . 

Acceptingg this conclusion has practical implications, moreover. It means 
thatt interventions by governments 

Forr a review of endogenous growth theory see Blaug 2000. 
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'inn the form of export subsidies or import restrictions can play the role 
off  cost-reducing technological innovations by the firm and give it the 
initiall  advantage required to establish its "comparative advantage" in 
thee chosen field. Such interventions can also determine the thrust of 
scientificc and technical innovations and with them the whole culture' 
(Streetenn 1996: 358).35 

Ass Albo (1997: 15-7) notes, the case for shaped advantage that flows from 
thiss analysis 

'cann be bolstered once the general equilibrium model of individual 
agentt market exchanges is let go, and alliances of competing states and 
firmss are explicitly allowed to shape the "path-dependency" of 
economicc outcomes.' 

Althoughh the New View 'has blown a big hole in the traditional theory of 
comparativee advantage', Kuttner (1992: 121) argues, the advocates of the 
theoryy themselves are generally hesitant to advocate industrial policies. A 

'typicall  New View scholarly article, especially when written by 
economistss wishing to keep their neoclassical union cards, takes care to 
includee the disclaimer that even if profit shifting or other benign 
interventionss are possible in theory, they are often implausible in 
practice.' ' 

Ass an example he cites Krugman: 
'Too abandon the free trade principle in pursuit of the gains from 
sophisticatedd intervention could open the door to adverse political 
consequencess that would outweigh the potential gains. It is possible, 
then,, both to believe that comparative advantage is an incomplete model 
off  trade and to believe that free trade is the right policy.' 

Bernsteinn (2001) notes another, comparable problem in an article on shoe 
manufacturerr New Balance: 'Now some trade experts are wondering if the 
seeminglyy iron law of comparative advantage always holds. The theory rests on the 
assumptionn that a low-skilled U.S. job shifted offshore would have remained low-
skilledd had it stayed home. But if U.S. companies could raise the skill level for such 
workk and perform the task more efficiently, as New Balance does, the gains from 
shiftingg production would diminish. If the work can be upgraded, "it's not so 
obviouss which countries should do the exporting," says Robert C. Feenstra, a trade 
economistt at the University of California at Davis. "Our predictions about trade 
patternss get a little hazy when this happens; economists haven't really worked it 
out.'" " 
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Twoo reasons are given for opposing government interference with trade: it 
iss difficult to decide which industries governments should select to 
subsidize,, and there wil l be pressures on political decisionmakers by 
industriess that want to be recognized as strategically important. But as 
Kuttnerr correctly notes, the 'New View' still fundamentally alters the trade 
debate,, 'for it removes the presumptions that nations like Japan, which 
practicess strategic trade, cannot, by definition, be improving their welfare. 
Orthodoxx economists must now concede that advocates of industrial policy 
aree not economic illiterates after all.' The fact that for many economists 
'(u)nderr real-world political pressures, the allure of strategic trade policy 
fadess quickly' (Economist 1997a: 100), does not diminish the pertinence of 
thiss critique. 

b)b) Not convergence but more inequality 
AA major claim of proponents of globalization is that increased 
internationalizationn of the world economy wil l lead to a convergence 
betweenn rich and poor countries. No less an authority than Pritchett (1995), 
seniorr economist at the World Bank, concluded however that convergence 
'justt hasn't happened, isn't happening, and isn't going to happen without 
seriouss changes in economic policies in developing countries.' This 
conclusionn is based on extensive research, which shows: 

'Divergencee in relative productivity levels and living standards is the 
dominantt feature of modern economic history. In the last century, 
incomess in the "less developed" (or euphemistically, the "developing") 
countriess have fallen far behind those in the "developed" countries, 
bothh proportionately and absolutely. I estimate that from 1870 to 1990 
thee ration of per capita incomes between the richest and the poorest 
countriess increased by roughly a factor of five and that the difference in 
incomee between the richest country and all others has increased by an 
orderr of magnitude' (Pritchett 1997: 3). 

Manyy other studies come to the same pessimistic conclusions. After a 
surveyy of studies about the supposed convergence of productivity levels 
andd living standards, Boyer (1996: 57) concludes for example: 

'(S)tatisticall  evidence does not confirm any general and secular trend 
towardd economic convergence in productivity levels and standards of 
living.. Such convergence is restricted to the small club of nations that 

366 Archibugi and Michie 1998 present a useful review of literature on the 
evolutionaryy institutional economics of technical change. 
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havee been able to invest sufficiently in productive investment, 
infrastructure,, and education. The poorest countries (for example, in 
Africa)) have been left out of the process of economic development.' 

Inn the same vein, the UNDP's Human Development Report (1998: 29) 
notess that 20 percent of the world's population living in the richest 
countriess increased its income from 30 times higher than the poorest 20 
percentt in 1960 to 82 times higher in 1995. The two billion poorest people 
inn the world, living on 350 US dollars or less per year, saw their share in 
thee world's global product decline from 4.2 per cent in 1980 to 2.5 per cent 
inn 1997. And to give one final example, Bairoch and Kozul-Wright (1996: 
18-9)) argue that while 'globalization is expected to release a new growth 
dynamicc in the world economy', with the 'greatest impact on the growth 
potentiall  of developing countries', in reality 'the world economy has been 
onn a visibly slower growth path over the past two decades and (...) most of 
thee available evidence points to divergence, not convergence among 
countries.'37 7 

Wee can therefore only conclude that the promise that more free trade in 
thee globalized economy will lead to more equality and to convergence 
betweenn rich and poor countries has - at least until now - not been kept. 

Sociall  differences are not only increasing among countries, but also within 
countries.. Most economists that have addressed this issue do not consider 
globalizationn an (important) explanation for increased social inequality: the 
consensuss opinion is that it accounts at most for a minor part of the 
aggravatedd income differences.38 But a remarkable study by Rodrik of the 
Institutee for International Economics (IE) in Washington goes against this 
consensus.. He argues that within the models and assumptions of orthodox 
neoclassicall  economics, increased trade in a globalized economy can 
indeedd have labor-market consequences. Such trade does often exert 
pressuree toward arbitrage in national norms and social institutions. In 
additionn it undermines the postwar social bargain between workers and 
employers,, reduces the ability of governments to spend resources on social 
programs,, and makes it more difficult to tax capital (Rodrik 1997a). 

Thee arguments raised by Rodrik point to important new effects of 
globalizationn on the functionality of the comparative advantage theorem. 

Seee e.g. also Rowthora and Kozul-Wright 1998. 

38 8 

Seee e.g. Garretsen and Peeters 1999; Slaughter and Swagel 1997. 
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Economicc globalization undermines full employment and makes it more 
difficul tt to tax capital and maintain social programs. Key assumptions of 
thee comparative advantage theorem do not hold, insofar as it becomes more 
difficul tt - or even impossible - to compensate losers of free trade (e.g. 
workerss in a company that has to close shop because of cheaper imports, 
whichwhich in itself can be beneficial for the whole population) with new jobs or 
sociall  benefits. 

Prebisch,, former director of the United Nations Economic Commission for 
Latinn America and one of the main theoreticians of import-substitution 
industrialization,, argued in 1959 that a 'dynamic economy' has to absorb 
thee redundant labor that is continually emerging as a result of technical 
progress. . 

'Inn addition, there is a second form of manpower that has to be so 
absorbed.. There are indeed vast numbers of marginal workers of low 
productivityy rendering poorly paid personal services, as well as people 
engagedd in other forms of precarious employment or disguised 
unemploymentt of a precapitalist character who should be moved to new 
jobs'' (Prebisch 1959: 255). 

Inn this article Prebisch discussed policies to allow for the future 
developmentt of the underdeveloped countries. It is ironic that in the 
contemporaryy globalized economy we can see in developed countries, 
wheree flexibility,  job insecurity and low-paid jobs in personal services are 
onn the rise, the reverse happening of what he at the time analyzed in 
developingg countries. This partial 're-underdevelopment' of developed 
countriess can be seen as a consequence of increased opportunities for 
capitall  to move around the world, and of rapidly changing comparative 
advantages.. At the same time, the possibilities of absorbing redundant 
laborr through stable, well-paid jobs are decreasing, as a consequence of 
reducedd economic growth, less government spending, and technological 
developments. . 

c)c) The ecological price 
Withh fewer limitations on cross-border trade, companies and traders can 
shopp all over the world for parts, labor to produce products, economies of 
scalee and bigger markets. Free trade thus leads to more transportation of 
goods.. So 

'byy making supplies of resources and absorption capacities anywhere 
availablee to demands everywhere, free trade will tend to increase 
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throughputt growth and with it the rate of environmental degradation. It 
wil ll  greatly reduce the control local communities have over their local 
environmentss as well as their livelihoods' (Daly 1995: 325).39 

Nott only does free trade lead to more transportation and therefore more 
pollution,, but a world market for toxic waste has also come into existence. 
Ass Bellamy Foster (1994) records, between 1989 and 1994 there were 
moree than 500 attempts to send over 200 million tons of waste from the 24 
richrich countries in the OECD to 122 other countries. Many of these countries 
hardlyy have a choice when they can get money in exchange for accepting 
suchh waste. The government of Guinea-Bissau, for example, accepted the 
dumpingg of fifteen million tons of toxic waste in exchange for 600 million 
dollars,, which is four times the national income. 'We need the money', was 
thee argument of the minister of trade and tourism. 

Thiss case is a good example for Daly's claim that the logic of free trade 
hinderss real solutions to waste problems by promoting static efficiency: 

'Inn other words, free trade in toxic wastes promotes static efficiency by 
allowingg the disposal of wastes, wherever it costs less, according to 
today'ss prices and technologies. A more dynamic efficiency would be 
servedd by outlawing the export of toxins. That step would internalize 
thee disposal costs of toxins to their place of origin - to both the firm 
thatt generated them and the nation under whose laws the firm operated. 
Thiss policy creates an incentive to find technically superior ways of 
dealingg with toxins or of redesigning processes to avoid their 
productionn in the first place' (Daly 1996: 238). 

Inn neoclassical models free trade leads to upward harmonization of 
standards,, and falling wages or unsustainable environmental norms are 
temporaryy phenomena. Multinationals for example are expected to 

39 9 

Morriss provides an often quoted fascinating example of what this may lead to: * A 
feww years ago, I was eating at a restaurant in Saint Paul, Minnesota. After lunch I 
pickedd up a toothpick wrapped in plastic. On the plastic was the word "Japan". 
Noww Japan has little wood and no oil. Yet in our global economy, it is deemed 
efficientt to send little pieces of wood and some barrels of oil to Japan, wrap the one 
inn the other and send them back to Minnesota. This toothpick may embody 50,000 
miless of travel. Meanwhile, in 1987, a Minnesota factory began producing millions 
off  disposable chopsticks a year for sale in Japan. In my mind's eye, I see two ships 
passingg one another in the northern Pacific. One carries little pieces of Minnesota 
woodd bound for Japan; the other carries little pieces of wood from Japan bound for 
Minnesota.. Such is the logic of free trade' (Morris 1996: 222). 
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implementt  the higher  norms they have to abide by in their  - more regulated 
-- mother  countries in the rest of the world as well, and are thus expected to 
playy a 'civilizing ' role in the developing world. The problem with such 
assumptionss is, however, that the world is not a harmonious world 
republic.. Conflicting interests exist. Wealth and power  are very unevenly 
divided,, and profit-maximizin g companies have an incentive to try to evade 
orr  weaken regulations. In addition, national governments are often unable 
too oblige the beneficiaries of trade 'to invest sufficient amounts to assure 
"cleann and safe"  production processes while compensating the losers 
(peasantt  communities and poor  urban neighborhoods) for  their  sacrifices' 
(Barkinn 1998: 38). 

d)d) The demise of a development model 
Inn December  1994 a heavy crisis broke out in Mexico, the country that had 
beenn perceived until then as 'the Rolls Royce' among emerging markets. 
Mexico,, the first Thir d World country to enter  the OECD in 1994, formed 
aa free trade zone with the USA and Canada in 1994 and 'adopted a more 
laissez-fairee approach to the surge in foreign capital. In fact, the Mexican 
capitall  account has been dramatically liberalized since the mid-1980s, 
partl yy in connection with Mexico's signing of the North American Free 
Tradee Agreement (NAFTA) ' (Agosin and Ffrench-Davis 1996: 179). 

Whenn the peso collapsed the IM F had to help the invisible hand, and 
putt  together  a 50 billion-dolla r  support package in a 'financial operation 
Desertt  Storm'  (Business Week, 13-2-1995) to avoid the total collapse of the 
Mexicann economy, which could have had a major  impact on the rest of the 
world.. In Mexico itself the immediate effect of the peso crisis was a big 
increasee in unemployment and rise in inequality. And because financial 
marketss are so much integrated today, there was also an unprecedented 
spilloverr  - the 'tequila effect'  - from Mexico to Brazil, Argentina, Nigeria, 
Bulgaria,, Russia and other  countries. This Mexican crisis has therefore 
oftenn been presented as the 'firs t crisis of the 21st century' or  the 'firs t 
crisiss of globalization'. 

Inn the months following the Mexican crisis, commentators and analysts 
fromm international organizations warned of more crises, although nobody 
kneww when or  where. Sooner  than many expected it became clear  that the 
nextt  Mexicos were to be found in Asia, where from mid-1997 on one Tiger 
economyy after  the other  fell into deep crisis. The crisis itself and its effects 
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havee since spread to other continents, showing the contagious character of 
economicc troubles in the globalizing world economy. 

Thee globalization of the Southeast Asian crisis was a very unwelcome 
shockk to protagonists of free trade and financial liberalization, who had 
presentedd these Asian economies' development as ultimate proof that their 
policiess work. In Krueger's account of why import substitution strategies 
weree defeated and policies based on the theorem of comparative advantage 
reignn supreme once more among trade economists and policymakers, for 
example,, the Asian experience is very important: 

'Att the same time as evidence of the high costs of import-substitution 
regimess was accumulating, another important development occurred. 
Startingg first in Taiwan, several East Asian economies began growing 
rapidlyy under policies diametrically opposite to those prevalent under 
importt substitution. (...) (T)he East Asian experiences demonstrated, as 
nothingg else could have, the feasibility and viability of alternative trade 
policies.. (...) They also showed that rates of growth well above those 
realizedd even in the most rapidly growing import-substitution countries 
suchh as Brazil and Turkey could be realized' (Krueger 1997). 

Inn the light of such ideas it is no accident that the IMF did not foresee the 
crisiss in Asia. Less than three months before the crisis in South Korea 
brokee out, the IMF wrote in its annual report: 'Directors welcomed Korea's 
continuedd impressive macroeconomic performance (and) praised the 
authoritiess for their enviable fiscal record.' And while the country was on 
thee verge of a financial collapse, the IMF 'strongly praised Thailand's 
remarkablee economic performance and the authorities' consistent record of 
soundd macroeconomic policies' (Sachs 1997). The same indestructible 
confidencee in free trade and financial liberalization was expressed in Fund 
negotiators'' demands on countries that needed financial support. Asian 
countriess in crisis were instructed to do more of the same: export more, 
reducee import restrictions and get rid of restrictions on financial flows. But 
nott everybody agreed with such prescriptions; influential economists like 
Krugmann and Sachs voiced their dissent. 

400 See e.g. IMF 1999a and World Bank 1999a, 1999b. 

411 The Financial Times noted for example in an editorial (17 December 1997): 
'Thee International Monetary Fund has become the world's economic fireman. (...) 
Inn carrying out its job, the IMF reflects the technocratic approach of the finance 
ministriess and central banks that govern it. But its power has bred protests, not just 
fromfrom borrowers, but also from respected professional economists.' 
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Inn sum, due to this crisis's economic and social consequences, its 
contagionn to other countries, and the effects on the world economy as a 
whole,, the dominant paradigm has come under serious attack.42 

Eichengreenn (1999: 9) can hardly be accused of exaggerating when he 
comparess the importance of the Asian crisis 'for those concerned with the 
operationn of international financial markets' with 'what the collapse of the 
Easternn Bloc was to Sovietologists. It has forced old models of the 
internationall  financial architecture to be abandoned and prompted some 
radicall  new thinking.' 

Summaryy and conclusion 

Adamm Smith and David Ricardo were the first to make a coherent case for 
thee principle of free trade. Important elements of the free trade doctrine 
weree already present in the mercantilist period. But the classical 
economistss provided the framework that is still with us today. Smith, 
directlyy challenging mercantilist doctrines, succeeded in defending free 
tradee not as important for a particular industry or class, but as in the 
generall  interest. Extrapolating from individuals to countries, he appealed to 
thee commonsensical thought that what is good for every private family 
mustt also be good for countries as a whole. After Smith the case for free 
tradee was further developed and strengthened by the theory of comparative 
costs,, or comparative advantage. This finishing touch to the free trade 
doctrinee is attributed to David Ricardo. He went one step further than 
Smith,, because he took the fact into consideration that productivity levels 
differr from one country to the next. By incorporating that aspect in his 
argumentt Ricardo succeeded even better than Smith in showing that free 
tradee is in the interest of every country, because there is always something 
thatt can be traded. Both Smith and Ricardo propagated free trade, not for 
generall  cosmopolitan or altruistic reasons, but because they considered the 
extensionn of international exchange of goods to be more in the interest of 
nationss than protectionism. In fact, they held that there is no contradiction 
betweenn the national interest and free trade. 

422 See e.g. Bello 1998; Corsetti, Pesenti and Roubini 1998; Jomo 1998; Krugman 
1998;; Krugman 1999; Radelet and Sachs 1998; Rodrik 1999; Rude 1998; Sharma 
1998;; Soros 1998; United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America and 
thee Caribbean 1998; Wade and Veneroso 1998a, 1998b. 
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Sincee the genesis of the classical theory of free trade, two major types of 
criticismss have been raised against its theoretical and empirical 
underpinnings.. The first questions the heroic assumptions that have to be 
fulfilledd to make the theory of comparative advantage work, while the 
secondd observes that real-world developments do not match the theory's 
predictionss and expectations. In addition, we have seen that at the time of 
freee trade's initial victory List and Marx challenged - for different 
reasons-- the comparative advantage theorem's implicit assumption of a 
'harmoniouss world republic'. While List emphasized the specific place and 
rolee of nations and their conflicts, Marx focused on the divergent 
consequencess of free trade for different social classes and their struggles. 

Thee final section showed that despite the weak underpinnings of free trade 
basedd on the principle of comparative advantage, the doctrine is once again 
dominant.. But the Ricaradian theorem is also seriously challenged. Once 
again,, and perhaps this time with even more force than before, the 
principlee of comparative advantage is being promoted as generally 
applicable,, as a general law for all times and situations. But although free 
tradee based on the theory of comparative advantage is extremely popular 
amongg economists and policymakers, in the rest of the world support for 
thiss policy is much less solid. Four critiques of the free trade paradigm 
weree discussed. New trade theories justify interventions by governments 
becausee history matters and advantages can be created. Contrary to the 
belieff  and promise of globalization ideologues, we have not seen a 
convergencee of income and productivity levels, but persistent or even 
increasingg divergences and increasing inequality. The ecological costs of 
freefree trade, rapidly increasing in the globalizing economy, are not taken into 
accountt in the standard theories and models. And the economic collapse of 
Asiann countries, which were until recently considered a success of 
paradigmaticc policies, challenges policies promoting free trade and 
financiall  liberalization. For all these reasons the claim that globalization is 
promotingg a 'harmonious world republic' cannot be maintained. 





33 The combination of free trade and free capital flows: 
theoriess of imperialism 

Inn analyses and debates about whether economic globalization is an old or 
neww phenomenon, comparisons with the period 1870-1913 play an 
importantt role. Not only are those years closer in time than the preceding 
freefree trade era of laissez-faire, but this second period of free trade has more 
similaritiess with the current period. Then as now, international trade was 
increasingg and capital flows were internationalizing. 

Itt is rarely noticed that this comparison can be pushed even further. The 
combinationn of free trade and free capital flows is characteristic both of 
contemporaryy economic globalization and of the international regime 
beforee the First World War. The establishment of this even closer 
resemblancee seems at first to lend strength to claims that globalization is 

'nott at all a novelty, or even that it is a return to earlier modes of 
functioningg of world capitalism. 

Whilee the social, political and economic consequences of and driving 
forcess behind the increasing international interconnectedness of economies 
aree being debated heatedly today, the same was also true at the beginning 
off  the twentieth century. At the time, the causes, dynamics and possible 
futuree development of capitalism were broadly discussed in terms of 

11 Data about trade and financial flows now and at that time are often compared, and 
usedd to make the point that economic globalization is nothing new (see e.g. Hirst 
andd Thompson 1996; Kleinknecht and Ter Wengel 1998; Ruigrok and Van Tulder 
1995**).. But such aggregated data risk missing qualitative differences, such as the 
oness described by the IMF (1997a: 112): 'The process observed before 1914 could 
hardlyy be called "globalization," however, since large parts of the world did not 
participatee and also because the speed of transport and communication was such 
thatt it much less feasible than it is today to organize markets, or to operate forms, at 
thee global level. Furthermore, international financial markets today are 
characterizedd by much larger gross flows, with a much larger variety of financial 
instrumentss being traded across borders. Nevertheless, the trends we have been 
observingg in recent decades are in a sense taking us back to the future.' The 
problematicc character of these comparisons is further discussed in Went 1996 . 
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imperialism.. This chapter lays out similarities and differences between that 
periodd and today's globalization. 

3.11 Once again the combination 

Thee combination of free trade and free movement of capital is 
characteristicc of contemporary economic globalization. Even a cursory 
lookk at developments since the end of the 1970s shows how much the 
globall  economy has changed. Rodrik (1999: 8-9) argues that at the end of 
thee twentieth century 'we have the widest-ranging trade liberalization the 
worldd has ever witnessed', and that 'the volume of international trade 
increasedd at twice the rate of growth of world output from 1985 to 1994.' 
UNCTADD (1999: 7 and 55) points out that for 'the world as a whole, the 
ratioo of foreign direct investment (FDI) stock (inward plus outward) to 
GDPP has increased steadily since 1980', as more and more countries 'adopt 
FDI-specificc regulatory frameworks to support their investment-related 
objectives'.. Radice (1999: 20) notes that in Third World countries 'there 
havee been almost universal moves to liberalize controls on and trade and 
FDI,, including controls on foreign ownership of banks and other financial 
institutions,, and of minerals, energy, transport and communications 
companies.'' And Baker, Epstein and Pollin (1998b: 9-15) characterize the 
growthh of gross capital flows as 'dramatic', pointing to the 'great 
expansionn of international lending' and 'explosion of secondary market 
tradingg in stock, bond, foreign exchange, and derivative markets since the 
demisee of Bretton Woods and the emergence of deregulated domestic 
financialfinancial markets.' In their view two 'quite dramatic changes' stand out: 

Inn its 1999 - triennial - Central Bank Survey of Foreign Exchange and 
Derivativess Market Activity, the BIS (1999: 1) reports the growth of foreign 
exchangee operations. 'In terms of notional principal amounts, global turnover in 
traditionall  foreign exchange market segments (spot transactions, outright forwards, 
andd foreign exchange swaps) reached an estimated daily average of $1.5 trillion in 
Aprill  1998. This represented a growth of 26% in the three-year period since April 
1995,, an apparent sharp slowdown from the 45% rate of expansion of the 1992-95 
triennium.. However, adjusted for differences in the dollar value of non-dollar 
transactions,, growth accelerated between the two periods, from 29% to 46%. 
Forwardd instruments (outright forwards and forex swaps) consolidated their 
dominantt position with a market share of 60% (up from 56% in April 1995). At the 
time,, the market continued to be dominated by inter-dealer business (63%) and 
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'Thee first is the rise in the proportion of manufacturing exports among the 
less-developedd countries. The second is the explosion of short-term capital 
movements.' ' 

Thee rationale given in economic theory for financial deregulation is 
foundedd on a conception of how financial intermediaries and markets 
operate.. Coggins (1998: 35-62) shows that arguments in support of free 
capitall  flows are grounded in mainstream neoclassical analyses of the firm 
-- which are also presumed to hold for depository financial firms (DFFs) -
andd of the functioning of financial markets. He identifies twelve 
assumptionss behind this thinking, including: 'financial markets are robust 
andd stable', 'market signals are accurate and trustworthy', 'market 
participantss have adequate information', 'DFFs do not have extensive 
externalities',, and 'well-run DFFs operate with longer-run planning 
horizons.'' Alternative, heterodox perspectives pose challenges to all these 
assumptions.. Concretely: 'financial markets are fragile and unstable', 
'markett signals are often inaccurate and unreliable', 'market participants 
mustt cope with uncertainty, the unknowable, unpredictable future', 'DFFs 
havee extensive externalities', and 'because of competitive pressures, DFFs 
adoptt shorter-run planning horizons to succeed' (Coggins 1998: 63-127). 

Nott only is financial deregulation debatable in itself. In addition it is 
importantt to point out that an international regime characterized by the 
combinationn of free trade and free international capital mobility, which is 
currentlyy often presented as 'natural' or 'economically commonsensical', 
hass not always been the practice, and that its supposed merits have also 

cross-borderr transactions (54%).' 

33 This view of markets is basically 'in line with that espoused by Milton Friedman. 
Accordingg to Friedman, the voluntary exchanges, which take place under free 
markets,, provide both the cooperation of agents and the coordination of market 
activitiess because the resulting market prices of such exchange serve as signals 
whichh create both the incentive and the information need to act. (...) Under these 
conditions,, allowing all agents (individuals and institutions) a free pursuit of their 
ownn interest will optimize the institutional structures of society and maximize 
sociall  welfare. With such a view of markets, it is natural for the Deregulationists to 
arguee that free financial markets, through heightened market discipline, will deliver 
whatt is in both the individual and public interest - a safe and sound financial 
structure.. This view of markets can be seen in the Deregulationists' discussion of 
freefree markets and the efficiencies and discipline they generate' (Coggins 1998: 41). 
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beenn challenged within economic theory. As UNCTAD researcher  Felix 
(1995::  1) puts it: 

'I ss free international capital mobilit y compatible with free trade and 
stablee exchange rates? The answer  of the architects of the Bretton 
Woodss system, who filtered the inter-war  experience through the then 
burgeoningg Keynesian theoretical paradigm, was a fir m no. The current 
answerr  of the chief surviving Bretton Woods institution, the 
Internationall  Monetary Fund, and of the G-7 monetary authorities, who 
filterr  post-World War II  experience through the New Classical 
Macroeconomicss paradigm, is yes. Their  efforts to stabilize the volatile 
internationall  monetary system is premised on the compatibility , indeed 
thee desirability, of combining free international capital mobility with 
stablee exchange rates and free trade.' 

Itt  is no accident that Felix cites Keynes as describing 'proposals to 
stabilizee exchange rates and promote free trade without limitin g 
internationall  capital mobility '  as 'exercises in squaring the circle'. Keynes 
wouldd have looked at the offspring of the postwar  economy, 'the global 
financiall  markets and the theology of free trade, with a very cold eye', 
notess Longworth (1998: 47). He quotes Keynes' now famous passage: 

'II  sympathize, therefore, with those who would minimize, rather  than 
thosee who would maximize, economic entanglement between nations. 
Ideas,, knowledge, art, hospitality, travel - these are things which should 
off  their  nature be international. But let goods be homespun whenever  it 
iss reasonable and conveniently possible: and above all, let finance be 
primaril yy national.' 

Keyness was one of the principal architects of the Bretton Woods 
agreementt  of 1944. During the negotiations US representative White 
promisedd 'to respect the priorit y the British attached to full employment', 
althoughh controls on international capital movements were 'contrary to 
White' ss early vision of a world free of controls on both trade and financial 
flows'flows' (Eichengreen 1996: 96-8). Clearly the US did not subscribe to 'the 
darkerr  Keynesian view of the behavior  of financial markets, in which 
volatilit yy is largely endogenously generated because the bandwagon 
overbiddingg and herd-like dumping of financial assets results from rational 
individuall  behavior  under  uncertainty' (Felix 1998: 196). But the outcome 
off  Bretton Woods was explicit, as Boughton (1997: 10) notes: 

'(T)hee truth is that the founding fathers were downright bullish on 
capitall  controls. (...) As drafted at Bretton Woods, Section 1(a) of 
articl ee VI  read: "A member may not make net use of the Fund's 
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resourcess to meet a large or sustained outflow of capital, and the Fund 
mayy request a member to exercise controls to prevent such use of the 
resourcess of the Fund. If, after receiving such a request, a member fails 
too exercise appropriate controls, the Fund may declare the member 
ineligiblee to use the resources of the Fund.'" 

Afterr the Second World War, capital controls were broadly considered 
necessaryy as a means to give governments a degree of control over their 
nationall  economies and allow the implementation of national policy goals 
(Eichengreenn 1996). The background is the basic macroeconomic policy 
'trilemma'' that a country can only have two of the following three features: 
aa fixed exchange rate, full capital mobility and monetary policy 
independencee (Wyplosz 1998: 4). This means that countries combining a 
moree or less fixed (or pegged) exchange rate with free movement of 
capital,, as is common today and was common before the First World War 
underr the gold standard, are forced to give up control over domestic 
macroeconomicc objectives, such as full employment, thus either inducing 
capitall  formation or dampening inflation in developing countries (Bruton 
1998:: 907).4 Capital controls, Eichengreen (1996: 5) argues, 

'loosenedd the link between domestic and foreign economic policies, 
providingg governments room to pursue other objectives like the 
maintenancee of full employment. (...) By limiting the resources that the 
marketss could bring to bear against an exchange rate peg, controls 
limitedd the steps that governments had to take in its defense. For several 
decadess after World War n, limits on capital mobility substituted for 
limitss on democracy as a source of insulation from market pressures.' 

44 See for example Bordo and Schwartz (1997) and Eichengreen (1996) on the 
historyy of and conditions for the functioning of the gold standard. As they spell out, 
tradee and foreign borrowing were simplified when more and more countries 
adoptedd the same monetary standard. In the final years of the nineteenth century the 
systemm reached into Asia (Russia, Japan, India, Ceylon) and Latin America 
(Argentina,, Mexico, Peru, Uruguay), while silver remained the monetary standard 
onlyy in China and a few Central American countries (see also Eichengreen and 
Flandreauu 1996). It should not be forgotten, however, that the cooperation 
necessaryy to a gold standard functioned mainly to the advantage of North Central 
Europe,, led by England, the main economic power, and Germany, and that 
peripherall  countries' problems did not threaten systemic stability. Europe's central 
bankss were thus less inclined to come to the aid of a country in for example Latin 
America. . 
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Obstfeldd (1998: 8) argues that '(t)he broad trends and cycles in the world 
capitall  market over the last century reflect changing responses to the 
fundamentall  policy trilemma'. 

Theree is general agreement that the periodization of the level of 
internationall  capital mobility shows a U-shaped pattern: 

'Beforee World War I, controls on international financial transactions 
weree absent and international capital flows reached high levels. The 
interwarr period saw the collapse of this system, the widespread 
impositionn of capital controls, and the decline of international capital 
movements.. The quarter-century following World War II was then 
markedd by the progressive relaxation of controls and the gradual 
recoveryy of international financial flows. The latest period, starting with 
thee 1970s, is again one of high capital mobility' (Eichengreen 1996: 3).5 

Althoughh today national economies are increasingly linked and 
interwoven,, the idea that capital controls are an essential (though 
insufficient)) policy tool to safeguard economies from becoming a plaything 
off  financial markets has largely disappeared since the beginning of the 
1980s.. A real paradigm shift has taken place in major international 
organizations'' policy orientation. Writing from the inside about the IMF's 
history,, Boughton (1997: 8) notes that by 1994, 'the long-simmering 
debatee over the wisdom of capital controls has been completely overtaken'. 
Echoingg the often-heard argument that technological developments leave 
noo other choice, he infers that 

'noo country can share in the benefits of international trade unless it 
allowss capital to move freely enough to finance that trade, and modern 

55 See also Bordo and Schwartz 1997. 

Inn a typical editorial, the Financial Times (April 18, 1998) argues that everybody 
hass to understand that 'at the national level, the emerging global standard consists 
off  liberal trade and open financial markets'. This 'global standard' has been 
promotedd and imposed in all corners of the world by international organizations 
andd lobby groups, business elites, multinationals and traders on financial markets. It 
iss therefore hardly surprising that US Treasury Secretary Rubin urged for example 
'Africann governments to open goods and financial markets and embrace 
globalizationn even at the risk of political difficulties' (Financial Times, July 15, 
1998). . 
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financiall  markets are sophisticated and open enough that capital 
transactionss can no longer be compartmentalized as trade-related or 
speculative.' ' 

Thee IMF itself is of course the best example of how far this mutation has 
gone.. The Fund's Interim Committee decided unanimously in April 1997 
too amend the Fund's Articles so that capital controls would henceforth only 
bee allowed temporarily in exceptional situations (IMF Survey, May 12, 
1997).77 Nor is the IMF the only powerful international organization 
pushingg in this direction. After difficult negotiations and substantial 
pressuree on hesitant governments, more than a hundred countries signed a 
pactt under the aegis of the World Trade Organization (WTO) to liberalize 
tradee in banking, insurance and other financial services in December 1997. 
Andd secret negotiations by the OECD to formulate a Multilateral 
Agreementt on Investment (MAI) , which would have institutionalized the 
globall  right of capital to move freely in and out of countries, only failed 
becausee NGOs managed to mobilize broad resistance to such an agreement 
inn various parts of the world, and because doubts about such a far-reaching 
treatyy were present even in governmental circles in OECD member states 
likee France. 

Inn sum, a central feature of contemporary economic globalization is the 
combinationn of free trade and free capital flows as an international regime 
andd on the level of policy descriptions. Since a similar international regime 
wass characteristic of the decades before World War I, it may be 
illuminatingg to investigate that era's debates about the consequences of and 
drivingg forces behind the increasing international interconnectedness of 
economies. . 

77 Wade and Veneroso (1998b: 34) characterize this revision of the IMF's 
constitutionn - its articles of agreement - as one of the most irreversible measures to 
establishh free capital movement worldwide: 'The proposed revision of Article I, 
whichh describes the purposes of the Fund, says that promotion of the orderly 
liberalizationn of capital is one of the Fund's main purposes. The revision to Article 
VIII ,, which describes the jurisdictions of the Fund - and hence the matters subject 
too sanctions of a legal character - says that the Fund shall have the same 
jurisdictionn over the capital account of its members as it has over the current 
account.. This means, in effect, that the Fund shall oversee and approve any capital 
accountt restrictions. Moreover, the language requires countries to commit 
themselvess to open the capital account.' 
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3.22 Classical imperialism 

Att the beginning of the twentieth century an extensive discussion took 
placee about important changes that were taking place in the character and 
functioningg of capitalism. The emergence of big conglomerates and 
monopolies,, the increasing weight of finance capital, the importance of 
capitall  exports as a means of raising the profit rate in addition to 
internationall  trade, and the accompanying drive for - or inevitability of -
imperialistt policies by national states were recognized and discussed in 
differentt parts of the world, in different groups and milieux. This section 
reviewss some of these debates. 

Thee English sociologist and economist Hobson, who published his 
extensivee study of imperialism in 1902, was one of the first analysts to 
distinguishh imperialism from colonialism, a much older phenomenon: 

'Firstt - Almost the whole of this imperial expansion was occupied with 
thee political absorption of tropical or subtropical lands in which white 
menn will not settle with their families. Second - Nearly all the lands 
weree thickly peopled by "lower races." Thus the recent imperial 
expansionn stands entirely distinct from the colonization of sparsely 
peopledd lands in temperate zones, where white colonists carry with 
themm the modes of government, the industry and other arts of the 
civilizationn of the mother country. The "occupation" of these new 
territoriess was comprised in the presence of a small minority of white 
men,, officials, traders, and industrial organisers, exercising political and 
economicc sway over great hordes of population regarded as inferior and 
ass incapable of exercising any considerable rights of self-government, 
inn politics or industry' (Hobson 1902: 27). 

Forr Hobson (1902: 94-109), imperialism 'implies the use of the machinery 
off  government by private interests, mainly capitalists, to secure for them 
economicc gains outside their country'. The economic root of imperialism is 
'thee desire of strong organized industrial and financial interests to secure 
andd develop at the public expense and by the public force private markets 
forr their surplus goods and their surplus capital. War, militarism, and a 
"spiritedd foreign policy" are the necessary means to this end.' 

Forr  his classical treatise Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism 
(1917),, the Russian socialist leader Lenin made extensive use of Hobson's 
monumentall  work. Lenin came up with the following - now famous -
definitionn of imperialism: 
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'(W)ithou tt  forgetting the conditional and relative value of all definitions 
inn general, which can never  embrace all the concatenations of a 
phenomenonn in its full development, we must give a definition of 
imperialismm that will include the following five of its basic features: 
(1)) the concentration of production and capital has developed to such a 
highh stage that it has created monopolies which play a decisive role in 
economicc life; (2) the merging of bank capital with industrial capital, 
andd the creation, on the basis of this "financia l capital" , of a financial 
oligarchy;;  (3) the export of capital as distinguished from the export of 
commoditiess acquires exceptional importance; (4) the formation of 
internationall  monopolist capitalist associations which share the world 
amongg themselves, and (5) the territoria l division of the whole world 
amongg the biggest capitalist powers is completed. Imperialism is 
capitalismm at that stage of development at which the dominance of 
monopoliess and finance capital is established; in which the export of 
capitall  has acquired pronounced importance; in which the division of 
thee world among the international trusts has begun, in which the 
divisionn of all territorie s of the globe among the biggest capitalist 
powerss has been completed*  (Lenin 1917: 83). 

Forr  Lenin, domination by monopolistic associations of big employers is 
imperialism'ss principal feature. In its economic essence imperialism 'is 
monopolyy capitalism', he writes, identifying four  principal manifestations 
off  monopolies: 

'Firstly ,, monopoly arose out of the concentration of production at a 
veryy high stage. (...) Secondly, monopolies have stimulated the seizure 
off  the most important sources of raw materials. (...) Thirdly , monopoly 
hass sprung from the banks. (...) Some three to five of the biggest banks 
inn each of the foremost capitalist countries have achieved the "personal 
link-up ""  between industrial and bank capital. (...) A financial oligarchy, 
whichh throws a close network of dependence relationships over  all the 
economicc and political institutions of present-day bourgeois society -
suchh is the most strikin g manifestation of this monopoly. Fourthly, 
monopolyy has grown out of colonial policy. (...) To the numerous "old " 
motivess of colonial policy, finance capital has added the struggle for  the 

Inn describing imperialism interchangeably as the 'highest', a 'special', and 'the 
latest''  stage or  'epoch' of capitalism, Lenin's theory can be seen, as McDonough 
(1995)) shows, as ancestor  of later  theories of capitalist stages, such as the 
regulationn approach and long waves theories (see also chapter  5). 
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sourcess of raw materials, for the export of capital, for spheres of 
influence,, i.e., for spheres for profitable deals, concessions, monopoly 
profitss and so on, economic territory in general.' 

Ass the emphasis he puts on the increasing weight and power of finance 
capitall  shows, Lenin leans heavily on the famous 1910 study Das 
FinanzkapitalFinanzkapital by the German economist Hilferding, later finance minister 
underr the Weimar Republic. Industry's increasing dependence on bank 
capitall  means for Hilferding that the finance capitalist increasingly 
concentratess 'his control over the whole national capital by means of his 
dominationn of bank capital.' Capital export makes it possible for the first 
timee 'to overcome the harmful effects of a protective tariff on the rate of 
profit',, and the fact that new markets are no longer simply outlets for 
goodss but also spheres for the capital investment brings about a change in 
thee political behavior of capital-exporting countries. Direct rule over the 
areaa where capital is invested becomes more important, and capitalists with 
interestss in foreign countries therefore call for a strong state to protect their 
interestss all over the world 

'andd for showing the national flag everywhere so that the flag of trade 
cann also be planted everywhere. Export capital feels most comfortable, 
however,, when its own state is in complete control of the new territory, 
forr capital exports from other countries are then excluded, it enjoys a 
priviligedd position, and its profits are more or less guaranteed by the 
state.. Thus the export of capital also encourages an imperialist policy' 
(Hilferdingg 1910: 322). 

Bothh Hilferding and Lenin hold that capital, under the leadership of 
financefinance capital, has become the conqueror of the world, in an expansionist 
policyy to colonize new foreign markets. One of their main opponents on 
thiss issue was German socialist leader Kautsky. 

Likee Lenin, Kautsky originally considered war, militarism, imperialism 
andd capitalism as closely linked; but by 1912 his position had changed 
radicallyy (Geary 1987: 53). Kautsky then argued that imperialist expansion 
wass related to the interests of pre-industrial elites and high finance, and 
startedd defending the idea that finance capital only plays a secondary role 
inn the imperialist phase of capitalism. The most important fraction of 
capitall  became industrial capital for Kautsky. He argued that other options 
weree available to industry to guarantee the necessary agrarian hinterland 
forr raw materials and foodstuffs than colonization of agrarian territories 
andd war (Salvadori 1979: 187). 
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Laterr Kautsky concluded that the interests of all sections of capital 
wouldd be best served by free trade and improved communication, and 
thereforee not by colonial wars but by peace. He considered it likely that 
capitalistt nations would recognize this common interest, and therefore 
envisagedd in 1914 the possibility of a peaceful 'ultra-imperialism', in 
whichwhich capital based in different countries would cooperate to organize its 
worldwidee domination:9 

'Fromm the purely economic standpoint (...) it is not excluded that 
capitalismm may live through another new phase, the transference of 
thee policy of cartels to foreign policy, a phase of ultra-imperialism, 
whichh of course we must fight against just as energetically as we 
foughtt imperialism. Its dangers would lie in a different direction, not 
inn that of the armaments race and the threat to world peace' 
(Kautskyy 1915: 90). 

Kauskyy (1915: 90-1) maintained that imperialism is a 'political system', 
thatt is neither 'an economic phase' nor 'advanced capitalism of a higher 
stage',, but 'a particular kind of capitalist policy, just like Manchesterism, 
whichwhich it replaces.' There are clear similarities with the position of Hobson, 
whoo also maintained that imperial expansion is not indispensable to create 
thee necessary outlets for expanding industry, and argued for an alternative 
policyy on the basis of an underconsumptionist analysis: 

'Itt is not inherent in the nature of things that we should spend our 
naturall  resources on militarism, war, and risky, unscrupulous 
diplomacy,, in order to find markets for our goods and surplus capital. 
Ann intelligent progressive community, based upon substantial equality 
off  economic and educational opportunities, wil l raise its standard of 
consumptionn to correspond with every increased power of production, 
andd can find full employment for an unlimited quantity of capital and 
labourr within the limits of the country which it occupies. Where the 
distributionn of incomes is such as to enable all classes of the nation to 
convertt their felt wants into an effective demand for commodities, there 
cann be no over-production, no under-employment of capital and labour, 
andd no necessity to fight for foreign markets' (Hobson 1902: 86-7). 

Thiss theory of a peaceful imperialism, to be achieved by the workers movement in 
cooperationn with progressive elements of the bourgeoisie, was widely held within 
thee Second International. This is one reason why Kautsky and many others in this 
movementt were unprepared when war broke out in August 1914 (Geary 1987). 
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Kautsky'ss position faced harsh criticism from Lenin (1917: 85-6), who 
arguedd that Kautsky 'detaches the politics of imperialism from its 
economics''  and did not understand that imperialism 'strives to annex not 
onlyonly agrarian territories, but even most highly industrialised regions'. 
Contraryy to what Kautsky alleges, Lenin argues, the 'characteristic feature 
off  imperialism is not industrial but financial capital'. It is remarkable that 
nott  only Marxists made this analysis. Lenin quotes for  example a statement 
byy Cecil Rhodes, a British financial magnate who led colonial expeditions 
inn southern Afric a at the turn of the century: 

'II  was in the East End of London [a working class quarter] yesterday 
andd attended a meeting of the unemployed. I listened to the wild 
speeches,, which were just a cry for  bread! bread! and on my way home 
II  pondered over  the scene and I became more than ever  convinced of the 
importancee of imperialism. (...) My cherished idea is a solution for  the 
sociall  problem, i.e., in order  to save 40,000,000 of the United Kingdom 
fromm a bloody civil war, we colonial statesmen must acquire new lands 
too settle the surplus population, to provide new markets for  the goods 
producedd in the factories and mines. The Empire, as I have always said, 
iss a bread and butter  question. If you want to avoid civil war, you must 
becomee imperialists' (Rhodes, quoted in Lenin 1917: 74). 

Rhodess was far  from the only pro-capitalist defender  of imperialism. 
Conservativee and liberal advocates of imperial expansion such as Otto von 
Bismarckk and the French politician Jules Ferry also stressed its economic 
necessityy (Geary 1987: 47). 

Norr  were such insights limited to Europe. Parrini and Sklar  (1983) 
suggestt  that the 'Hobson-Lenin theory of imperialism' has 'pro-capitalist 
Americann origins', and that their  thinkin g was already published and in 
placee in the years 1896 to 1901 by 'some neglected turn-of-the-century 
Americann economists, who influenced or  participated in the formation of 
U.S.. foreign policy'. 

Arthu rr  Twining Hadley (Yale), Jeremiah W. Jenks (Cornell) and 
financiall  authority and journalist Charles A. Conant 'took the lead among 
Americann thinkers in laying the theoretical foundations for  the break with 
thee classical model of the competitive market'. They identified the role of 
monopoliess and international investment at an early stage and argued that 
'thee condition for  a viable national corporate investment was its 
globalizationn in an international investment system.' In their  view, the 
economic,, political, social, and cultural requirements for  such an 
internationall  system 'lay at the heart of modern capitalist imperialism, the 
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roott  cause of which was surplus capital in the highly developed industrial 
societies.''  According to Parrini and Sklar  (1983: 569), Conant held state 
interventionn to be necessary 'on behalf of an international investment 
systemm and imperialism in foreign affairs.'  He also 'frankl y affirmed' 
imperialistt  relations with the world' s non-industrial societies 'as necessary, 
unavoidable,, in the national interest, and, being developmental and 
"civilizing" ,, as enlightened and progressive'. 

Thesee ideas had a major  influence on US government policies. Conant 
andd Jenks served on the three-member Commission for  International 
Exchangee (CIE), established in 1903 by President Roosevelt to develop 
planss to integrate China and other  non-industrial countries on silver 
standardd currencies into an international investment system based on the 
goldd standard. This commission played an important role in formulatin g 
thee so-called Open Door  Policy, which was implemented by the McKinley -
Rooseveltt  and later  administrations. Pointing to capital seeking investment 
butt  failing to find a profitabl e rate, the CIE concluded that finding outlets 
forr  this capital was in some respects 'more important than increasing the 
annuall  exports of manufacturing countries'. It was therefore considered 
necessaryy to construct an international monetary and investment system, 
whichh was presented as providing 'common benefits for  all' . But this idea 
wass clearly based on the assumption 'that the stability, growth, and 
prosperityy of the American economy depended on its abilit y to expand 
freelyy into, and exercise a controlling voice in, the international economy'. 

Inn sum, at the beginning of the twentieth century, when free trade and free 
capitall  flows were characteristic of the international economic regime, the 
evolutionn of capitalism into an imperialist system was widely discussed in 
differentt  parts of the world by various groups and milieux. Important 
characteristicss that were being discussed were the emergence of big 
conglomeratess and monopolies, the increasing weight of finance capital, 
andd imperial policies by national states. As Kemp (1967: 165-6) argues: 

'Too claim that "imperialism "  was not a necessary stage in capitalist 
developmentt  is to imagine that the colossal development of the 
productivee forces which took place in the nineteenth century could have 
proceededd without the bringing into being of a world-wide economy 
dominatedd by the leading capitalist powers. It is to imagine that 
somehoww the characteristics of early industrial capitalism could have 
becomee permanent, without the growth of combines and monopolies, as 
ann atomized collection of owner-financed firms. It is to assert that there 
wass no relation between the politics of states and the dominant 
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economicc interests within them. It is to assume that the powerful 
economicc forces released by capitalism were kept in tow by old-line 
statesmen,, demagogues and ideologues. It is to argue (...) that the 
characteristicss of "imperialism" were atavistic survivals foreign to the 
truee nature of capitalism, adopted by the bourgeoisie only as the result 
off  a betrayal.' 

Financiall  capital was generally seen as the main driving force behind these 
imperialistt state policies. But there were major disagreements about the 
weightt of this sector within the whole of capital. Linked to that question, 
controversyy existed about the (im)possibility of capitalist development 
withoutt militarism and war, such as the ultra-imperialism suggested by 
Kautsky,, and the ideas about substantial equality of economic and 
educationall  opportunities propagated by Hobson. 

3.33 A return to classical imperialism? 

Forr both supporters and opponents of imperialism, free trade and 
internationall  capital mobility were essential instruments to stabilize and 
extendd worldwide capitalism at the beginning of the twentieth century. 
Sincee then many things have changed in the structure and organization of 
thee global economy, but after a long detour such policies are dominant 
againn today, and are strongly advocated by major international 
organizations,, university and think-tank figures, and OECD governments. 
Theree is littl e or no room left for any other policies. And as was recently 
demonstratedd again in Asia, globalized financial markets, the IMF and like-
mindedd organizations, and national business elites prevail on unwilling or 
hesitantt governments to comply with the dominant paradigm.10 

Thee way these policies are defended is also reminiscent of earlier times. 
Today,, free trade and free capital movement are supposed to lead to an 
optimall  allocation of capital, goods and services, and should therefore 
bringg about a better lif e for everybody. In a similar vein, classical 
economistss such as J.S. Mill , Torrens and Wakefield once advocated 
colonizationn 'based on the classical principles of free trade and the free 
movementt of resources' as a means 'to ensure continued improvements in 
livingg standards for all people, both at home and in the colonies' (Hodgart 
1977:: 3-4). As we have seen in the previous section, proponents of 

100 See e.g. Bello 1998; Bullard 1998; Wade 1998; Wade and Veneroso 1998a. 
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imperialistt policies as essential to guaranteeing capitalist stability and 
growthh also presented their policies at the beginning of the last century as 
beneficiall  for all, civilizing and progressive. 

Numerouss empirical studies nonetheless give cause for serious doubts 
aboutt such claims.11 As UNCTAD Secretary General Ricupero testifies in 
hiss overview of its 1997 Trade and Development Report (UNCTAD 1997: 
2-10): : 

'Thee big story of the world economy since the early 1980s has been the 
unleashingg of market forces. (...) The "invisible hand" now operates 
globallyy and with fewer countervailing pressures from governments 
thann for decades. (...) Since the early 1980s the world economy has 
beenn characterized by rising inequality and slow growth. Income gaps 
betweenn the North and South have continued to widen. (...) Polarization 
amongg countries has been accompanied by increasing income inequality 
withinn countries. (...) In almost all developing countries that have 
undertakenn rapid trade liberalization, wage inequality has increased. 

Ricuperoo notes that these facts fly in the face of the many optimistic 
commentariess about the prospects for faster growth and convergence of 
incomess and living standards that global competition should bring about: 

'Thesee trends are rooted in a common set of forces unleashed by rapid 
liberalizationn that make for greater inequality by favouring certain 
incomee groups over others. (...) Capital has gained in comparison with 
labour,, and profit shares have risen everywhere. (...) In the North there 
hass been a remarkable upward convergence of profits among the major 
industriall  countries. (...) A new rentier class has emerged worldwide 
withh the substantial expansion of international capital flows and the 
hikee of interest rates' (Unctad 1997: 6). 

Howw should this change in the prevailing view of the incompatibility of 
freee trade and free capital flows be interpreted? Not only empirical 
evidencee but also theoretical arguments for the gains from free trade and 
freee movement of capital are - to put it mildly - weak. Objections such as 
thee one expressed by Keynes in 1942 to Harrod still appear to be valid: 

111 See e.g. Galbraith, Darity and Jiaqing 1998; Galbraith and Jaiquing 1999; 
Pritchettt 1996; Rodrik 1999; UNDP 1997. 

122 As has been argued in our discussion of free trade, Ricardo himself argued that 
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'Freedomm of capital movement is an essential part of the old laissez-
fairefaire system and assumes that it is right and desirable to have an 
equalizationn of interest rates in all parts of the world. It assumes, that is 
too say, that if the rate of interest which promotes full employment in 
Greatt Britain is lower than the appropriate rate in Australia, there is no 
reasonn why this should not be allowed to lead to a situation in which the 
wholee of British savings are invested in Australia, subject only to 
differentt estimations of risk, until the equilibrium rate in Australia has 
beenn brought down to the British rate. In my view the whole 
managementt of the domestic economy depends upon being free to have 
thee appropriate rate of interest without reference to the rates prevailing 
elsewheree in the world. Capital control is a corollary to this' (Keynes 
1980:: 149). 

Inn fact, there is evidence that this criticism of freedom of capital movement 
iss even more cogent now than it was then. Calvo and Mendoza (1997: 
27-28)) conclude that 'the global economy is inherently more volatile than a 
worldd economy with limited capital mobility' and that this 'global market 
volatilityy can induce large social costs.' Wyplosz (1998: 2) argues that 
'financiall  market liberalization is the best predictor of currency crises. This 
hass been true in Latin America in the 1980s, in Europe in the early 1990s 
andd in Asia in 1997.' As for its social effects, research shows that 
'(d)evelopingg countries that liberalized and globalized were subject to 
largerr swings in inequality than countries that did not. (...) In most cases, 
identifiablee liberalizations are followed by rising inequality in wages' 
(Galbraith,, Darity and Jiaqing 1998: 6). One of the reasons for this, Felix 
(1998:: 209) says, is that 'liberalization of international capital movements 
hass forced macroeconomic policy to react primarily to signals from the 
financialfinancial rather than from the job market. (...) Economists defending the 
positionn that liberalizing and globalizing financial markets has improved 
economicc welfare now avert their eyes from the adverse real economic 
trends.'133 Finally, Obstfeld (1998: 1) notes that '(Regional financial crises 
seemm to have become more frequent, and the domestic impact of global 

capitall  immobility is a necessary condition for his theorem of comparative 
advantagee to work. See also Bhagwati (1998) and Rodrik (1998) on free capital 
flows,, and Bniton 1998 on import substitution policies and 'export fetishism'. 

133 See also e.g. Aglietta and Moatti 2000; Eatwell and Taylor 2000; Eichengreen 
1999. . 
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financialfinancial developments has grown - to the alarm of many private citizens, 
electedd officials, and even economists.' 

Onee of these economists is Bhagwati (1998), who calls the idea that full 
capitall  mobility is inevitable and desirable 'a myth'. He argues that 'claims 
off  enormous benefits from free capital mobility are not persuasive', and 
thatt 'none of the proponents of free capital mobility have estimated the size 
off  the gains they expect to materialize, even leaving out the losses from 
crisess that can ensue'. Bhagwati, former economic policy adviser to 
GATT'ss director general, also reminds us that countries as different from 
eachh other as China, Japan and those in Western Europe have all achieved 
theirr highest growth rates without capital account convertibility. In the 
samee vein, Rodrik (1998) finds, on the basis of data from almost 100 
countries,, that between 1975 and 1989 free capital mobility had no 
significantt impact on countries' economic fortunes. He concludes, 'The 
greatestt concern I have about canonizing capital-account convertibility is 
thatt it would leave economic policy in the typical "emerging market" 
hostagee to the whims and fancies of two dozen or so thirty-something 
countryy analysts in London, Frankfurt and New York.' 

Today'ss heavy-handed promotion of the combination of free trade and 
freefree capital flows cannot be attributed to demonstrated economic 
advantages.. Based on written commentaries and analyses produced by 
largee multinational banks and on interviews with major decision-makers at 
thesee and other private sector financial institutions, Rude (1998: 4) shows 
thatt since the East Asian financial crisis even participants in the financial 
marketss tend to agree: 

'Thee severity of the financial implosion that took place in East Asia has 
promptedd many market participants to question the stability of today's 
globalizedd financial system. Markett participants have not only lost faith 
inn the prospect of continued robust growth, therefore, but in the merits 
off  financial market liberalization and globalization, indeed, in the 
viabilityy of free, unregulated international capital markets as well.' 

Likee previous changes of monetary regimes, the most recent shift has to be 
interpretedd as the outcome of political changes. Eichengreen (1996: 42-43) 
arguess that the gold standard could only be maintained before World War I 
because e 

'thee insulation enjoyed by the monetary authorities allowed to commit 
too the maintenance of gold convertibility. (...) The extension of the 
franchisee and the emergence of political parties representing the 
workingg classes raised the possibility of challenges to the single-minded 
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priorityy the monetary authorities attached to convertibility. Rising 
consciousnesss of unemployment and of trade-offs between internal and 
externall  balance politicized monetary policy.'14 

Thee main factor in this most recent change is the global shift in the 
relationshipp of forces between capital and labor that has taken place since 
thee mid-1970s. The increase of unemployment in the OECD countries after 
thee long postwar expansion ended and the disappearance of full 
employmentt as a policy goal; a number of setbacks and defeats of national 
andd socialist movements and projects in Third World countries; and the 
collapsee of the former Soviet bloc in Eastern Europe have all worked to the 
benefitt of capital.15 

Thesee changes have resulted in a substantial increase in capital's share 
off  income in all parts of the world, and - more generally - in a political, 
sociall  and economic agenda in which the interests of capital take pride of 
place.. Bhagwati (1998) argues that the current myth of enormous benefits 
fromm free capital mobility has been created by 'the Wall Street-Treasury 
complex,, following in the footsteps of President Eisenhower, who had 
warnedd of the military-industrial complex'. Wade and Veneroso (1998 : 
35)) argue that the 'US has a powerful national interest in establishing the 
freee movement of capital worldwide - there is probably no more important 
foreignn economic policy issue for the US than this.' Go wan (1997) 
concludess that the 'new monetary and financial regime' is 'not in the least 
aa spontaneous outcome of organic economic or technological processes, 

Otherss have called this monetary laissez-faire, 'by which they mean limited 
governmentt intervention' (Flandreau et al. 1998: 129). 

155 The debt crisis in Latin America in the 1980s has been used to strangle import 
substitutionn strategies and open up debtor countries to international capital: 'In the 
terminologyy of Hyman Minsky, Volcker's monetary policy transformed Mexico 
intoo a Ponzi financial unit. This ushered in Mexico's debt crisis, and the subsequent 
demandss by the U.S. government, the Bretton Woods institutions, and their private 
sectorr allies among the multinational banks and corporations that Mexico undertake 
aa program of free-market restructuring. Two main tenets of the free-market 
restructuringg program were for the state to sell a substantial share of its assets to the 
privatee sector and to substantially reduce regulations on capital inflows and foreign 
directt investment' (Pollin 1998: 225-226). 
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butt a deeply political result of political choices made by successive 
governmentss of one state: the United States'. 

Inn sum, the break with the policies that prevailed during the first three 
decadess after World War II reflects a profound change in the relationship 
off  forces between capital and labor.1 Just as at the beginning of the last 
century,, the interests of First World capital can be identified as the motor 
forcee behind the current global drive towards free trade and unrestricted 
capitall  movement. 

Butt today's promotion of free trade and free capital flows, two important 
economicc arms of imperialism at the beginning of the last century, hardly 
provess that globalization is a mere repetition or continuation of this earlier 
periodd of capitalism. Although there are important similarities, significant 
changess have to be taken into account. They can be summarized in three 
points. . 

First,First, while Lenin, Hilferding and Hobson noted the existence of capital 
flowss from imperialist countries to other dominant countries, in their time 
suchh interpenetration of capital was a minor tendency.18 The main trend 
wass the centralization of capital on a national level, 'transforming 
thousandss and thousands of scattered economic enterprises into a single 
nationall  capitalist, and then into a world economy' (Lenin 1917: 32). At 
thee time there was a general consensus that - because the finance capitalist 
'increasinglyy concentrates his control over the whole national capital by 
meansmeans of domination of bank capital' - the struggle was intensifying 

Thee combination of free trade and free capital flows is a break with the Bretton 
Woodss regime for First World countries, while an orientation towards free trade 
andd export-led growth constitutes an additional break (with the import substitution 
strategy)) for the Third World. See e.g. Gowan 1998 and Rodrik 1999. 

Thiss time with even more pernicious consequences: 'Walter Wriston, ex-CEO of 
Citicorp,, chortles that the globalized financial markets now hold macroeconomic 
policyy in a tighter grip than under the gold standard', Felix (1998: 209) notes for 
example. . 

Ass to the earlier period Hilferding (1910: 326) noted for example that 'the 
Unitedd States exports industrial capital to South America on a very large scale, 
whilee at the same time importing loan capital from England, Holland, France, etc., 
inn the form of bonds and debentures, as working capital for its own industry.' 
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amongg nations on behalf of their respective capitals 'to incorporate parts of 
thee world market into the national market, through a colonial policy which 
involvess the annexation of foreign territories' (Hilferding 1910: 225 and 
325). . 

Thee structure of the world economy has changed considerably since 
then,, however, and inter-OECD investments have become much more 
important.. As early as the end of the 1960s Magdoff (1969: 62) saw that 
'thee internationalization of capital among the giant firms is of a much 
higherr order today than was the case fifty years ago when Lenin wrote his 
workk on imperialism.' Around the same time, Mandel (1972: 64) pointed 
outt that the rise of new industries in metropolitan countries and the fear of 
liberationn movements in the Third World had led after the Second World 
Warr to 'an abrupt change in the pattern of long-term capital export. In 
contrastt to the period from 1880-1940, capital now no longer mainly 
movedd from the metropolitan countries to the underdeveloped ones. 
Instead,, it chiefly went from some metropolitan countries to other 
imperialistt countries.' So what 'marks the post-war period is the 
predominancee of the interpenetration of trade and investment within the 
advancedd capitalist countries compared to the orientation towards formal 
andd informal colonies in the inter-war period' (Fine, Lapavistas and 
Milonakiss 1999: 68). These facts underscore the point made by Blaug 
(1968:: 271) in his discussion of Marxist theories of imperialism, that the 
ideaa that colonies are indispensable to advanced capitalist countries is a 

Blaugg (1968: 271) also argues that it is not helpful to cling to the myth 'that 
developedd countries are rich only because they plundered Asia and Africa' 
(emphasiss added). Stated like this not many Marxists - or others - will disagree, 
butt the opposite statement (which Blaug does not make) would not be correct 
either.. As Mandel (1972: 343-376) argues, differences between metropolitan and 
coloniall  rates of profit were a source of colonial surplus profits during the classical 
imperialistt period: 'International movements of capital constantly reproduce and 
extendd the international productivity differential which is characteristic of the 
historyy of modern capitalism, and are in turn further determined by this differential. 
Inn the closing decades of the 19th century there still existed large reserves of 
unutilizedd raw materials and labour-power not yet drawn into the production of 
surplus-value.. These reserves combined with the availability of substantial excesses 
off  capital in the earliest industrialized countries to create a growing export of 
capitall  from the metropolitan countries to the colonies and semi-colonies.' 
Subsequentlyy Mandel shows that colonial surplus profits were the chief form of 
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Thiss trend has only intensified in the ensuing decades, as can be seen 
amongg other things from the multiplication of regional trade blocs and 
customss unions since the beginning of the 1980s, most spectacularly the 
Europeann Union. Such developments are an important reason why critics 
off  globalization argue that regionalization (or triadization) is a better term 
too characterize the dominant trend in the world economy, because it 
expressess where the biggest share of trade and capital flows come from and 
goo to. It is, as Radice (1999: 5) points out, 'undoubtedly the case that trade 
andd investment flows are concentrated among the advanced industrial 
countries;; (...) this is hardly surprising, since they constitute the largest 
andd richest markets in a world where most economic activity is now based 
onn production for sale at a profit.' In a similar vein, it is 

'scarcelyy surprising that in the real world of transport and other distance 
costss - including those arising from cultural differences, protectionism, 
etc.. - businesses wil l look first to neighbouring countries for markets, 
labour,, capital, or production sites. Hence higher levels of trade, capital 
flows,, etc. wil l be found between adjacent territories such as Canada 
andd the USA. In the colonial era, trade and capital flows were less 
geographicallyy regional, simply because the political systems of 
colonialismm were designed to reduce those 'distance costs' for the 
merchantss and financiers of the colonial power (and greatly increase 
them,, of course, for those of other powers)' (Radice 1999: 4-5). 

Insteadd of the national cartels that competed for world markets at the 
beginningg of the last century, many types of international investors, 
alliancess and multinationals are now competing and cooperating with each 
otherr on the basis of various different strategies in both developed and 
developingg countries. At the same time, the number of international 
organizationss and panels charged with coordinating and regulating 
economicc policies has increased dramatically. In these organizations the 
bigg countries work together, particularly to open up developing countries to 
tradee and capital. None of this means that there is no longer any 
competitionn among imperialist countries; but such rivalries are fought out 
economicallyy rather than militarily.20 This can also be seen from the fact 

metropolitann exploitation of the Third World at that time, and unequal exchange a 
secondaryy form. The proportions changed after the Second World War; since then 
unequall  exchange has become the main form of colonial exploitation, while the 
directt form of colonial surplus profits now plays a secondary role. See also Frank 
1998. . 

200 The collapse of the former Soviet bloc facilitated this change, but steps in this 
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thatt the US, the world's main imperialist country, is no longer seriously 
preparingg for a possible war with Japan or Europe.21 

AA  second difference, linked to the previous one, concerns the role and 
structuree of finance capital. The national bank-dominated financial systems 
thatt Hilferding and Lenin studied in their time have made way for a much 
moree integrated worldwide financial system, where global norms are set 
forr profitability. Because of the disappearance of capital controls, 
globalizedd financial markets increasingly discipline investors and 
governments,, and space for national differences is narrowing. As Plender 
(1997:: 97) puts it: 

'Att the risk of some slight oversimplification, if a country tries 
artificiallyy to reduce the financial returns available to depositors and 
investors,, its exchange rate will collapse in the long run as domestic and 

directionn were already being taken after the Second World War, as Magdoff (1969: 
40-1)) argues: 'While the imperialist powers did not give up the colonies gladly or 
easily,, the main purposes of colonialism had been achieved prior to the new 
politicall  independence: the colonies had been intertwined with the world capitalist 
markets;; their resources, economies, and societies had become adapted to the needs 
off  the metropolitan centers. The current task of imperialism now became to hold on 
too as many of the economic and financial benefits of these former colonies as 
possible.. And this of course meant continuation of the economic and financial 
dependencyy of these countries on the metropolitan centers. Neither in the period 
rightright after the Russian Revolution nor in our own day does the central objective of 
extendingg and/or defending the frontiers of imperialism signify the elimination of 
rivalriess among the imperialist powers. However, since the end of the Second 
Worldd War this central objective has dominated the scene because of the increasing 
threatt to the imperialist system and because of the greater unity among the powers 
imposedd by United States leadership.' 

211 See Achcar 1998. 

Ass Plender (1997: 57) notes: 'Today the cost of capital will tend to equalize 
betweenn countries after allowing for risk, which means, among other things, that 
Germann and Japanese companies now have to meet a global profit criterion. If they 
faill  to do so, their stock markets will in the end fall, thereby raising the cost of 
equityy capital. Because of this they have already been forced to adopt more flexible 
labour-markett policies, including the Anglo-Saxon practice of downsizing'. On the 
consequencess for workers see e.g. Coutrot 1998; Moody 1997; Sennett 1998. 
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internationall  capital pours out in pursuit of higher returns elsewhere. 
Becausee governments and central banks wil l act to forestall the 
inflationaryy consequences of a collapsing exchange rate, they will , in 
normall  circumstances, raise interest rates, thereby bringing their 
industries'' cost of money back into line with the international norm. 

Forr some theoreticians this means that capitalism has entered a different 
phasee since the beginning of the 1980s. 

Theree is a third difference of a more political character. Dominant 
countriess no longer colonize parts of the world by military force, but 
promotee the combination of democracy and a market economy. In fact, 
accordingg to Robinson (1996a), it is polyarchy rather than democracy that 
iss being established: 'Promoting polyarchy and promoting neo-liberal 
restructuringg has become a singular process in US foreign policy'.24 

Robinsonn maintains that 'authoritarianism increasingly proved to be an 
untenablee mode of domination and an unpredictable means of preserving 
asymmetriess within and among nations as globalizing processes began to 

23 3 

Onee of the more prolific researchers defending such a position is the French 
economistt Francois Chesnais (1997: 62-3): 'For the time being I will designate this 
.... by the somewhat complicated name of "global accumulation regime dominated 
byy finance", or "financialized global accumulation regime", stressing its very 
markedd rentier characteristics. (...) Born from the impasses to which the 'thirty 
gloriouss years' of prolonged accumulation led (...) this mode is based on 
transformationss of the "wage relation" and a very sharp increase in the rate of 
exploitationn (...) but its functioning is governed mainly by operations and choices 
off  forms of finance capital that are more concentrated and centralized than in any 
previouss period of capitalism.' See also Chesnais 1994; Chesnais 1996a. 

Robinsonn (1996a: 49 and 112) argues: 'What US policymakers mean by 
"democracyy promotion" is the promotion of polyarchy, a. concept which developed 
inn US academic circles closely tied to the policymaking community in the United 
Statess in the post-World War II years. (...) Polyarchy refers to a system in which a 
smalll  group actually rules and mass participation in decision-making is confined to 
leadershipp choice in elections carefully managed by competing elites. (...) 
Democracyy is limited to the political sphere, and revolves around process, method 
andd procedure in the selection of "leaders". This is an institutional definition of 
democracy.. (...) A caveat must be stressed. US preference for polyarchy is a 
generall  guideline of post-Cold War foreign policy and not a universal prescription. 
Policymakerss often assess that authoritarian arrangements are best left in place in 
instancess where the establishment of polyarchic systems is an unrealistic, high-risk, 
orr unnecessary undertaking.' 
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assertt themselves.' He forcefully argues that this is a shift in the means of 
policy,, not in its ends, which are still 'defense of the privileges of the 
Northernn elites and their Southern counterparts in a highly stratified world 
system'. . 

Inn sum, as in the world economy at the beginning of the last century, which 
wass widely characterized as imperialist, the interests of First World capital 
aree the motor force behind the current global drive towards free trade and 
unrestrictedd capital movements. But that does not mean that economic 
globalizationn is just a repetition of this earlier period of capitalism. There 
aree significant changes in the functioning of the world economy that we 
havee to take into account, most importantly increased cross-border links 
andd internationalization of capital. There are also essential differences in 
imperialistt domination, which today is expressed mainly in economic and 
hardlyy at all in military rivalry among the main capitalist powers. 

Summaryy and conclusion 

AA key aspect of today's economic globalization is the emphasis on the 
combinationcombination of policies of free trade and free movement of capital, which 
seemss to signify a return to the similar international regime that existed 
beforee World War I. But despite many similarities, economic globalization 
iss not a repetition or continuation of this previous period of capitalism. 

Policiess in the pre-World War I era of imperialism were driven by the 
interestss of nationally centralized capital under the control of bank-
dominatedd finance capital, and resulted in national states' well-known 
imperiall  practices of incorporating foreign territories into their national 
marketss to make possible increased exports of goods and capital. The 
interestss of First World capital are also the driving forces behind the 
currentt economic globalization. But today's world economy is 
characterizedd by an increasing number of cross-border links among 
differentt countries, a higher level of internationalization of capital, an 
integratedd worldwide financial system, and a greater role for international 
organizationss and panels charged with coordinating and regulating 
economicc policies. Consequently, domination is expressed today mainly in 
economicc and hardly at all in military rivalry among the main capitalist 
powers. . 



44 The circuit of social capital 

Thee internationalization of trade and finance is generally taken into 
accountt in measuring or comparing degrees of economic globalization, but 
theree is a third component that also has to be considered. This necessity 
cann be illuminated by introducing the concept and dynamics of the circuit 
off  social capital, an analytical tool that Marx first used to make sense of 
thee movements of capital. 

Thiss chapter's first section defines the meaning of circuits of capital. 
Thee second section then deals with the (asymmetrical) internationalization 
off  circuits of capital. 

4.11 Three circuit s of capital 

Inn mainstream economics 'capital' is usually analyzed in one dimension: 
thatt of 'physical capital' in neoclassical economics, or of 'money capital' 
inn financial economics. Volume II of Marx's Capital, which appeared 
posthumouslyy in 1884, edited by Engels from Marx's manuscript, is 
dividedd into three main parts. In the first part, Marx analyzes the 
metamorphosiss capital undergoes in its circuit, as money capital, 
productionn capital and commodity capital.1 The notion that capital assumes 
threee different forms - and mutates from one to another - is a major 
contribution.. In Marx's own words: 

'Itt should generally be noted (...) that the economists are much inclined 
too forget not only that a part of the capital needed in a business is 
constantlyy passing alternately through the three forms of money capital, 
productivee capital and commodity capital, but that it is always different 
portionss of this that possess these forms alongside each other, even if 
thee relative magnitudes of these portions are in constant flux' (Marx 
1884:: 333). 

Onn the background to this volume of Capital see Arthur and Reuten 1998b. 
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Ass Arthur (1998: 95) states, the importance of the introduction of this idea 
'cannott be overestimated. Whereas neoclassicals explicitly, and the 
classicalss for the most part (if implicitly), as well as many Marxists, all 
deployy as a key analytical construct the notion of equilibrium, for Marx 
itt is the concept of a circuit that characterizes his grasp of capital. 
Furthermore,, except in a special case, the circuit does not return to the 
beginningg but is part of a spiral of accumulation, theoretically therefore 
muchh more appropriate to the study of the real world, which knows no 
equilibriumm but is strongly marked by growth.' 

Harveyy (1986: 69-71) characterizes the circulation process that begins with 
moneyy capital and ends with money capital plus profit as the 'paradigm 
formm of circulation.' Marx 'depicted the process of expansion of value as 
passingg through a sequence of metamorphoses - changes of state.' With 
moneyy capital (M), brought into circulation to earn more money (M' = M + 
Am),, the commodities (C) labor power (LP) and means of production (MP) 
aree purchased as inputs for the production process (P) of commodities (C), 
whichwhich have to be sold on the market. 

Schematicallyy the circulation of capital can be summarized as follows: 

M - C { L P & M P }}  . . . P . . . C ' - M ' - C' {LP'&MP' }  . . .P' . . .C"(etc.) 

Att the end of the production process P ... C', the capital value in the 
shapee of commodities as outputs (C) is greater than the capital value in the 
shapee of commodities that were used as inputs for the production process 
(CC {L P & MP}  ... P, or C ... P). Similarly the capital in the shape of money 
att the 'end' (M') is greater than the capital in this shape at the 

22 Arthur and Reuten (1998b: 5) compare the circuits of capital in the following way 
withh so-called 'modern orthodox economies': 'In the jargon of modern orthodox 
economics,, by this Marx apparently takes the analysis into "macroeconomics". 
Indeedd he does so, and Marx may therefore be considered a founder of a particular 
macroeconomicss (...). Nevertheless to see merely that would be to miss important 
conceptuall  differences between Marx and modern orthodox economics, for much 
off  Capital 11, especially Part Two on the turnover of capital, would nowadays be 
classifiedd as business economics. And to further complicate the comparison, much 
off  that same part - together with the other two - would nowadays be classified as 
monetaryy economics.' 
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'start'' (M). Both M - C and C' - M' are transformations brought about by 
buyingg and selling, whereas the production process P involves a material 
transformationn of the product4 As Foley (1986: 66) describes it: 'We can 
thinkk of the circuit of social capital as the combined circuits of all the 
individuall  capitals that make up the whole. Then it is natural to think of the 
capitalistt production process as a closed circuit, with the different forms of 
capitall  - financial capital, production capital, and commercial capital - at 
thee three main nodes.' Because circulation is normally a continuous 
processs we can break the overall circuit of social capital down into three 
circuits:5 5 

MM - C {L P & MP}  ... P ... C' - M' (circuit of money capital) 

PP ... C' - M' - C {L P & MP}  ... P (circuit of production capital) 

C'' - M' - C {L P & MP}  ... P ... C' (circuit of commodity capital) 

Sincee we are describing a circuit there is of course no 'start' and 'end'. We may 
envisagee reference points however. 

Marxx (1884: 132-3) defines the term 'circuit' as follows: 'Let us now consider the 
totall  movement M - C ... P ... C' - M' (...). Here capital appears as a value that 
passess through a sequence of connected and mutually determined transformations, a 
seriess of metamorphoses that form so many phases or stages of a total process. Two 
off  these phases belong to the circulation sphere, one to the sphere of production. In 
eachh of these phases the capital value is to be found in a different form, 
correspondingg to a different and special function. Within this movement the value 
advancedd not only maintains itself, but it grows, increases its magnitude. Finally, in 
thee concluding stage, it returns to the same form in which it appeared at the outset 
off  the total process. This total process is therefore a circuit.' 

Arthurr (1998: 119-120) discovered a surprising feature of an earlier manuscript 
forr Volume II of Capital At one point Marx divided the circuit into four aspects: 
'Inn addition to the three with which we are familiar (...) he interposed a circuit he 
designatedd as that of "the factors of the labour process" (...). More exactly, it is 
thatt of the commodities that in their use-value form serve as factors of the labour 
process,, with their differentiation into means of production and labour power. In 
thee first attempt at differentiating circuits he had not done this, stating quite clearly 
thatt there were three phases to be considered of "the reproduction process". This 
samee view is resumed in Volume Two as we have it.' Arthur does not know when 
andd why Marx dropped this experiment, but this may be discovered in the future as 
moree drafts are published. 
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Eachh of the three circuits 'describes the movement of an individual capital 
andd an aspect, or component, of the circuit of total social capital' (Bryan 
1995a:: 70). Companies can specialize in one (or two) of the circuits, but 
theree are also conglomerates that unify all three. Moreover, tendencies of 
specializationn and of integration can be identified in different historical 
periods.66 Because the conditions and concerns regulating the circulation of 
thee three forms differ, there is reason for specialization. Each of the 
phasess of the process for example costs time: between the purchase of 
inputss for production and the emergence of finished products (production 
lag),lag), before commodities are sold (realization lag), and before money is 
recommittedd to the production process in the form of capital advances 
(finance(finance lag). Merchant (or commodity) capitalists (C ... C') therefore 
specializee in transforming commodities into money, money capitalists (M 
.... M') in the circulation of money, and production capitalists (P ... P') in 
production.. The three time lags are the turnover times of the phases of 
capitalistt production. Entrepreneurs in the different sectors obviously have 

6SeealsoReuten2001. . 

77 Marx analyzes this in parts 4 and 5 of Volume III of Capital (1894), where he 
developss 'capital in general' into the actual shapes of industrial capital (or 
productionn capital), merchant capital (or commodity capital) and money capital (or 
financefinance capital). See Reuten 2001 for a review of these texts and an exposition of 
thee potential conflicts among these fractions of capital. 

88 As Van der Pijl (1998: 53) notes, 'one can hypothesize a specific phenomenology. 
Thee perspective of the trade, which prioritizes the profitable movement of goods 
andd compares potential markets in terms of their capacity to absorb particular 
commodities;; the rentier perspective of money capital, for which the money return 
iss the sole decisive reference and which also, on account of its capacity to "totalize" 
andd arbitrate competing productive and commercial ventures, redistributes capital 
betweenn them; and finally, the productive capitalist, concentrated on securing the 
specificc human and material inputs of the next, expanded round of production.' 
Seee also Van der Pijl 2001. 

99 Marx develops the problems and consequences of these time lags and turnover 
timess in detail in part 2 of Volume II of Capital (1884), at the level of capital in 
generall  (see Smith 1998). 
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ann interest in reducing the time that their capital is tied up as much as 
possible,, so that they can reinvest it more quickly and make more money.10 

Ass a whole, to sum up, the process is a dynamic one, in which 'each of the 
nodess of the circuit of capital corresponds to a stock of value tied up in the 
formm corresponding to that node; and between each of the nodes is a 
continuouss flow of value moving from one form to the next. The flow 
betweenn financial capital and production capital is the flow of capital 
outlays.. The flow between production capital and commercial capital is the 
floww of finished commodities emerging from the production process. The 
flowflow between commercial capital and financial capital is the flow of sales 
off  commodities' (Foley 1986: 68). When differentiating among the three 
forms,, one should not lose sight of the whole. All three circuits, Arthur 
(1998:: 110) argues, 'carry with them the possibility of some kind of 
reductionism.. So the appropriate thing to say is that all three versions of 
thee circuit express something valid but limited.' 

4.22 The asymmetrical internationalization of the circuit s 

Fromm the - in itself rather non-controversial - notion that capitalism has 
alwayss been international to some degree, it follows logically that 
statementss about 'newer' or 'higher' levels of internationalization have to 
bee carefully qualified. The differentiation just sketched out among the 

100 '(C)apitalism is under the impulsion to accelerate turnover time, to speed up the 
circulationn of capital and, consequently, to revolutionize the time horizons of 
development'' (Harvey 1995: 6). 

Bryann (1995a: 12-3) for example argues: 'International movement of capital, in 
thee form of commodity trade and usury or credit, pre-dated and indeed was the 
preconditionn of the development of capitalism (...). Moreover, capitalist class 
relationss have been internationalizing at least since the beginnings of European 
colonialism.. Hence when internationalization is depicted as a distinct, recent 
developmentt of capitalism, particularly in the period since the 1970s, there is need 
forr clarification, for any perceived transformation should not be overstated. We 
mustt be aware that changes which may seem monumental at the time can appear 
muchh less decisive in retrospect. Moreover, there is the danger that the 
proclamationn of internationalization as a "new era" of capitalism can use newness 
(thee image of a "clean slate") as a means to avoid analyzing and explaining 
developmentt within the "old".' 
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threee circuits of capital, which together form the total circuit of social 
capital,, can be of great use for such refinements. This is all the more the 
casee since there is no a priori reason to assume that the three circuits, 
whichwhich each have their specific characteristics, wil l follow the same 
trajectoryy over time. Historically in fact the three circuits have not 
internationalizedd uniformly or even together. 

Inn a remarkable, rather neglected, contribution, Palloix (1977) points 
outt the historically consecutive internationalization of trade, finance and 
production.. He begins from the notion that commodity capital was the first 
circuitt to be internationalized: 'In the so-called "competitive capitalism" 
stagee or phase, the process of self-expansion, the reproduction of capital, 
wass supported by the internationalization of commodity capital.' After 
tradee finance was the next circuit to internationalize: 'With the stage of 
imperialismm which Lenin analyzed internationalization extended to the 
circuitcircuit of money capital.'' Only more recently, Palloix noted, has 
productionn begun to internationalize as well: 

'Today,, internationalization has spread not only to the circuits of 
commodityy capital and of money capital, but it has reached its final 
stage,, the internationalization of productive capital. This is usually 
calledd the internationalization of production. The consolidation of 
multinationall  firms is only the final result at the firm level of this 
progressivee movement of the internationalization of capital; the 
internationalizationn of production is the ultimate phase of this 
movement.' ' 

Seee also Palloix 1975 and Mandel 1972. Since then many others have come to 
thee same conclusion about this periodization, as for example Fine and Harris (1979: 
147-8):: 'Thus commodity capital is the first form of capital to be internationalized, 
andd this can be taken as the index of the first stage of the world economy. The 
developmentt of the credit system which accompanies the predominance of the 
productionn of relative surplus value facilitates the internationalization of finance 
capital,, and this may be considered as its second stage. The intensified production 
off  relative surplus value gives rise to a third stage in which productive capital itself 
hass internationalized with multinational corporations controlling production 
processess which cross national boundaries. At each of these three stages, the 
formationn of the capitalists' class interest through the national state represents 
differentt internal conflicts as the external forces of competition are transformed.' 
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Sincee Palloix wrote this in 1977, the internationalization of production has 
acceleratedd immensely, as is documented for example in the World 
InvestmentInvestment Report series compiled and published annually by UNCTAD. 
Forr Fine and Harris (1979: 151-2), writing at the end of the 1970s, the 
internationalizationn of production signified a qualitative shift towards a 
neww stage of capitalism in which production capital in multinational or 
transnationall  companies (TNCs) is dominant.13 But less than two decades 
laterr finance capital is generally seen as dominant. This change of 
emphasiss - that is, from the dominance of production to the dominance of 
financefinance - in a relatively short interval underlines the danger of 
impressionisticc generalizations, and most importantly the necessity of 
neverr losing sight of the whole circuit of social capital. 

Bryan,, while noting the 'leadership of money within recent 
internationalization'' (1995a: 61), comments for example that it has 
'becomee common to equate internationalization with the growth of TNCs 
[transnationall  companies].' But as he correctly points out, multinational 
companiess should not be equated solely with the internationalization of the 
circuitt of production capital, as they so often are: 

*(T)hee circuit of productive capital is just the circuit of industrial capital 
viewedd from a particular perspective (that is, the circuit "starts" and 
"ends""  with productive capital), but along the way, capital passes 
throughh all three forms. TNCs are engaged in the international 
movementt of money and commodity capital, as well as the relocation of 
productivee capital' (Bryan 1995 :427). 

Byy arguing that TNCs are involved in all three circuits of capital, however, 
Bryann bends the stick too far in the other direction. There is no reason why 
companiess operating internationally necessarily have to be engaged in 
internationall  trade, international capital flows end international 
production.155 Theoretically it is also possible to undertake just one or two 

133 The authors counterpose this dominance of production capital to the dominance 
off  commodity capital and finance capital at the beginning of the twentieth century. 

144 See e.g. Boyer 2000a; Chesnais 1997a; Chesnais 1997 b; Gowan 1998; Robinson 
andd Harris 2000. 

155 For the 'capital fractions approach' in International Political Economy, which is 
oftenn associated with the 'Amsterdam Group' (of e.g. Van der Pijl and Overbeek), 
merchantt houses, financial firms and industry are representatives or embodiments 
off  commodity capital, money capital and productive capital respectively (see 
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off  such cross-border activities, and in fact - as for example outsourcing of 
partss of the production chain by many companies shows - that is exactly 
whatt is often happening. 

Thee point that multinationals cannot be equated with the 
internationalizationn of productive capital, however, is well taken. In 
statementss such as the one criticized by Bryan, two dimensions that cannot 
bee reduced to each other have often been confused. On the one hand, the 
extentt to which circuits of capital transcend national borders is a measure 
off  the level of internationalization of economic activities, with divergent 
implicationss for the possibility of influencing or regulating capital. The 
numberr and economic weight of companies operating internationally, on 
thee other hand, is rather a measure of the international concentration and 
centralizationn of capital. While the two are often linked, they cannot be 
reducedd to each other. It would not make life easier for managers and 
shareholders,, but it is quite possible for capital to become more 
concentratedd and centralized internationally while international trade, 
capitall  flows or production are being severely curtailed. 

Summaryy and conclusion 

Tradee and capital flows are generally taken into account in comparisons of 
economicc internationalization in different historical periods, but there is an 
importantt third component that has to be considered. As Marx laid out for 
thee first time in his analysis of the circuit of social capital, capital assumes 
threee different forms - commodity capital, money capital, and production 
capitall  - and mutates from one to the other. 

Thee circuit of social capital can be thought of as the combined circuits 
off  all the individual capitals that make up the whole. The capitalist 
productionn process is thus a closed circuit, which can itself be broken 
downn into three circuits: the circuit of commodity capital, the circuit of 
moneyy capital, and the circuit of production capital. Companies can 

Overbeekk 2000). 

166 To give an example: one consequence of the increasing internationalization of 
productionn is that regulators, trade unions, consumers and non-governmental 
organizationss have a much harder time monitoring - let alone influencing - the 
applicationn of environmental aid social standards during the production of goods. 
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specializee in one (or  two) of the circuits, but there are also conglomerates 
thatt  unify all three. 

Theree is no a prior i reason to assume that the three circuits, which each 
havee their  specific characteristics, will follow the same trajectory over 
time.. Historicall y in fact the three circuits have internationalized in a very 
unevenn way. At the risk of schematizing too much, we can note historically 
increasingg levels of internationalization of capital, through the sequential 
cross-borderr  extension of the circuits of commodity capital, money capital, 
andd production capital. 





55 Capitalism and stages of accumulation 

Thiss chapter proposes an approach to distinguishing different periods in 
thee history of capitalism. While periodization is alien to conventional 
economicc theory, non-mainstream economics has provided three 
theoreticall  frameworks: the Regulation approach, the Social Structure of 
Accumulationn approach, and a variant of long wave theories. While there 
aree differences among and within these approaches, it wil l be shown that 
theyy also complement each other and have much in common.1 A body of 
jointt features is outlined in this chapter that can be used as a heuristic 
devicee to analyze different stages in the long-run evolution of capitalism. 
Thiss framework can then be used to analyze contemporary globalization 
andd compare it with previous periods of intense economic 
internationalization. . 

Thee first section posits that capitalism can be analyzed at an 
intermediatee level, which is more abstract and examines longer periods of 
timee than detailed accounts, but is more concrete and examines shorter 
periodss of time than capitalism's general laws of motion do. It argues that 
suchh intermediary analyses have to be broadly encompassing and integrate 
non-economicc and external factors. The second section then deals with 
Kondratievv cycles, which are the best-known description of specific 
periodss in the history of capitalism.2 It argues that the deterministic role 
assignedd to technological developments in these cycles is problematic, 
becausee technology in itself cannot explain contemporary globalization. 
Hencee in the third section three non-deterministic theories of stages 
developedd in the 1970s are introduced. The Regulation approach, the 
Sociall  Structure of Accumulation approach and a variant of long wave 
theoriess all theorize that there is nothing automatic about the alternation of 

11 Husson (1994) and Reati and Roland (1988) express this same opinion of the 
Regulationn approach and long wave theory, but do not take the Social Structure of 
Accumulationn approach into account. 

22 See e.g. Dicken 1998; van Duijn 1979; Kleinknecht, Mandel and Wallerstein 
1992;; OECD 1999. 
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historicall  periods. The next chapter reviews these three perspectives' 
interpretationss of capitalist expansion and stagnation in the decades after 
thee Second World War. Finally, building on these three heterodox theories, 
thee fourth section develops a framework to analyze stages in the 
developmentt of capitalism. 

5.11 How to analyze capitalism? 

Mostt economic theories about capitalism's trajectory treat capitalist 
developmentt from a long-term (structural) or short-term (business cycle) 
perspective.. But between timeless general laws of motion of capitalist 
economiess on the one hand and empirical data about the ups and downs of 
tradee flows and financial markets on the other, a third level of abstraction 
cann be introduced. Such an intermediate level of analysis is more general 
andd abstract than a detailed historical account of capitalist development, 
butt more specific and concrete than an abstract theory of capitalism-in-
general.. Teeple (1999: 5) sums up why working with this third time frame 
makess sense: 

'Thee point is there is no such thing as capitalism pure and simple. Only 
inn the most general, abstract sense is capitalism the same phenomenon 
downn through the ages. If its fundamental characteristics are commodity 
production,, production for profit, corporate private property, social 
labour,, a world market, and the law of value, none of this says anything 
aboutt their developmental stages or about how any of these properties 
manifestt themselves in a given age or country.' 

Whilee analyses of the characteristics of capitalism in general and of 
concretee data and processes are often necessary and fruitful, focusing on 

33 Burbach and Robinson (1999: 12) argue that claims of continuity at higher levels 
off  abstraction risk becoming empty: 'If we break capitalism down into its most 
fundamentall  characteristics - the exploitation of labor by capital, commodity 
production,, and the continued expansion of capitalism - then yes, nothing has 
changed.. However, to take this view one could argue that nothing has changed 
sincee Columbus, or perhaps since the industrial revolution, if one defines the earlier 
periodd as mercantile capitalism.' 
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stagess of capitalism can be helpful in understanding capitalist development 
andd making possible a more qualitative comparison of different intervals.4 

Thee instinctive rationale for an intermediate approach is that economic 
developmentss are neither accidental or random nor completely determined 
byy general economic laws and tendencies. Different historical periods can 
bee dinguished in the history of social formations.5 While there is 
controversyy about the causes, few people would deny that capitalism has 
takenn different forms with specific characteristics: 

'Inn fact, the existence and differentiation of long periods of structural 
evolutionn is intuitive and indeed accepted by most of the economic 
historians,, although defined in several different ways: after the 
Industriall  Revolution, the "hungry forties", the Victorian boom, the 
Greatt Depression, the Belle Epoque and the revolution of steel and 
electricity,, the crisis of the wars, the Fordist thirty golden years, and 
noww the years of crisis - the rhythm of economic time is marked by the 
successionn of those long expansions and depressions separated by deep 
structurall  changes. Those long periods represent distinct forms of 
organizationn of social relations, of science and technology, different 
culturall  trends and political and social institutions' (Louca 1997: xi).6 

Mavroudeass (1999: 323) does not take this seriously when he denounces middle-
rangee theories, 'particularly popular in periods when general-theoretical paradigms 
aree in crisis'. Because 'of their inherently eclectic nature and their ability to 
conformm with a wide variety of more general theories and trends,' he says, 'they 
facilitatee an accommodation between the previous theses of their contributors 
(albeitt in a transforming fashion) and the new intellectual fashions.' 

55 This is not only the case for capitalism. Fine and Harris (1979: 104-119) show 
thatt Marx periodized the history of feudalism, based on his understanding that 
modess of production give rise to distinct stages rather than to continuous trends. 

Similarr observations are also made in other social sciences. Political scientist 
Gilpinn (1987: 105) for example explicitly refers to the same idea: '(A)lthough a 
regularized,, systematic and cyclical pattern of expansion and contraction may not 
exist,, the modern world economy has in fact undergone a traumatic experience 
approximatelyy every fifty  years and has experienced alternating periods of rapid 
andd slow growth. These massive swings up and down have affected mainly the 
pricee level; in some cases, however, they have entailed significant changes in 
economicc output and in the rate of employment. Moreover, these erratic economic 
shiftss have been global phenomena. Originating in the core economies, their effects 
havee been transmitted through the market mechanism and the nexus of economic 
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Understandingg different stages in the development of capitalism 
logicallyy calls for broadly encompassing theories and analyses. In their 
importantt collective work on globalization, for example, Held, McGrew, 
Goldblatt,, and Perraton argue that 'contemporary patterns of globalization 
constitutee a distinctive historical form which is itself a product of a unique 
conjuncturee of social, political, economic and technological forces' (1999: 
429).77 Most observers and scholars of contemporary globalization would 
agreee readily, in light of the compelling magnitude of changes taking place 
inn the global economy since the end of the 1970s. In his popular bestseller 
aboutt globalization Thomas Friedman therefore takes economists to task 
whoo believe 'that you can explain the world with reference only to 
markets'.. According to Friedman, 'in both journalism and academe, there 
iss a deeply ingrained tendency to think in terms of highly segmented, 
narroww areas of expertise, which ignores the fact that the real world is not 
dividedd up into such neat littl e beats'. French economist Nicolas Beniès 

interdependencee to the extremities of the planet, shattering individual economies 
andd setting one economy against another as each nation has tried to protect itself 
againstt destructive economic forces. The periods of expansion and contraction have 
alsoo been associated with profound shifts in the structure of the economic and 
politicall  system.' 

77 Held teaches politics and sociology, McGrew teaches government, Goldblatt 
teachess social sciences, and Perraton teaches economics. Streeten (1996: 354-5), to 
givee another example, argues in the same vein that it is impossible to make sense of 
globalizationn if one limits oneself to narrow economic phenomena and approaches: 
'(W)ee hear and read everywhere that interdependence among states (sometimes 
wronglyy equated with integration) has increased dramatically. This can be seen in 
thee spectacular growth of the trade-to-GNP ratio, which, for some countries, has 
doubledd since the mid-1980s. It can also be observed in the globalization of 
productionn through foreign investment by transnational corporations; in the 
integrationn of international capital markets and portfolio investments; in the growth 
off  international migration; and in the spread of cultural impulses such as television, 
styless in clothing, music, sport, sexual mores, and even crimes. At the same time 
theree is a rise of religious fundamentalism and of the assertion of national identity 
byy potentially 5,000 different peoples in the already proliferating 182 states. The 
mainn lessons are (1) that trade cannot be considered in isolation, but must be 
accompaniedd by an analysis of the flow of information, capital, people, and 
educationn and cultural impulses, in addition to monetary and fiscal policies; and (2) 
thatt economics no longer can be isolated from political science, philosophy, law 
andd other disciplines.' 
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makess essentially the same point when he advocates 'a new theoretical 
framework'' in which we can analyze the multidimensional character of the 
changess taking place in the global economy.8 

Butt although many economists may recognize the importance of non-
economicc or external factors, in most cases actual investigation of such 
factorss is left to sociologists and political scientists.9 Conventional 
neoclassicall  theories are too limited: they restrict themselves to 'a clearly 
delimited,, socially disembedded sphere of economic relations with a 
tendencyy towards general equilibrium' (Jessop 1997: 504).10 In addition, 
suchh theories generally discount or ignore time, on the assumption that all 
individualss have perfect knowledge of the future and actions of individuals 
cannott affect markets' overall development. 

However,, non-mainstream economics, not satisfied with such 
restrictions,, has provided alternative frameworks that do incorporate 
broaderr social, political and institutional dimensions into economic 
analysis,, with the explicit aim of understanding the specific characteristics 
andd dynamics of historical periods. These approaches' methodological -
andd epistemological - point of departure is that contrary to the view of 
traditionall  neoclassical economics, institutions and social structure are 
importantt to the functioning of economic systems and therefore have to be 
integratedd into analyses of capitalism.11 As Guttmann (1994: 56) argues in 
aa well-phrased description, different institutional forms combine 

'Thee new, post-Cold War world that is now being born is witnessing the 
emergencee of a new era for capitalism, "globalization", in which the old reference 
pointss have disappeared and capitalism is the only credible perspective. This new 
worldd requires building a new theoretical framework.' (Beniès 1998: 256). 

Maddisonn (1992: 28) reminds us that economists 'generally devise more or less 
self-containedd systems (to) explain economic development and do not like to give 
"exogenous""  events a major role. Some historians, by contrast, describe economic 
developmentt as a chain of ad hoc events happening more or less by accident.' 

DeMartinoo (2000: 83) argues that 'forms of abstraction that treat the economy as 
aa self-contained sphere of society, amenable to examination in isolation from non-
economicc factors, fail in principle to convey the complexity of economic events and 
thee scope of economic possibilities. Just as all economic activities entail social and 
politicall  relations, so are seemingly non-economic activities and practices shaped 
byy economic processes.' 

11 See e.g. Kotz, McDonough and Reich 1994b. 
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'too determine the conditions that allow the economic system to 
reproducee itself in a stable manner and on an expanding scale. In other 
words,, they regulate our economy by coordinating its decentralized 
decisionss and integrating its separate activities into a unified structure 
capablee of forward motion. (...) Different modes of regulation can be 
distinguished,, depending on the prevailing set of monetary rules, 
corporatee organization and competition, wage labor nexus, public 
policies,, and international arrangements.' 

Too sum up, a third time frame can be distinguished between day-to-day 
economicc data and capitalism's general laws of motion, and can be used to 
analyzee and compare the concrete forms capitalism assumes in different 
periods.. Such intermediary analyses will necessarily be broadly 
encompassing,, integrating non-economic and external factors. 

5.22 Kondratiev cycles: is technology drivin g history? 

Thee best-known description of the existence of specific periods in the 
historyy of capitalism is the theory of Kondratiev cycles, which were 
discoveredd and discussed as early as the 1920s. The (possible) existence of 
suchh cycles became generally known in mainstream economics thanks to 
Josephh Schumpeter, who was the first to call them 'Kondratiev cycles' in 
1939.. Long (Kondratiev) cycles are 45-60 year cycles in economic 
activity,, which according to Kondratiev are linked to social phenomena 
suchh as wars and revolutions, and are caused by the periodic renewal of 
basicc capital goods. These periods (or stages) of capitalism are therefore to 
bee differentiated from the successive stages of development countries will 
(havee to) go through hypothesized by for example List (1841) and Rostow 
(I960).13 3 

Seee Barnett 1994. Although the idea that economic growth proceeds in a series of 
longg cycles of approximately fifty years' duration is generally attributed to the 
Russiann economist Kondratiev, he did not originate the idea. The Russian Marxist 
Parvuss and the Dutch Marxist Fedder (pseudonym of Van Gelderen) were earlier 
(seee e.g. Mandel 1972: 108-145). On Van Gelderen/Fedder see also Kalshoven 
1993. . 

Onn List see also chapterr 2. 
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Eachh so-called Kondratiev wave (or  K-wave) can be divided into four 
phases::  prosperity (with high growth), recession (with decelerating 
growth),, depression (with near  zero or  negative growth), and recovery 
(withh a modest growth rate). Furthermore, 'each wave tends to be 
associatedd with particularl y significant technological changes around 
whichh other  innovations - in production, distributio n and organization -
clusterr  and ultimately spread through the economy' (Dicken 1998: 147). 
Ass new technologies are diffused they stimulate economic growth and 
employment,, but at some point growth slackens because of the exhaustion 
off  the positive effects of the technological revolution that was at the origin 
off  the long expansion. Webber  and Rigby (1996: 11) for  example conclude 
aboutt  the downturn in economic activity of the mid-1970s: 

'(T)oo the extent there has occurred a slowdown, it was inherent in the 
dynamicss of the golden age. That is, the forms of technical change that 
sustainedd the real-wage rises of the 1950s and 1960s also diminished 
thee profitabilit y of production; our  present disarray is caused by the 
continuingg lack of profit s in production. (...) The end of the period of 
relativelyy rapid growth was the product not of mistakes of policy, nor  of 
slowerr  productivit y growth, much less of intensified competition from 
imports,, but of the fact that it was a period of rapid growth.' 

Thee development of these waves is expressed (or  summarized) in the rate 
off  profit . After  staying at high and rising levels during the phase of 
prosperity,, it begins to fall during the recession as a consequence of for 
examplee social conflicts, wage increases, overaccumulation of capital, or  a 
declinee in productivit y growth.14 

Theree are different theories about which concrete mechanism ushers in a 
neww expansive phase, but 

'aa central assumption of the long-wave idea (is) that eventually the 
troughh of the wave will be reached and economic activity will turn up 
again.. A new sequence will be initiated on the basis of key technologies 
-- some of which may be based on innovations which emerged during 
recessionn itself - and new investment opportunities' (Dicken 1998: 
148). . 

Overr  the years researchers from various schools of thought have been 
studyingg long wave theory and testing its empirical validity . It is hardly 
surprisingg that in times of volatilit y and change like the turn of the twenty-

144 See e.g. Reati (1992: 255-6). 
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firstt century, many economists and research institutions turn to Kondratiev 
forr explanations. Discussing the so-called 'New Economy', Kleinknecht 
(2000)) for example argues that Kondratiev's theory enables us to 
understandd how the cluster of new, fast-growing technologies introduced in 
thee 1980s is now pulling the whole economy towards a higher growth 
path.155 Economists at the ING Bank and Rabobank, two of the biggest 
DutchDutch banks, as well as the president of Robeco, one of the world's biggest 
mutuall  funds, all also invoke Kondratiev to explain the economic impact of 
neww Information and Communication Technologies (ICT). 

Butt up to this day the existence of long cycles or waves has remained a 
subjectt of considerable controversy among economists. Paul Samuelson 
oncee called them 'science fiction', and in a 1978 issue of the Citibank 
MonthlyMonthly Economic Letter they were described as a myth spread by people 
whoo believe in a mystical unfolding of history (Goldstein 1988: 21-22). 
Doubtss about the empirical evidence for the existence of such cycles are 
partiallyy responsible for this controversy.18 But more importantly, many 
scientistss and observers have theoretical reasons not to accept the presence 

155 Kleinknecht, a renowned long wave researcher, holds that a new Kondratiev 
cyclee probably began as early as 1993 or 1994: 'The gurus of the "new economy" 
havee not studied enough economics. They don't know Kondratiev and the new 
literaturee about that. They rediscover the wheel and call it "new economy'" 
(Dikstaal2001:47). . 

166 See Boonstra 2000; Van Duijn 1998; ING-bank 2000. See also The Economist 
1999. . 

177 Kenwood and Lougheed (1992: 149-150) maintain on the other hand: 'The 
existencee of long swings in economic activity, averaging between 15 and 25 years' 
durationn is now an undisputed fact. (...) It is, however, the explanation of this 
patternn of fluctuations rather than the existence of the phenomenon, which is 
presentlyy the subject of argument.' 

188 The main problem is that 'statistical analysis of economic growth with regard to 
regularr patterns requires the concept of cycle analysis. The analysis of cycles 
requires,, on the other hand, the elimination of the non-cyclical or so-called 
irreversiblee component of time-series, that is, the trend' (Metz 1992: 82), which is 
nott neutral for the final results. Underlining these difficulties, Metz came to almost 
diametricallyy opposite conclusions about the existence of long waves in his papers 
inn 1992 (there is evidence) and 1998 (they have no meaning). 
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off  automatic, endogenous long cycles of boom and bust. Shutt (1998: 194) 
summarizess this skepticism in a polemical way: 

'Confrontedd with the obstinate refusal of growth to revive, a significant 
numberr of economists and others have been inclined to flir t with quasi-
metaphysicall  theories which supposedly give grounds for expecting a 
spontaneousspontaneous recovery in the global economy irrespective of the revealed 
currentt tendency of market forces. According to such theories economic 
growthh is governed by very long cycles (of fifty years or more), which 
theirr advocates claim can explain the ups and downs of the world 
economyy at least since the Industrial Revolution, and that these unfold 
moree or less independently of any 'man-made' events or influences 
suchh as world wars, political changes or innovations in technology. To 
anyonee who recognizes economics to be a social science - and hence 
inherentlyy subject to the unpredictable actions and reactions of ever-
changingg human society - such attempts to subject it to a series of rigid 
lawss of motion can scarcely seem worthy a moment's consideration.' 

Thiss criticism is not new. The presumed regularity of long cycles was 
challengedd as early as the 1920s. Mandel (1972: 129) notes for example 
thatt Trotsky argued along the same lines against Kondratiev 

'firstt that the analogy between "long waves" and classical "cycles" is 
false,, i.e., that long waves are not possessed of the same "natural 
necessity""  as classical cycles. Second, that while classical cycles can be 
explainedd exclusively in terms of the internal dynamics of the capitalist 
modee of production, the explanation of long waves demands "a more 
concretee study of the capitalist curve and the interrelationship between 
thee latter and all the aspects of social life".' 

Sincee these first debates, different factors have been emphasized as the 
mainn cause for Kondratiev cycles, such as technological developments 
affectingg durable capital goods, cluster-like bursts of entrepreneurial 
innovation,, excessive wealth concentration, and a low rate of profit in a 
depression,, which induces capitalists to innovate to avoid going under. 

Butt there has also been a further development of theories and empirical 
workk building on the critique of Kondratiev cycles.20 Such approaches 

19 9 

Shutt,, however, overstates his cases when he writes that economics is 'inherently 
subjectt to the unpredictable actions and reactions of ever-changing human society'. 
Iff  this were true that would preclude any social science. 

Whenn Boyer (2000a: 293) calls the appearance of Kondratiev-style cycles 
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beginn from the idea that 'long-wave dynamics are shaped by a complex 
varietyy of cyclical, structural, and institutional forces' (Guttmann 1994: 
49),, in which technological developments play an important but not 
decisivee role. Consequently, these theories do not support the idea that a 
neww long wave will come into existence endogenously after a long period 
off  depression . It follows that there is also no reason to assume that all long 
wavess wil l have the same duration. 

Whichh of these two approaches seems suitable for an analysis of 
contemporaryy globalization? In many interpretations of the developments 
thatt have made contemporary globalization possible, technological change 
iss cited as the fundamental cause. However, while the scope and effects of 
technologicall  change have to be taken into account in analyses of the 
causess and dynamics of increasing globalization since the early 1980s, it is 
intuitively,, easy to understand, first of all, why this kind of technological 
determinismm does not hold. If technology were the driving force behind 
globalization,, how could we account for the fact that there was less 
internationall  trade for decades after the First World War than there was 

'deceptive,, since capitalism develops more in a spiral, never passing through the 
samee configuration twice', he echoes to a certain extent Trotsky's 1923 remark that 
iff  capitalism were characterized by reccurring cycles, 'history would never be 
anythingg more than a complex repetition, not a dynamic development.' (cited in 
Bensaïdd 1995, p. 67). 

211 Freeman (1999: 4) argues this point as follows: 'Many long wave theorists argue 
thatt phases of expansion are sparked, in some way, by a semi-automatic or 
automaticc process in which technical revolution, following Schumpeter's "creative 
destruction",, rekindles the dynamism lost in a previous long period of stagnation. 
Thiss implicitly re-instates the factor of technology, which others take as exogenous, 
ass a endogenous market phenomenon. When one reflects on this line of argument, 
onee realizes it does not really address the problem. With enough equations we can 
makee everything in the world a product of the market. But all we would do is define 
thee market to include everything, and we would no longer have a theory of the 
markett but a theory of society as a whole. If the "market" is a distinct social 
institution,, demarcated for example from government or at least aspects of 
government,, then it should exhibit universal laws which apply under all 
governments.. I want to be quite precise about what this endeavor consists of. The 
ideaa is not at all that the market operates independent of say, technology or politics. 
Itt interacts with them. But an interaction is not the same thing as an internal 
propertyy or law.' 
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beforee 1914? Furthermor e it would be even more difficul t to understand 
howw the whole period from 1914 to about 1970 could have been one of 
'illiberalit yy in capital markets, with significant restrictions imposed by 
governmentss on international capital flows' (Adam 1998: 559).22 

Neww technological possibilities clearly do play a major  role in 
internationalizationn and globalization. They make revolutionary changes 
possible.. As soon as barrier s (legal, social, fiscal or  regulatory) to their 
applicationn are removed or  reduced, new applications and possibilities 
arisee through a sort of self-reinforcing process, as more money and 
knowledgee are invested in them. But this is not an autonomous process that 
takess place in a vacuum; institutional factors and relationships of forces 
delimitt  the playing field.23 As Castells (1996: 5) argues in the Prologue to 
hiss monumental trilogy on the information society: Technology does not 
determinee society: it embodies it. But neither  does society determine 
technologicall  innovation: it uses it.'  For  similar  reasons Dicken (1998: 
145)) proposes to consider  technology as an 'enabling or  facilitating agent: 
itt  makes possible new structures, new organizational and geographical 
arrangementss of economic activities, new products and new processes, 
whilee not making particular  outcomes necessary.'24 

Enablingg or  facilitatin g technologies allow companies for  example to 
expandd into new geographical areas. Lower-cost sites can only be used if 
distancess can be bridged without excessive costs and if such operations can 
bee effectively coordinated and tracked. Development of these technologies 
iss a precondition for  development of international production and financial 
flowss and transnational firms. Technologies in the fields of transport, 
communication,, and organization of complex, spread-out activities are 
particularl yy important. But however  important these technologies may be, 

Seee also chapters 2 and 3. 

Ass Dicken (1998: 146) argues: Technology is (...) not independent or 
autonomous;;  it does not have a life of its own. Technology is a social process 
whichh is socially and institutionall y embedded. It is created and adopted (or  not) by 
humann agency: individuals, organizations, societies. The ways in which 
technologiess are used - even their  very creation - are conditioned by their  social 
andd their  economic context.' 

Similarlyy Marx, who has often been accused of determinism, portrays 
'technologyy more as an enabling factor  than as an original cause, autonomous 
force,, or  determining factor'  (Bimber  1995: 95). 
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theyy cannot be considered the causes of international production or 
transnationall  firms; they only make these phenomena possible. As if 
repeatingg a schoolbook caricature of Marxist theory, many accounts 
presentt globalization as the direct result of revolutionary technological 
change.. But the application of these technological innovations is only 
possiblee thanks to social, that is economic, political, legal and institutional 
changes,, nationally as well as internationally. 

Too sum up, the idea of intermediary periods in the development of 
capitalismm with specific characteristics is not new, and - thanks to 
Schumpeterr - is not unfamiliar in mainstream economics. The basic idea of 
Kondratievv cycles is that economic growth proceeds in a series of long 
cycless of approximately fifty  years' duration, which are caused by (the 
implementationn of new) technological developments. But the deterministic 
rolee that is assigned to technological developments in Kondratiev cycles is 
veryy problematic, because technology cannot in itself explain 
contemporaryy globalization. For theories to be helpful in periodizing 
capitalismm and understanding and characterizing globalization, they will 
havee to be non-deterministic. In the next section three theories satisfying 
thiss condition will be introduced. 

5.33 Long swings: three non-deterministic approaches 

Inn this section three theoretical frameworks are introduced that were 
developedd in the 1970s to analyze distinctive periods or stages in the 
historyy of capitalism. In my view, the essence of these three approaches is 
reflectedd well in the following description of long swings, stages of 
capitalism,, or stages of accumulation: 

Thee long run evolution of our economy can (...) be conceptualized in 
termss of historically specific accumulation regimes, each with its own 
distinctt institutional forms and modes of regulation. During the 
expansionn phase of a long wave, these are capable of establishing and 
maintainingg a relatively stable growth pattern. The shift toward the 
stagnationn phase typically occurs when prevailing regulatory 
mechanismss are no longer able to cope with changing conditions in the 
structuree of our economy. Economic imbalances and social tensions are 
allowedd to build up to the point of structural crisis, at which point they 
destroyy the cohesion of the existing accumulation regime in a series of 
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ruptures.. But this disintegration is simultaneously an impetus for 
massivee reorganization efforts. Eventually these may go far enough to 
createe a new accumulation regime, with different social characteristics, 
regulatoryy mechanisms, and policy institutions. The precise outcome of 
thiss process is by no means predetermined' (Guttmann 1994: 56). 

Whilee some criticisms of and doubts about these various approaches will 
bee mentioned, this section's aim is not to evaluate their application to 
concretee historical periods. Its goal is to prepare for the further elaboration 
inn the final section of what may loosely be called 'long swing theories', or 
alternativelyy 'theories of stages of accumulation', based on these three 
approaches'' main features. 

(a)) Long wave theories, which have gained some influence since the 1970s, 
goo back directly to the debates at the beginning of the twentieth century 
overr Kondratiev cycles introduced in the previous section.25 Mandel is the 
mostt distinguished representative of attempts to analyze long waves in a 
non-deterministicc way, taking extra-economic factors and contingencies 
explicitlyy into account. Trotsky, as we have seen, rejected Kondratiev's use 
off  the term 'long cycle' as an incorrect analogy with the normal business 
cycle,, 'essentially because the sudden upward turning points of the long 
wavess cannot be explained primarily by internal economic causes.' 
Followingg in Trotsky's footsteps, Mandel rejects 

'aa Kondratieff type of theory of long cycles in economic development, 
inn which there is, in the economy itself, a built-in mechanism through 
whichh an expansive long cycle of perhaps twenty-five years leads to a 
stagnatingg cycle of the same length, which then leads automatically to 
anotherr expansive long cycle, and so on' (1995: 16 and 22). 

Workingg in the same framework Barsoc (1994: 57) argues: 
'Theree is no endogenous mechanism that makes the transition to a 
expansivee long wave automatic after a recessive wave, or that 
guaranteess the emergence of a new "regulation". Understanding the 
transitionn to a new upward phase requires taking "extra-economic" 
factorss into account.' 

Althoughh expressing skepticism about the existence of regular or 
systematicc long waves, Maddison (1982: 85, 28) also comes close to this 
positionn when he argues that 'there have nevertheless been significant 
changess in the momentum of capitalist development'. His own analysis 
showss that 'the process of capitalist development has not been smooth. 

Seee e.g. Mandel 1972; Goldstein 1988; Mandel 1995. 
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Withinn the capitalist period there have been distinct and important phases 
off  development which are worthy of study, definition and causal 
interpretation.' ' 

Integratingg elements and categories from the Regulation approach, 
Barsocc (1994: 54-5) proposes that each long wave is characterized by a 
dominantdominant mode of functioning of capitalism.26 Four institutional forms 
supportt such a 'productive order': a mode of capital accumulation, a type 
off  material forces of production, a mode of social control, and a type of 
internationall  division of labor. Husson (1996) adds a particular 
'reproductionn scheme' as a fifth dimension, referring to classical Marxism 
ass well as to a 'consumption norm', which is important in the 
Regulationists'' theories. 

Criticss of long wave theory concentrate mainly on its alleged 
mechanistic,, economistic or deterministic character.27 Another criticism 
oftenn raised is the central place assigned in this approach to the tendency 
forr the rate of profit to fall.28 In addition - this is to a certain extent linked 
too the previous point - there have been criticisms of long wave theory's 
accountt of institutional aspects, which critics say is weaker than in the 
otherr approaches. 

(b)) The Regulation approach was developed in France during the 1970s 
andd is best known through its representatives Aglietta, Boyer and Lipietz.29 

Overr the years, members of this 'school' have gone in various directions, 
soo that it is somewhat difficult to talk about the Regulation approach.30 

Seee also Bensaid (1995), Husson (1994) and Reati and Roland (1988). 

27 7 

Whilee there is often truth in such criticisms, this can definitely not be said of 
Mandel,, who consistently argued against such explicit or implicit presumptions in 
longg wave theory (see e.g. Mandel 1992 and Mandel 1995). 
288

Incidentally,, much of this criticism relies on interpretations of Marx's (1894) 
theoryy of the tendency of the rate of profit to fall as a theory of trend. Reuten 
(2001)) shows that such an interpretation can hardly be based on Marx's own 
writings,, since he developed the classical theory in this respect into a theory of 
cycles. . 
299 See e.g. Aglietta 1997; Boyer 1987; Boyer and Saillard 1995; Verhagen 1993. 
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Thiss was different at the beginning, when Regulationists, combining 
Marxian,, Kaleckian and Keynesian insights, were characterized by the fact 
thatt they 

'adoptt a heterodox account of capital accumulation and emphasize the 
latter'ss socially embedded, socially regularized nature. They focus on 
thee historically contingent ensembles of complementary economic and 
extra-economicextra-economic mechanisms and practices which enable relatively 
stablee accumulation to occur over relatively long periods, despite the 
fundamentall  contradictions, crisis-tendencies and conflicts generated by 
capitalism'' (Jessop 1997: 503). 

Thee originality of this approach is, as Guttmann (1994: 55) argues, 'its 
focuss on the real-life forces that have shaped the historic evolution of the 
capitalistt system'. To facilitate such analyses and be able to integrate a 
broadd range of factors and developments, Regulation theorists have 
developedd a series of concepts and categories on different levels of 
abstraction.. Their first level of analysis is a structural mode of production, 
suchh as feudalism or capitalism. Based on this foundation, for the capitalist 
modee of production sequential 'accumulation regimes' take shape between 
twoo structural crises, which is the second level of analysis. The third level 
off  analysis concerns the specific configurations of social relations that can 
bee identified during a period in a given geographic ensemble. Among these 
aree a monetary regime, the prevailing forms of competition, the capital-
laborlabor relation, the form and policies of the state, and the international 
divisionn of labor (Boyer and Saillard 1995a). 

Eachh of these configurations (or organizing forces) is subject to change, 
reflectingg necessary adjustments in response to underlying tensions, 
Guttmannn argues. Combined, they 

'regulatee our economy by coordinating its decentralized decisions and 
integratingg its separate activities into a unified structure capable of 
forwardd motion. Replacing the static analysis of market equilibrium, the 
conceptt of regulation is used to show how various economic agents 
managee to achieve a certain degree of compatibility between their 
activitiess and of balance in their social relations. Different modes of 
regulationregulation can be distinguished, depending on the prevailing set of 
monetaryy rules, corporate organization and competition, wage labor 

Jessopp (1990) identifies seven different schools, which he categorizes in four 
approaches. . 
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nexus,, public policies, and international arrangements' (Guttmann 
1994:: 55-6). 

Althoughh some Regulationists have argued that discontent with 
structuralistt variants of Marxist theory helped motivate them to develop a 
neww theory, they have nonetheless sometimes been criticized for being too 
'structuralistic'' or 'functionalistic'. They have also been criticized for 
neglectingg existing periodizations of capitalist development in other 
approaches.. In addition, Brenner and Glick (1991) have argued that by 
concentratingg on institutions of wage labor and mass consumption they 
havee neglected inter-capitalist competition. 

(c)) The Social Structure of Accumulation (SSA) approach, which is 
probablyy the least known, was introduced in the US in 1978 by Gordon and 
tookk its more definitive form in the beginning of the 1980s. Apart from 
Gordon,, its best-known representatives are Bowles, McDonough and 
Weisskopf. . 

Thee term 'Social Structure of Accumulation' refers to the whole set of 
institutionss that support the process of capital accumulation. The 
approach'ss central idea is that each long period of relatively stable 
economicc expansion requires an effective SSA. As in long wave theories 
andd the Regulation approach, such an institutional set-up (SSA) promotes 
growthh and stability for a certain period of time, but eventually declines. 
Whatt then follows is a period of stagnation and instability, until a new SSA 
iss built. 

Theoristss who consider themselves part of the SSA approach recognize 
thee influence of several intellectual traditions, most importantly Marxist 
theories,, Keynesian thought, institutionalist tradition in American 
economicss (Veblen, Commons), and long wave theories. One of their 
motivationss for developing the SSA approach was the need they felt to 
makee sense of historical patterns, bearing in mind that individual capitalist 
economicc systems and the world system as a whole go through periodic 
boomss and contractions. SSA researchers noted that such alternating long 
swingss were associated with clustered institutional changes, which do not 
takee place gradually but in a discontinuous manner. They have set 
themselvess the task of explaining such patterns. 

311 See e.g. Verhagen 1993. 

322 See e.g. Kotz, McDonough and Reich 1994b. 
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SSAA researchers view long swings as in large part the product of the 
successs or failure of successive social structures of accumulation in 
facilitatingg capital accumulation, and refer to the periods featuring those 
respectivee social structures of accumulation as stages of capitalism. 3 Their 
analysis s 

'doess not suggest that the expansion and contraction phases of a long 
swingg will last any specific number of years and certainly does not 
indicatee that each long swing wil l have the same duration. On the 
contrary,, we expect that the duration of each phase of a long swing is 
bestt understood within the specific context of each stage of capitalism' 
(Gordon,, Edwards and Reich 1994: 25). 

Thee SSA school is often seen as the US counterpart of the (French) 
Regulationn school, with a more individualistic (as opposed to structuralist) 
approachh - for some critics too individualistic. Critics see its focus on a 
singlee country and its generalization from the US national situation, as well 
ass the relatively sketchy character of some of its concepts and categories, 
ass important weaknesses. 

Notwithstandingg differences among - and incidentally also within - these 
approaches,, they have a remarkable number of features in common.34 This 
iss shown by the fact that over the years there has been considerable cross-

McDonoughh (1999: 29) makes a convincing case that 'the social structure of 
accumulationn approach developed by David Gordon and his collaborators is one of 
thee legitimate heirs to the Marxian tradition of stadial theory begun at the turn of 
thee century by Hilferding, Bukharin, and Lenin. This tradition held that the 
recoveryy of capitalism at the beginning of the twentieth century was due to a 
comprehensivee society-wide reorganization of the institutional conditions of 
capitalistt profitability. This new institutional configuration, involving political and 
ideologicall  as well as economic institutions, formed the basis for the inauguration 
off  a new stage of capitalism.' He credits Gordon, and 'to a certain extent' Mandel, 
forr recognizing 'a similar historical process taking place after World War n, 
creatingg a new postwar stage of capitalism.' McDonough also holds that with the 
interventionn of Gordon, the Hilferding-Bukharin-Lenin 'theory of the highest stage 
off  capitalism is transformed into a general theory of stages. This theory could then 
bee applied to understanding the broad historical sweep of capitalist accumulation 
andd crisis. Not incidentally, this perspective brings politics, ideology, and culture 
intoo the heart of the Marxist theory of capital accumulation.' 

344 See e.g. Verla 1987; Kotz 1994b; McDonough 1994; Verhagen 1993. 
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fertilization,fertilization, in which concepts and approaches have been productively 
borrowedd and reciprocally integrated. Finally, a review of interpretations 
off  the origins and end of the expansionist decades after the Second World 
Warr (see the next chapter) also shows that there is much common ground. 
Ratherr than concentrating on deepening the distinctions and focusing on 
inconsistencies,, elaborating the insights that these approaches share 
thereforee appears to be the most fruitful means of clarifying issues around 
globalization.. This makes all the more sense since - as we have seen -
nonee of the three approaches is uncontested, let alone dominant. 

Inn the Regulation approach, research focuses on 'the historically 
contingentt ensembles of complementary economic and extra-economic 
mechanismsmechanisms and practices which enable relatively stable accumulation to 
occurr over relatively long periods, despite the fundamental contradictions, 
crisis-tendenciess and conflicts generated by capitalism' (Jessop 1997: 503). 
Thesee concrete historical realities can be characterized as stages of 
accumulation:accumulation: 'segments of the overall history of the capitalist mode of 
production'' with an 'integrated "total" character'.36 From a long wave 
perspectivee these distinctive periods consist of a 'peculiar interweaving of 
internall  economic factors, exogenous "environmental" changes, and their 
mediationn through sociopolitical developments' (Mandel 1995: 76). And in 
thee Social Structure of Accumulation framework, a 'stage of capitalism can 
bee conceived as the ensemble of economic, political, and ideological 
institutionss which serve to reproduce capitalist relations of production and 
accumulation'.. In this perspective, capitalism 'proceeds from one stage to 
thee next when the SSA undergoes disintegration, producing crisis. The 

355 See e.g. Barsoc 1994; Husson 1994; Husson 1996; Kotz 1994a; Kotz, 
McDonoughh and Reich 1994b; Reati and Roland 1988. 

366 'Structural crisis is any episode during which the very functioning of regulation 
becomess contradictory with the existing institutional forms, which in fact are 
abandoned,, destroyed or passed around. More precisely three features: 

 within the given mode of regulation, there exist no self correcting mechanisms 
forr the profit decline; 

 most of the institutional forms are destroyed; 
 way out of the trouble is not obtained by letting the economic mechanisms to 

playy their role, since they are precisely coming into contradiction one with the 
other.. Thus some strategic choice, made by leading firms, unions, governments 
aree necessary to promote a new mode of development' (Boyer, quoted in 
Verhagenn 1993: 156). 
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crisiss can only be resolved through the construction of a new SSA, 
inauguratingg a new stage of capitalism' (McDonough 1994: 80). 

Whilee the Regulation approach calls successive stages of capitalism 
accumulationaccumulation regimes, these are called long waves and social structures of 
accumulationaccumulation respectively in the other two frameworks. Questions of 
terminologyy are important, but what really matters is content. I submit that 
semanticc discussions can be avoided. 

Too sum up, the three theories presented in this section - the Regulation 
approach,, the Social Structure of Accumulation approach and a variant of 
longg wave theories - all developed in the 1970s, allow for a non-
deterministicc understanding of distinctive periods or stages in the history of 
capitalism.. Notwithstanding differences among these approaches, they 
havee a remarkable number of features in common. Given the cross-
fertilizationn that has already taken place among them, further elaboration of 
aa theory of stages based on their shared properties therefore seems not only 
possiblee but promising. 

5.44 A theory of stages of accumulation 

Inn this section a theory will be set out to conceptualize different stages of 
accumulation,, building on major elements of the three approaches 
introducedd in the previous section. Especially since we are trying to come 
too grips with a 'moving target' as challenging as economic globalization, a 
certainn dose of eclecticism, allowing for open exchanges and borrowing of 
categories,, concepts, and premises, is called for. 

Ourr point of departure is that elaboration of a theory of stages is 
necessaryy if we want to be able to analyze contemporary globalization's 
centrall  features and dynamics. Why? Because such a theory allows for the 
integrationn of historical changes in a theorization of contingent regimes, 
whichh have their own specific institutional interrelations against the 
backdropp of the general requirements for accumulation that are necessary 
forr reproduction of the capitalist economy.37 Stages of capitalism defined 

Forr a systematic derivation of necessities and contingencies in capitalist 
economiess see Reuten and Williams (1989). As they put it (1989: 16; 24-25), 
'totalityy is an interconnected whole, and what it is is determined by phenomena 
whichh are necessary rather than contingent with respect to it. (...) The contingency 
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inn the above-mentioned way allow us to understand tidal economic changes 
whilee incorporating social, political and institutional dimensions. This 
makess possible a qualitative comparison of economic realities that - at 
leastt on the surface - seem to be similar. So a different light may for 
examplee be shed on some of the contributions that have been made by 
globalizationn skeptics who have argued that today's globalization is 
nothingg new, since trade and Financial flows were also heavily 

38 8 

internationalizedd in an earlier historical period. 

Thee combination of the following eight elements is proposed as a tool to 
differentiatee periods in the development of capitalism. 

Thee first element of our theory of stages is that there are general 
requirementss that are necessary for the reproduction of the capitalist 
system,, of which capital accumulation is the motor. These necessities 
followw from the fact that capitalism is a generalized wage-labor system of 
commodityy production for profit. The owners of the means of production 
(capitalists)) employ producers (workers) and pay them wages, keeping the 
fruitss of the labor process to sell at a profit. Necessities are conditions that 
havee to be satisfied to guarantee the reproduction of capitalism, such as a 
legall  system protecting property rights, the availability of workers, 
mechanismsmechanisms of labor management, and the existence of an exchange 
system. . 

Butt - our second element - capital accumulation is not simply an 
economicc process. Economic relations are socially embedded and must 
thereforee be placed in their social context. A wide range of economic, 
politicall  and social institutions as well as social forces have to be taken 
intoo account in order to understand how real economies operate. Among 

off  phenomena does not imply that there is no way of grounding them; the point is 
ratherr that the ground of their being is not internal but external to them, or 
exogenous.. (...) In this sense, the contingent as such is non-essential to the totality 
off  the existent (the object); or, to put it the other way around, the totality of the 
existentt is indifferent to the contingent (which could be otherwise without changing 
thee essence of the existent, that is its interconnectedness). So mere possibility is 
furtherr determined as necessity by the derivation of its interconnectedness within 
thee object totality. Indeed, interconnectedness then amounts to a circle of 
conditionss of existence.' 

Seee also chapters 1 and 3. 
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thee important - changing - institutional arrangements are the provision of 
moneyy and credit, state involvement in the economy, and how conflicting 
classs interests are dealt with. 

Thirdly,, the concrete forms capitalism takes are therefore not 
immediatelyy or exclusively defined by the requirements for accumulation. 
Thee structure and actual content of institutions that are required for the 
reproductionn of capitalist relations are not predetermined by the general 
requirementss for capitalist production and accumulation, but mediated by 
thee (changing) relationships of forces between (opposite fractions of) 
capital,, (different groups within) labor, and (different) social movements. 
Ass a result, concrete studies are always necessary to grasp the relationship 
betweenn the general requirements of capital and the specific form 
capitalismm takes. 

Thesee three elements, which have a certain relative autonomy, together 
formm a dynamic structure of the system.39 While the actual functioning of 
capitall  accumulation is co-determined by the relationship of forces and by 
thee ensemble of economic, political and social institutions, the actual 
functioningg of capital accumulation in its turn co-determines relations 
amongg and within classes and social movements and the form and 
operationn of institutions. To give an example: when accumulation stagnates 
becausee profit rates have declined, unemployment rises. This weakens the 
positionn of workers and trade unions not only in direct negotiations and 
conflictss with employers, but also in tripartite institutions, where inversely 
employers'' organizations will strengthen their position. The effect of this 
changee can affect for example labor market regulation, unemployment 
benefits,, etc. 

Fromm the perspective of historical sociology, Shaw (2000: 230) argues similarly: 
'Understandingg the major historical change of our own times (...) involves us in 
understandingg the links between economic, cultural and political transformations, 
andd between markets, state institutions and social movements. If they can be 
consideredd tasks for international political economy, they obviously involve 
understandingg the field in the broadest sense. They bring into question the 
relationshipp between international political economy and other disciplines. In 
particularr this proposal directs our attention towards the field's intersections with 
historyy and sociology. If global change is considered not just a set of relatively 
discretee processes, but as a profound and all-embracing transformation, then it 
takess us back to the foundations of our understanding of the modern world as well 
ass forward to new ways of thinking.' 
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Whatt else can be said about the dynamic of this system? Our fourth 
elementt introduces the concept of periods, or stages of accumulation. A 
stagestage of accumulation is suitable for analysis at an intermediate level. As a 
categoryy it is more general and abstract than concrete accounts of capitalist 
developmentt at a certain moment in time, but more specific and concrete 
thann - necessarily abstract - theories of capitalism in general. Different 
stagess of accumulation are characterized by a dominant mode of 
functioningg of capitalism. 

Howeverr - this is our fifth element - the concrete form of these stages 
off  accumulation is not predetermined. Because social actors have a certain 
relativee autonomy - contrary to the mechanical approach to the 
developmentt of capitalism in orthodox economics and some variants of 
Marxism,, which, different as they are, both treat economic agents as 
passivee bearers of relations of production and thus become theories of 
historicall  inevitability. The result of struggles - between for example 
workerss and employers - is not known in advance. Because the outcome of 
suchh struggles is of essential importance for the forms and policies of 
institutions,, for the development of different components of the profit rate, 
andd for the specific evolution of production relations, the trajectory of 
capitalistt development is contingent. 

Finally,, it is necessary to say more about the development and dynamics of 
stages,, and about how they come to alternate. To begin with it is necessary 
too distinguish two meanings of economic stagnation - our sixth element. 
Thee accumulation process causes periodic crises (i.e. the business cycle). 
Underr normal conditions imbalances in accumulation will be corrected 
endogenouslyy within the existing set of institutions. But there are also long 
periodss of structural stagnation overarching the business cycle, which are 
characterizedd by a reduction in rates of accumulation and economic growth 
overr a longer period of time. The relative stagnation of capitalism since the 
mid-1970s,, which is discussed in more detail in the next chapter, is the 
mostt recent example of the latter. Note that, due to the business cycle, 
theree are periods of upturn and recession within such a stage of relative 
stagnation. . 

AA new stage of accumulation - our seventh element - has always 
begunn up until now with a long period of expansion that is eventually 
followedd by a long period of stagnation. The concrete circumstances under 
whichh such turns from expansion to stagnation take place differ and have 
too be analyzed case by case. But such a turnaround occurs essentially 
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becausee at a certain moment the inner conflicts of the capitalist mode of 
productionn can no longer be bridged over. Concrete expressions of this 
statee of affairs are a steady decrease in the rate of profit, a stagnation of 
economicc growth, and a concomitant increase of unemployment. As a 
consequence,, the existing equilibrium in and between capital and labor and 
sociall  movements and the set of institutions in place are put under new 
strainss and begin to change. Periods of structural stagnation can therefore 
bee interpreted as harbingers of transitions between different stages of 
accumulation,, and occur when previous constellations of processes of 
accumulationn and institutions that once positively reinforced each other 
becomee incompatible. 

FigureFigure 1 
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Eighth,, finally, once economic stagnation has set in a process of 
reorganizationn of the whole system begins. Any possible resolution of 
stagnantt (or depressive) phases has as its basic preconditions a sharp rise in 
thee rate of profit and a corresponding overhaul of outworn institutional 
forms.. However since, as we have seen, contingent outcomes of struggles 
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andd conflicts of interest co-determine the conditions, supporting structures 
andd institutions of capital accumulation, there is no guarantee that a 
successfull  new ensemble will emerge. Since there is no automatic 
mechanismm that leads to the passage from a stagnant to an expansionist 
period,, it cannot be taken for granted that - even substantial -
reorganizationss of the business sector and institutions will usher in a new 
expansivee phase. Incidentally this also implies that there is no reason to 
expectt a stagnant phase of a stage of accumulation to last any particular 
numberr of years, or that different long swings will have the same duration. 

Thesee final elements, summarizing stages' development and alternation, 
aree schematically presented in figure 1. Together they form a theoretical 
frameworkk for analyzing and comparing different periods or stages in the 
developmentt of capitalism. This framework will be used in the final 
chapterr to analyze contemporary globalization. 

Summaryy and conclusion 

Inn this chapter we have constructed a framework in which to conceptualize 
stagess of accumulation. The rationale for analyses at such an intermediary 
levell  - more abstract than detailed accounts of capitalism and more 
concretee than its general laws of motion - is that economic development 
aree neither random nor completely determined by general laws and 
tendencies:: different historical periods can be distinguished in social 
formations.. The best-known description of specific periods in the history 
off  capitalism is the theory of Kondratiev cycles, which were discovered 
andd discussed as early as the 1920s. The (possible) existence of such cycles 
iss also known in mainstream economics thanks to Schumpeter, who gave 
themm their name. But the deterministic role assigned to technological 
developmentss by the Kondratiev cycles theory makes it unsuitable in 
explainingg contemporary globalization, since technological developments 
inn themselves cannot account for the acceleration of economic 
internationalizationn during the last decades of the twentieth century. 

Subsequently,, three theories developed in the 1970s - the Regulation 
approach,, the Social Structure of Accumulation approach and a variant of 
longg wave theories - have been presented that allow for a non-
deterministicc understanding of distinctive periods or stages in the history of 
capitalism.. It is remarkable that, notwithstanding differences among them, 
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thesee approaches have a number of features in common. This has already 
madee some degree of cross-fertilization possible. 

Buildingg on these approaches' common properties, a theoretical framework 
hass been formulated in the final section that can be used to conceptualize 
differentt stages of accumulation. Our point of departure is that a theory of 
stagess is needed to analyze contemporary globalization, because such a 
theoryy allows for the integration of historical changes in contingent 
regimess with specific institutional interrelations, against the backdrop of 
thee basic requirements for reproduction of the capitalist economy. 

Withh that aim eight elements were developed of a framework for 
analyzingg and comparing different periods of capitalist development and 
makingg sense of their dynamics and inner conflicts. There are, to begin 
with,, general requirements for the reproduction of the capitalist system. 
However,, capital accumulation is not simply an economic process. A wide 
rangee of institutions and social forces have to be taken into account in an 
understandingg of how real economies operate. The concrete forms 
capitalismm takes are therefore not defined exclusively by the necessities of 
accumulation,, but dependent on the changing relationship of forces in and 
amongg capital, labor and social movements. These three elements together 
formm the dynamic structure of the system. 

Itt follows that while the concrete forms capitalism assumes are 
characterizedd by a dominant mode of functioning of capitalism, the 
trajectoryy of capitalist development is not predetermined. Social actors 
havee a certain relative autonomy and the outcome of their struggles is of 
essentiall  importance for the development of the profit rate and the specific 
evolutionn of production relations. 

Forr an understanding of the development and alternation of stages, it is 
necessaryy to differentiate between two kinds of economic stagnation. In 
additionn to periodic crises - the business cycle - there are also long periods 
off  structural stagnation, which are characterized by a significant reduction 
inn rates of accumulation and economic growth over a longer period of time. 
Thee latter are harbingers of transitions between different stages of 
accumulation,, and occur when processes of accumulation and institutions 
runn into serious problems. Concretely, a new stage of accumulation has 
alwayss begun up until now with a long period of expansion that is 
eventuallyy followed by a long period of stagnation. Such a turn from 
expansionn to stagnation occurs essentially because at a certain moment the 
innerr conflicts of the capitalist mode of production can no longer be 
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bridgedd over. This results in a fall of the rate of profit , leading to a 
decreasee in accumulation, stagnation of economic growth and employment 
creation,, and changes in and a reconsideration of the existing relationship 
off  forces in and among classes as well as economic, social, and political 
institutions.. The resolution of stagnant (or  depressive) phases has therefore 
ass its basic preconditions a sharp rise in the rate of profi t and a 
correspondingg overhaul of former  institutional forms. 

Oncee economic stagnation has set in a process of restructurin g begins, 
whichh may give way to a new stage of accumulation and a new 
expansionistt  phase. However, since contingent developments of 
institution ss and outcomes of struggles co-determine the conditions, 
supportingg structures and institutions of capital accumulation, there is no 
guaranteee that a successful new ensemble will emerge. There is therefore 
noo reason to expect that the expansive and stagnant phases of a long swing 
wil ll  last any specific number  of years, or  that long swings will have the 
samee duration. 



66 Making sense of the rise and demise of capitalism's 
goldenn age 

Eachh of the three long swing theories sketched out in the previous chapter 
havee been applied to capitalism's post-Second World War 'golden years'.1 

Thiss chapter reviews some of the work that has been done. 
Thee first section sets out some methodological problems with historical 

explanations.. The second section presents some long swing explanations of 
thee end of the post-Second World War boom. The third section briefly goes 
moree deeply into the methodological problems. 

6.11 The troubl e with historical explanations 

Whatt constitutes a good historical explanation? If we are confronted with 
differentt historical explanations, as is often the case, how do we know 
whichh one is true? North (1968) has a rather optimistic view of these 
questions.. In his view, the primary objective of the economic historian is 
explanation,, and the way in which (s)he provides an explanation of 
historicall  phenomena is a 'process of give-and-take between the 
developmentt of generalizations, the specification of background 

Thee term 'golden age' or 'golden years' of capitalism is used in this work for 
convenience'ss sake, but this terminology should not be interpreted as an 
idealizationn of the period. The following statement by Standing (1999: 55) may 
servee as a caveat: 'From 1945 to the mid-1970s could be characterized as the era of 
statutorystatutory regulation. It deserves to be called that rather than the golden Age or one 
off  "social consensus", because it was based on an inequitable and unsustainable 
internationall  division of labour, and because there was much strife led by workers 
wantingg progress to continue or be speeded up. There was a spurt in economic 
growthh in the post-war period, once stability had been restored, but it was a period 
off  tension, in which employers typically made concessions to workers, and in which 
distributionall  conflict was extended to other forms of conflict in Asia, Africa and 
Latinn America.' 
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conditions,, and the testing of the generalizations against systemic empirical 
evidence.'' How does this work concretely? 

Too begin with North (1968: 471) posits that it is impossible to separate 
outt relevant facts from irrelevant ones without a theory about how an 
economyy operates. That seems fair enough, and probably nobody wil l 
disagree.. However, the difficulty is that there is not one generally accepted, 
lett alone unchallenged, theory of how economies work. North (1968: 469) 
arguess that the theory an economic historian employs 'rests upon a number 
off  basic axioms and postulates from which are derived subsidiary 
propositionss that express the general form of the functions used in 
constructingg models. These models represent broad generalizations of 
economicc behavior.' Again, the problem is that very few if any natural-
law-likee axioms and postulates are generally accepted, including about 
economicc behavior or the functioning of capitalist economies. But even if 
theree were, these could be combined in various ways in competing models 
too constitute generalizations of economic behavior. These would be based 
onn different bodies of evidences and convictions. 

Thee next step in North's method is the application of his models of 
economicc behavior to given historical situations. This requires 'the 
specificationn of the particular functional forms, parameters or changes in 
parameterss which may not be known to the economic historian', so that the 
modell  that (s)he constructs 'is one in which these forms and shifts of 
functionss must be discovered and specified.' Once again, no royal route to 
suchh specifications exists in economics and other social sciences, so that 
differentt concrete models can and wil l be put together. By the time North 
testss the 'functional relationships implicitly or explicitly embodied in the 
explanationn in order to see whether the parameters of these equations are 
consistentt with available data', he is testing one specific - and we hope 
specifiedd - explanation, based on a whole range of decisions, assumptions 
andd beliefs. His conviction that it 'is a relatively easy task for any well-
trainedd economic historian to test (and typically in recent research to 
destroy)) a specific explanation about the past' is therefore over-optimistic. 

22 For Caldwell (1982: 241) the fact that a wide variety of models may be 
constructedd to represent any theory is one of the reasons why 'the empirical 
falsificationn of any single model does not imply the falsification of the theory. 
Falsificationn of theories, as opposed to models, is thus impossible in economics.' 
Forr a similar point see Klant 1972, chapter 5. 
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Orr should we say a bit naive? Blaug (1992: 11) definitely has a point 
whenn he argues that even if historical explanations, like scientific 
explanations,, are subject to empirical testing on the basis of factual 
evidence, , 

'thee evidence is usually so sparse and so ambiguous as to be compatible 
withh a large number of alternative and even conflicting explanations. It 
iss difficult therefore to resist Hempel's (1942) argument that virtually 
alll  historical explanations are pseudo-explanations: they may be true or 
theyy may be false but we will rarely know which is the case and the 
historiann is not typically prepared to help us distinguish one from the 
other.' ' 

Blaugg is particularly suspicious of explanations that come after the event, 
warningg of 'the famous fallacy of post hoc, ergo propter hoc, that is, 
inferringg causation from mere causal conjunction'. To reduce the 
possibilityy of spurious explanations he argues that explanations have to 
yieldd testable predictions that can be falsified, arguing that 'we ought to be 
onn our guard when offered an explanation that does not yield a prediction, 
thatt is, when instead of an explanation we are offered "understanding".'3 

Obviouslyy even that prescription does not solve all problems; there wil l 
alwayss be the difficulty that contingencies are unpredictable. The most 
importantt thing is not 'to pretend that there is on deposit somewhere a 
perfectlyy objective method, that is, an intersubjectively demonstrated 
method,, that wil l positively compel agreement on what are or are not 
acceptablee scientific theories' (Blaug 1992: 16). We should therefore be 
profoundlyy skeptical of historical explanations, because with ex-post-facto 
rationalizationss it is easy to 'explain' anything. 

Withh that important consideration in mind, we can now take a look at 
somee long swing explanations of the end of the post-Second World War 
boom. . 

33 Earlier Blaug (1968: 673) wrote that a "theory" is not to be condemned merely 
becausee it is as yet untestable, not even if it is so framed as to preclude testing, 
providedd it draws attention to a significant problem and provides a framework for 
itss discussion from which a testable implication may some day emerge. It cannot be 
deniedd that many so-called "theories" in economics have no empirical content and 
servee merely as filing systems for classifying information. To demand the removal 
off  all such heuristic postulates and theories in the desire to press the principle of 
falsifiabilityy to the limit is to proscribe further research in many branches of 
economics.' ' 
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6.22 Analyzing the post-Second Worl d War long boom 

Thee purpose of this section is not to judge the historical correctness of 
differentt explanations of the end of capitalism's golden age, for such an 
judgmentt can only be the outcome of a specific research program. This 
section'ss aim is therefore much more modest: to present some of these 
explanationss so as to illustrate the way the theories presented in the 
previouss chapter have been applied concretely. 

Followerss of the various different long swing schools all have their 
specificc emphases, which are partially explicable as consequences of their 
originss or main areas of research. But there is considerable agreement 
amongg them that 'a particular set of institutions produced unusually rapid 
andd stable accumulation in the industrialized capitalist countries from the 
mid-1940ss through the 1960s' (Kotz 1994b: 93), and that this happy period 
endedd with the long period of stagnation that opened up in the mid-1970s.4 

Comparedd with the earlier 1920s and '30s and the succeeding 1980s and 
'90s,, the expansionist 'golden decades" particular characteristics are 
almostt non-controversial: higher growth rates, lower levels of 
unemployment,, significant increases in productivity, an extension of social 
andd public services, and regular real wage increases for workers.5 Long 
swingg researchers generally present a number of institutional pillars as 
characteristicc of this expansionist long phase, although different schools 

Off  course, such general statements need qualification. As Webber and Rigby 
(1996:: 6) rightly register, '(t)ne golden age was only partly golden: it was more 
goldenn in some place than others, for some people than others (...) Yet there was 
growthh and it was expected to continue.' 

55 In Mandel's words (1995: 63): 'there occurred a tremendous leap forward in 
materiall  production (...),(...) the productivity of labor increased significantly, (...) 
thee level of employment was significantly higher in the imperialist countries than in 
thee interwar period, (...) the standard of living of die mass of the population in the 
Westt rose in an important way, (...) many important social reforms that represent 
reall  social progress (...) could therefore be conquered by the workers. And if the 
masss of the people in semicolonial and colonial countries did not profit from these 
reforms,, one can point out that their existence certainly was not more happy in the 
1920ss and 1930s, when there was massive unemployment in the West.' 
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categorizee and weigh the institutional environment for capitalist 
accumulationn in different ways.6 

Moree or less following the classifications used in the Regulation 
approach,, Guttmann (1994: 55-56) for example identifies five institutional 
formss that combine to determine the conditions that allow the economic 
systemm to reproduce itself in a stable manner: 

 A monetary regime, which comprises money creation, credit extension, 
andd their respective management by the state's monetary authorities. 

 Forms of competition (e.g. price coordination, advertising and product 
differentiation),, which depend on corporate organization and the 
structuree of industries. 

 A sociotechnical system, which covers all aspects of the labor-capital 
relationship,, including the means to control the work process, the social 
andd technical division of labor, and wage determinants, as well as wage-
earners**  living standards and consumption norms. 

 State intervention, because the very existence of markets has always 
dependedd on government for enforcement of contracts, protection of 
privatee property, maintenance of social order, and representation of 
nationall  interests in international relations. 

 An international policy regime (multilateral trade agreements and the 
internationall  monetary system), which regulates economic relations 
amongg competing nation-states, so as to ensure a required minimum of 
cooperation. . 

Andd Barsoc (1994: 54-55), combining categories from that same 
Regulationn approach with the long wave approach, specifies four domains 
inn which stable and coherent responses have to be provided in order to 
makee an expansive long swing or 'productive order' possible. The 
institutionall  forms suggested by Guttmann are integrated in this listing in a 
slightlyy different combination, with technological innovations taken more 
explicitlyy into account: 
1.. A mode of accumulation of capital, including competitive relationships 

(industriall  and financial structure, extent of monopolies in the 
economy,, relationship between banking and industrial capital, 
modalitiess of state intervention in the economy), and relationships 

Brennerr and Glick (1991) have challenged the application of the Regulation 
School'ss approach to the postwar US, but their extensive criticism falls outside the 
frameworkk of this exposition. 
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betweenn capital and labor (organization of labor, wage structure and 
thee working class's type of consumption). 

2.. A type of material forces of production, in which major technological 
innovationss (such as in chronological order steam engines, electric and 
combustionn engines, and computers) play an essential role. 

3.. A mode of social regulation, that is the (para-)state institutions that 
structuree and organize reproduction, 'social peace', and the work 
force'ss subordination to the ruling order: the system of political 
representation,, the educational system (important in the 'production' of 
thee labor force), the right to work, a social security system and the 
maintenancee of order. 

4.. A type of international division of labor, including: the hierarchical 
orderr of military and political power, the place of different economies 
inn the productive process, the international role of currencies (is there a 
generallyy accepted international reserve currency?) and the direction in 
whichh international financial flows go. 

Thee productive order that came into existence after the Second World War 
cann thus be interpreted as a concrete and coherent combination of 
developmentss in these general domains. Summed up in a few well-known 
keyy terms, the postwar expansive phase rested on four pillars (Barsoc 
1994:: 56): 

 Taylorism: A scientific organization of labor with an unprecedented 
intensificationn of rhythms of work, with as one major result a steady 
increasee in labor productivity. 

 Fordism: As Keynes had predicted, including wage earners in the 
dynamicc of consumer markets turned out to be the best medicine for 
traditionall  crises of overproduction, as long as mass consumption did 
nott increase more quickly than productivity and did not interfere with 
profits. . 

 Keynesianism: In place of laissez-faire liberalism, active state 
interventionn in the economy by means of automatic stabilizers (such as 
forr example the social security system) and with budgetary and 
monetaryy policy in order to prevent destabilizing stock exchange 
crashess and recessions. 

 US hegemony: Expressed at Bretton Woods, where the dollar acquired 
thee status of international reserve currency. The Bretton Woods system 
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didd not arise spontaneously but was prepared during the course of the 
war. . 

Butt these 'golden years' did not last forever. Long swing theorists argue 
thatt conflicts, which had been building up during the expansionary period, 
provokedd a sharp turn in economic development at the beginning of the 
1970s.. For most economists and policymakers this change came as a big 
surprise.. The fact that many of them saw the 1973 oil crisis as the cause of 
thee economic turn is a good example of post hoc, ergo propter hoc. As 
Mankiww (2000: 117) says in his introduction to macroeconomics: 

'Whenn the productivity slowdown began around 1973, the obvious 
hypothesiss to explain it was the large increase in oil prices caused by 
thee actions of the OPEC oil cartel. (...) Over time, however, this 
explanationn has appeared less likely. (...) (I)f this explanation were 
right,right, productivity should have sped up when political turmoil in OPEC 
causedd oil prices to plummet in 1986.' 

Thiss is of course not what happened. The initial response by economic 
policymakerss in the OECD countries was linked to this analysis. What 
seemedd logical to many of them at the time was therefore relying on 
Keynesiann recipes, which had shown their usefulness during the preceding 
decades.. Concretely, they tried to soften the blow of falling output by 
increasingg government spending and borrowing, rather than by reducing 
statee revenues to bring expenses into line with state revenues, as the 
orthodoxx approach that reached prominence again afterwards would have 
demanded.. However this did not work out as expected because, as Webber 
andd Rigby (1996: 10) conclude, 

'accumulationn faltered for internal, inherent reasons rather than because 
off  external events than can be blamed on others. It is not so much that 
wee made mistakes spending too much, protecting industries, permitting 
workerss to become too powerful, letting the rate of productivity slow; 
instead,, growth would in any rate have slowed, because sustained rapid 
ratess of growth must be followed by slower growth and disarray.' 

Whenn it became increasingly clear that previously adequate policies were 
noo longer effective because of the structural character of the new economic 

Forr more on this see the next chapter. 

g g 

Ass Guttmann (1994: 120) says, 'just as earlier expansion phases of long waves 
inevitablyy exhausted themselves after two or three decades of rapid growth, so also 
didd the postwar boom eventually come to a close.' 

99 See for example Shutt 1998 and Went 2000. 
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problems,, a long period of fundamental restructuring and reorganization 
openedd up. Developments since then are the subject of the next chapter. 

Thee discussion of the exact causes of this turn in the mid-1970s is not 
closed,, and there exists a panorama of interpretations and contributing 
factors.100 Nuances or different emphases can sometimes be derived from 
divergentt evaluations of the concrete (combination of) factors that had led 
too the decades of expansion. There are also disagreements, partially linked 
too distinct theoretical approaches and traditions - with their own methods 
off  analysis and specific terminology - and divergent levels of abstraction. 
Incidentally,, it is interesting to note that mainstream economists have a 
muchh harder time understanding the end of the postwar boom. In his 
macroeconomicss textbook for undergraduates cited earlier, Mankiw (2000: 
116-8)) writes that '(o)ne 0f  m e m o st perplexing problems that 
policymakerss have faced in recent decades is the worldwide slowdown in 

100 Proof of this non-conclusiveness is Brenner (1998), a comprehensive new 
interpretationn of how the boom came to an end, which has given rise to a number of 
debates,, such as for example in two voluminous issues of Historical Materialism 
(no.. 4 [Summer 1999] and no. 5 [Winter 1999]). He takes 'as point of departure the 
unplanned,unplanned, uncoordinated and competitive nature of capitalist production, and in 
particularr individual investors' unconcern for and inability to take account of the 
effectss of their own profit-seeking on the profitability of other producers and the 
economyy as a whole'. Brenner then argues that 'the fall in aggregate profitability 
thatt was responsible for the long downturn was the result of not so much an 
autonomouss vertical squeeze by labor on capital, as of the over-capacity and over-
productionn which resulted from intensified, horizontal inter-capitalist competition. 
(...)) The long downturn, from this standpoint, has persisted largely because the 
advancedd capitalist economies have proved unable to accomplish profitably 
sufficientt reductions and reallocations of productive power so as to overcome over-
capacityy and over-production in manufacturing lines, and thereby to restore 
profitability.'' Although the work as a whole is rich in data and interpretations, the 
coree of the analysis is in my opinion partial and rather one-dimensional - and 
thereforee less attractive - in comparison with the approaches under review (see also 
Hussonn 1999a). A similar point is made by Williams (2001: 2), who argues in his 
presentationn of a paper by Brenner (2001) on the future trajectory for the world 
economyy that Brenner has a 'macro-economic, mechanistic view of the world 
economyy which is apparently driven by variations in profit and exchange rate, with 
centrall  bankers and treasury policy makers the only human agents'. Brenner also 
mainlyy looks at over-capacity and overproduction in manufacturing. See also 
Brennerr 2000. 
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economicc growth that began in the early 1970s', concluding that the 
'worldwidee slowdown in economic growth largely remains a mystery.' 

(a)(a) A Social Structure of Accumulation interpretation 
Davidd Gordon (1994: 294-5), leading theorist of the Social Structure of 
Accumulationn approach, argues that three institutional features of the 
worldd economy were crucial to the postwar boom: 

 Growth and access to trade were based on a tightly structured and 
carefullyy negotiated relationship between productivity growth and 
wagee growth. 

 State policy, which itself was grounded in the security provided by the 
Brettonn Woods system and the central role of the US dollar, led to an 
increasee in international trade among the developed countries. 

 These two trends together contributed to a close relationship between 
movementss in the relative unit labor costs of advanced capitalist 
countriess and changes in their relative shares of world markets and 
tradee growth. 

However,, the foundations of the postwar system began to be eroded from 
thee mid-1960s on, when five interrelated and mutually reinforcing global 
tendenciess became more and more pronounced. 

 As corporate profits on fixed direct investment fell in most advanced 
countries,, uncertainty and hesitation about real productive investment 
increased.. Consequently there was an increasing tendency toward 
paperr investments, that is to increases in financial assets. 

 After the collapse of the Bretton Woods system there was a movement 
towardss flexible exchange rates. As a consequence business cycles 
amongg the advanced countries became increasingly synchronized, and 
fluctuationss of economic activity became increasingly volatile. 

 Uncertainty about global conditions and expectations was reinforced, 
becausee the exchange rate fluctuations became increasingly volatile. 

 Governments were therefore induced to intervene more in the money 
market,, to try to insulate their economies from these exchange rate 
fluctuations.. The effect of these interventions on short-tem interest 
ratess was, however, to increase volatility and international variance 
overr time. 

'Whenn one economy sneezed, others echoed' (Gordon 1994: 294). 
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 Finally, this outcome strengthened further the preoccupation with 
paperr investments, and stimulated the increasingly rapid movement of 
short-termm financial capital across international borders. 

Thee resulting increase in global instability, Gordon argues, gave rise to 
generalizedd (expectations of) stagnation, to a search by multinational 
corporationss for protection against falling profits and instability in enclaves 
withh special privileges and higher rates of exploitation, and to a search by 
transnationall  corporations for political and institutional protection in newly 
industrializingg countries. 

(b)(b) A long wave interpretation 
Longg wave theorist Ernest Mandel identifies a number of developments 
thatt determined the end of the long postwar boom (Mandel 1995: 63-75): 

 During the whole postwar expansive long wave, there was a steady rise 
off  the organic composition of capital and a consequent fall in the rate 
off  profit. 

 The specific circumstances of a beginning technological revolution and 
off  new industrial sectors that developed because of it - and the excess 
profitss that they guaranteed for leading firms - gradually disappeared 
ass thee technological revolution was generalized. 

 It became more and more difficult to achieve new increases in capital's 
turnoverr time. A revolution continued in the telecommunications 
sector,, but further progress in sectors such as transport, sales of goods 
andd turnover of liquid holdings was very limited in the late 1960s and 
1970s. . 

 The long period of rapid growth created the conditions for a growing 
disproportionalityy between the rate of growth of production capacity 
forr capital and consumer goods and the rate of growth in the raw 
materialss sector, which is more directly linked to natural circumstances 
andd therefore less flexible. As a result it was impossible for the relative 
declinee of raw materials prices, which had been going on for almost 
twentyy years (1952-71), to continue. The 1973 'oil crisis' was an 
example. . 

Or:: '(t)he profit rate fell because increases in the amount of plant, equipment, and 
raww materials per worker were not offset by improvements in efficiency even 
thoughh the rate of exploitation and the speed at which capital is turned were both 
tendingg to raise profitability' (Webber and Rigby 1996: 499). 
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 A potential capacity for overproduction was built up during the whole 
expansivee long wave, because productive capacity grew more quickly 
thann consumer buying power. 

 Given the factors mentioned, an erosion of profitability could only be 
preventedd through an ongoing, substantial increase in the rate of 
exploitation.. That was certainly achieved in the first phase of the 
expansivee long wave, but became steadily more difficult because 
technologicall  changes lost their momentum and a situation of almost 
fulll  employment arose. Just at the moment that the increase in organic 
compositionn accelerated, the rise in the rate of exploitation levelled off. 
Thiss made a fall in the rate of profit unavoidable. 

 In a situation of increasing difficulties of realization and declining 
profitability,, inflation could only fulfil l its function of putting off the 
dayy of reckoning as long as it rose higher and higher in each successive 
cycle.. But in practice as in theory, after a certain point a permanent rise 
inn inflation turned out to be counterproductive for economic 
expansion.. This was the case among other reasons because of the 
snowballl  effect of anticipatory wage and price hikes, the negative real 
ratee of interest, and the fact that long-term rates of return became 
harderr to calculate. 

 The permanent growth of multinationals increasingly undermined the 
effectivenesss of state economic intervention.14 

Togetherr these eight factors explain for Mandel why capitalism's 'golden 
years'' came to an end: permanent inflation temporarily reduced but was 
unablee to indefinitely bridge over the conflicts inherent in the expansion. 

(c)(c) A Regulationist interpretation 
Regulationn theorist Alan Lipietz (1999) summarizes in a contribution for 
ann OECD conference what most researchers consider the three pillars of 
Fordism,, the postwar development model: 

AA positive effect of this turn of events was that it stimulated the search for 
alternativee raw materials and energy sources. It made the productivist, polluting 
characterr of capitalism more visible, along with the need to use raw materials and 
energyy more sparingly and tackle waste and pollution at their sources. 

Mandell  argues that the combination of these last two factors — a different 
inflationn rate in each country and nation-states' declining ability to deal with 
multinationalss — helps us understand why the Bretton Woods monetary system 
collapsed,, leading to increasing international monetary anarchy. 
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 'Scientific organization of labor (Taylorism), designed by engineers, 
relyingg on automation and mass production, and characterized by 
impressivee gains in apparent labor productivity.' 

 'Distribution of productivity gains to the workers, granting them access 
too mass consumption and, via the sustaining of effective demand, 
guaranteeingg full employment.' 

 'A thicket of labor agreements and social legislation, combined with a 
strongg welfare-state system, ensured that mass production and mass 
consumptionn would run in tandem.' 

Forr thirty years (1945-1975) this model seemed to have banished major 
economicc crises (and ecological crises), but it ran into serious trouble in 
thee 1970s. The third pillar was shaken by the increasing 
internationalizationn of economies and companies, while the first pillar 
erodedd because the Taylorist model of labor organization became 
exhausted,, with a drastic reduction of the yearly increases of productivity 
ass the result. 

Researcherss working within the Regulation approach have often 
integratedd monetary developments into their analyses. Robert Guttmann 
(1994:: 119-137) for his part emphasizes that the 'stable growth pattern of 
thee postwar boom was very much contingent on increasing debt and regular 
liquidityy injections via endogenous money creation'. The spreading 
stagnationn of the 1970s coincided with a trend of accelerating inflation. 

155 For a discussion of the contribution in this respect of Aglietta, one of the 
founderss of the Regulation approach, see Grahl 2000. 

166 Guttmann (1994: 199 - 120) puts considerable emphasis on the extent to which 
thee postwar monetary regime contributed to the economic boom: 'Its institutional 
provisionn of continuous credit extension and automatic "monetization" of debt 
helpedd to finance various channels for spending in excess of current income. The 
mostt important sources of excess spending were depreciation charges of industrial 
capital,, consumer purchases of large-ticket items, regular budget deficits, and 
America'ss seigniorage benefit. The resulting stimulation on the demand side 
combinedd with monopolistic price regulation on the supply side to support real 
wagee growth in line with productivity gains. This combination relaxed the 
monetaryy constraint in the production economy, as illustrated by the ability of firms 
too avoid deflationary price adjustments and to turn the devaluation of their plant 
andd equipment into a source of cash flow.' 
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Slowerr growth and an accelerating shift in resources from manufacturing 
too services contributed to stagnant productivity levels throughout the 
1970s.. Since at the same time nominal wages began to rise more rapidly 
(unionss won automatic cost-of-living adjustments in contracts) this resulted 
inn rising unit labor costs. Whenever market conditions permitted, firms 
thenn increased their output prices to prevent their profit margins' shrinking 
tooo much. Since in addition cost pressures resulted from the explosive 
pricee increases for raw materials in global commodities markets during 
1972-733 and 1978-79, inflation increased strongly. 

Spreadingg stagnation and accelerating inflation thus became two 
featuress of a deepening structural crisis, in which tendencies toward 
overproductionn and credit overextension became dominant. A structural 
crisis,, Guttmann posits, 'denotes a long-term process of institutional 
erosionn and policy failure. The tensions set off in its wake cause the 
existingg accumulation regime to disintegrate in a series of interdependent 
ruptures.. These in turn trigger forces of reorganization which may 
eventuallyy lead to a new and more viable regime.' 

6363 The need for  further  clarification 

Inn section 1 we have indicated some methodological problems with 
historicall  explanations in general. In this final section we briefly provide 
somee indication of how some leading 'long swing' theorists themselves 
regardd these and similar problems. 

Longg wave theorist Husson is himself aware of the difficulties of 
distinguishingg between good and bad historical explanations: 

'Whatt accounts for the end of the long expansion? We have here a 
majorr theoretical problem. Concretely history has to be made 
compatiblee with theoretical schemas integrating both the possibility of 
phasess of expansion and the ineluctability of crises. The articulation is 
extremelyy complex, since the theories must not "explain too well". 
Theree are "catastrophist" readings for instance that explain the crisis so 
welll  that it becomes difficult to understand why the crisis is not 
permanent.. On the other hand, "harmonicist" approaches lead us to ask 
howw such a well-oiled machine could have ever derailed. Nor can we 
demandd that theoretical explanations provide a universal, timeless 
interpretativee matrix, applicable to all crisis situations; this would mean 
denyingg their historic dimension. Another way of expressing the same 
difficultyy is to emphasize the contradiction that exists between the 
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structurall  causes of the crisis and the forms in which it suddenly 
appears'' (Husson 1999b: 90). 

Onee specific problem with the three theories under review is that they are 
relativelyy new and demanding. As Louca (1999: 108) argues, Mandel's 
theoryy is original because it incorporates the autonomy of the political and 
sociall  processes. This made Mandel 'one of the first authors in the research 
programmee on long waves to consider the necessity for a historically 
integratedd explanation, and in fact to define it as the very condition for the 
viabilityy of the programme.' The same is the case with works of the Social 
Structuree of Accumulation school and of Regulationists, while the large 
majorityy of long wave researchers 'based their inquiries in smoothing 
techniquess derived from trend-deviation analysis and in order to 
decomposee the series in a trend and cyclic movement', and others 
'abandonedd the domain of data analysis and suggested that model 
simulationn could replace the inductive proof. 

Empiricall  and quantitative research in the framework of the research 
programm on historically integrated explanations of long swings is still in its 
infancy,, assesses Lou$a (1999: 114), who is himself working in this field: 
thee methods are not robust, there is a lack of information, and hypotheses 
aree still being defined.17 These difficulties are underlined by Webber and 
Rigby,, who published in 1996 the result of a research project that began in 
thee early 1980s on the dynamics of the world capitalist system over the 
postwarr period. One problem they found themselves confronted with was 
determiningg 'which are cause and which are consequence? It is insufficient 
too demonstrate that changes in productivity or wages or regulation have 
occurred.. Rather, we need to demonstrate that some factors are more 
clearlyy cause and others more clearly consequence' (Webber and Rigby 
1996:: 80-1). 

Onee of these questions concerns the relation between productivity 
growthh and accumulation. Webber and Rigby (1996: 496) conclude that the 
evidencee they found 

177 Louca (1999: 114) argues that two tools are essential to better explanations: 
'politicall  economy, i.e. history, and the complexity approach, i.e. the formalization 
off  the nonlinear, structurally unstable and creative relations in economies. Both 
methodss challenge the certainties of neoclassical economics and attack its 
equilibriumm mystique. Their combination is needed in order to develop both the 
programme'ss analytical capacity and its ability to explain real evolutionary 
processes.' ' 
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'broadlyy accords with the views of Mandel and of Piore and Sabel: (i) 
productivityy slowed in the 1970s, after profitability had already begun 
too fall and after rates of accumulation had tumbled; (ii) the productivity 
slowdownn originated in lower rates of investment (which slowed 
innovationn and imitation) and in inflation (which spurred the entry of 
inefficientt firms); (iii ) productivity and innovation or imitation are 
positivelyy correlated across different industries; (iv) faster gains in 
productivityy since 1981 have not been reflected in rates of profit. 
Freemann and Perez and Lipietz seem to have their pattern of causation 
wrongg and so their timing.' 

Studiess such as Webber and Rigby's are important building blocks of a 
researchh project evaluating the still largely inconclusive debate about 
differentt explanations for the end of the golden age. 

Summaryy and conclusion 

Inn this chapter we have introduced some explanations that long swing 
theoristss give of the end of capitalism's golden years. Followers of 
differentt approaches argue that a particular set of institutions, which gave 
wayy to a period of expansion during roughly the three decades after the 
Secondd World War, ran out of steam. Although there is agreement on a 
numberr of issues, the debate on exactly why this golden age did not last 
andd on the causes of the end of the long post-Second World War boom is 
nott settled. 

Itt was argued that a project of assessing the various theories will be 
confrontedd with a number of difficult methodological problems. In general 
wee lack sufficient methodological criteria for evaluating historical 
explanations.. For the time being, therefore, we need to be skeptical of 
historicall  explanations. Especially with ex-post-facto rationalizations, 
anythingg can be 'explained'. More specifically, the research on historical 
explanationss of long swings is still in its infancy: the methods are not 
robust,, there is a lack of information, and hypotheses are still being 
defined. . 





77 Globalization: a new stage of capitalism 

Despitee the methodological problems with grand theories, despite the fact 
thatt much more research is necessary, it is still worthwhile to attempt to 
theorizee globalization with the aid of the theory of stages that was set out 
inn chapter 5. As Popper (1969: 295-6) argued: 

'Thee growth of normal science, which is linked to the growth of Big 
Science,, is likely to prevent, or even destroy, the growth of knowledge, 
thee growth of great science. I regard this situation as tragic if not 
desperate;; and the present trend in the so-called empirical investigations 
intoo the sociology of the natural sciences is likely to contribute to the 
decayy of science. Superimposed upon this danger is another danger, 
createdd by Big Science: its urgent need for scientific technicians. More 
andd more Ph.D. candidates receive a merely technical training, a 
trainingg in certain techniques of measurement; they are not initiated into 
thee scientific tradition, the critical tradition of questioning, of being 
temptedd and guided by great and apparently insoluble riddles rather 
thann the solubility of littl e puzzles. True, these technicians, these 
specialists,, are usually aware of their limitations. They call themselves 
specialistss and reject any claim to authority outside their specialities. 
Yett they do so proudly and proclaim that specialisation is a necessity. 
Butt this means flying in the face of the facts which show that great 
advancess still come from those with a wide range of interests. If the 
many,, the specialists, gain the day, it wil l be the end of science as we 
knoww it - of great science. It wil l be a spiritual catastrophe comparable 
inn its consequences to nuclear armament.'* 

Interestingly,, the same concern was voiced by Murray Gell-Mann, Nobel laureate, 
formerr professor of theoretical physics at Caltech and one of the founders of the 
Santaa Fe Institute: 'Unfortunately, in a great many places in our society, including 
academiaa and most bureaucracies, prestige accrues principally to those who study 
carefullyy some [narrow] aspect of a problem, a trade, a technology, or a culture, 
whilee discussion of the big picture is relegated to cocktail party conversation. That 
iss crazy. We have to learn not only to have specialists but also people whose 
specialtyy is to spot the strong interactions and the entanglements of the different 
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Thee aim of this chapter is therefore to conceptualize economic 
globalizationn as a new stage of capitalism, which came into existence after 
thee post-Second World War boom came to an end. The ensuing, 
unprecedentedd internationalization of the three circuits of capital has been 
accompaniedd by a rather one-dimensional internationalization of 
institutionss and regulation. By way of conclusion it will be argued that the 
wayy global capitalism has changed since the end of the post-Second World 
Warr expansion has raised the profit rate but is not conducive to the 
emergencee of a new global long boom with growth levels as high as those 
inn the 1960s and '70s. 

Thee first section surveys central features of the restructuring of world 
capitalismm since capitalism's golden years ended in the mid-1970s. The 
secondd section focuses more specifically on the requirements for 
accumulationn laid out in chapter 5 and analyzes the accelerated 
internationalizationn of capital, which has become a dominant feature of the 
worldd economy. Finally the third section, concentrating on social and 
economicc institutions, analyzes the internationalization of institutions and 
regulation. . 

7.11 Transition: the restructurin g of global capitalism 

Thee accumulation regime that brought high levels of accumulation and 
growthh to most parts of the world economy for almost three decades after 
thee Second World War ran into serious trouble in the early 1970s. 
Worldwide,, corporate profitability declined substantially from the mid-
1960ss to the early '70s, dampening investment and resulting in a 
correspondingg stagnation in aggregate output. The theory of stages laid 
outt in chapter 5 would lead us to expect a transitional period of systemic 
restructuringg once the expansionist period had ended and economic 
stagnationn had set in. 

dimensions,, and then take a crude look at the whole. What we once considered the 
cocktaill  party stuff - that's a crucial part of the real story' (quoted in Friedman 
1999:: 23). 

22 The rate of profit for the countries of the G7 went from 22,4% in 1965 via 20,3% 
inn 1970 to 16,4% in 1975 (OECD 1994: annex). 
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Thiss is indeed what happened. With the aim of pumping their profit 
ratess back up, companies and their governmental allies began an offensive, 
whosee contours are summarized as follows by Castells (1996: 10) in his 
widelyy acclaimed trilogy on 'the information age': 

'Whenn the oil price increases of 1974 and 1979 threatened to spiral 
inflationn out of control, governments and firms engaged in a process of 
restructuringg in a pragmatic process of trial and error that is still 
underwayy in the mid-1990s with a more decisive effort at deregulation, 
privatizationn and the dismantling of the social contract between capital 
andd labor that underlay the stability of the previous growth model. In a 
nutshell,, a series of reforms, both at the level of institutions and in the 
managementt of firms, aimed at four main goals: deepening the capitalist 
logicc of profit-seeking in capital-labor relationships; enhancing the 
productivityy of labor and capital; globalizing production, circulation, 
andd markets, seizing the opportunity of the most advantageous 
conditionss for profit-making everywhere; and marshaling the state's 
supportt for productivity gains and competitiveness of national 
economies,, often to the detriment of social protection and public 
interestt regulations.' 

Firmss reacted worldwide to falling profitability with new strategies, 
increasinglyy reliant on new information technologies, to reduce production 
costss (beginning with wage costs), increase productivity, expand markets 
andd accelerate capital turnover. Governments turned from Keynesian to 
monetaristt policies.3 As a result the institutional setup of the postwar 
accumulationn regime came under pressure, and institutional pillars that 
weree functional in the postwar boom were put in question. 

33 For Teeple (2000: 76) the abandonment of Keynesian policies, which were 
'reflectivee of the interests of national capital in an age of late industrialization of 
Fordism',, was a result of the fact that they 'had lost their meaning as a philosophy 
off  national economic management when the internationalization of capital began to 
underminee the economic policies of the nation-state.' As he sees it, 'the coming of 
monetarismm did not represent a failure of Keynesianism, as some would argue, so 
muchh as a change of circumstances.' Monetarism 'represented the policies required 
byy internationalized capital in a global economy, an arena in which political 
compromisee with national working classes was a declining issue.' The turn to 
monetarismm therefore 'represented the abandonment of national policies', and 'the 
introductionn of laissez-faire conducive to international capital, to competition at the 
internationall  level, and to the levelling of conditions of national economies to 
standardss of a common denominator.' 
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Rapidlyy increasing unemployment and increasing international 
competitionn played a crucial role. The huge rise in unemployment had an 
impactt above all on the mode of accumulation and the mode of 
organizationn of social relations. In times of almost full employment, wage 
earnerss are in a position of strength; improvements can be won more easily 
andd the threat of worsening conditions is easier to ward off. A rise in 
unemploymentt leads to a weaker union movement, which gives employers 
thee nerve to take the offensive and begin undermining wage earners' rights 
andd gains. So rapidly rising unemployment was used, as in earlier periods 
off  history, to impose lower wages and more work on those who had not 
(yet)) lost their jobs. Employers also began to reorganize labor processes, 
imposingg more flexibilit y in working hours and the wage system.5 They 
launchedd a permanent process of restructuring, often including as an 
importantt element contracting out of work that was not - or no longer 
consideredd to be - part of their 'core business' .6 

Soo as soon as the expansive phase was over, national compromises with 
unionss and governments, which in the previously existing institutional 
frameworkk had generally been advantageous for capital, began to be 
perceivedd as an obstacle to the measures needed to raise the rate of profit. 
Lesss money was spent on concessions to wage earners, since there was less 
needd for it as a result of the changed relationship of forces between capital 

Forr Barsoc, as outlined in the previous chapter, these are the first and third 
domainss of a productive order. 

Ass Standing (1999: 49), senior economist at the International Labour Office, 
notes:: The notion of "labour market flexibility" has been a key euphemism of the 
lastt quarter of the twentieth century. It is not a neutral term: it is a euphemism for 
moree than could be conveyed by any definition. Yet it prompts an image. Who 
couldd be against being "flexible" or in favour of being "inflexible". Even more 
dubiouss uses of the term have been common. In many international reports and 
statementss by public figures, calls for flexibility  have been little more than ill -
designedd masks for proposals to lower wages or work protection. One claim or 
presumptionn of those who advocate more flexibility  is that regulations, legislation, 
institutionss and conventions apparently designed to protect workers and their 
familiess are often counter-productive, primarily because they raise unemployment. 
Itt is this that has given the topic of flexibility  such a high profile.' 

66 See e.g. Smith 1994; Smith 2000. 
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andd labor. The postwar agreement was as it were unilaterally abrogated. A 
prolongedprolonged period of struggle began among companies, unions and 
governments,, with far-reaching liberalization, deregulation, privatization, 
andd dismantling of social security and the public sector as major aims.7 

Thiss made the 1980s the decade of the so-called 'crisis of the welfare 
state'.. A start was made with major reductions in social spending, as 
Keynesiann policies were buried and replaced with a monetarist policy 
gearedd at maintaining price stability. 'Liberalization', 'more competition' 
andd 'more market' became core concepts in the new hegemonic paradigm 
amongg politicians and economists and in (international) policy institutions. 
Ass Castells (1996: 20) records, '(Restructuring proceeded on the basis of 
thee political defeat of organized labor in major capitalist countries, and the 
acceptancee of a common economic discipline by countries of the OECD 
area.' ' 

Nott only in the OECD countries, we should add. For many Third World 
countriess the 1980-82 recession marked the real beginning of their 
troubles.. As inflation declined, real interest rates skyrocketed on loans that 
theyy had easily obtained. At the same time their possibilities for economic 
growthh declined drastically as a resultt of the new recession. The result was 
thee debt crisis. In 1982, Mexico was the first to announce that it could not 
meett the payments on its foreign debt; other countries followed.9 This and 

Thee magnitude of the changes that took place is described a bit provocatively by 
Georgee (2000: 27): 'In 1945 or 1950, if you had seriously proposed any of the 
ideass and policies of today's standard neoliberal toolkit, you would have been 
laughedd of the stage or sent off to the insane asylum. At least in Western countries, 
att the time, everyone was a Keynesian, a social democrat or a social-Christian 
democratt or some shade of Marxist. The idea that the market should be allowed to 
makee major social and political decisions; the idea that the State should voluntarily 
reducee its role in the economy, or that corporations should be given total freedom; 
thatt trade unions should be curbed and citizens given much less rather than more 
sociall  protection - such ideas were utterly foreign to the spirit of the time. Even if 
someonee actually agreed with these ideas, he or she would have hesitated to take 
suchh a position in public, and would have had a hard time finding an audience.' 

Westernn banks, who had had to find something to do with their 'petrodollars', had 
amongg other things gladly lent to credit-hungry Third World governments. 

Seee Solomon (1995: 193-273) for a description of the emergence of this debt 
crisis,, the potential consequences for hundreds of Western banks, and the measures 
takenn by the main industrialized countries' central banks and the IMF to prevent an 
internationall  crisis of the financial system. 
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subsequentt debt crises have been used by creditor countries and 
internationall  organizations to impose the end of protectionist measures and 
importt substitution strategies and to open up markets in the South to trade, 
capitall  flows and investment in production facilities in exchange for new 
loans. . 

Thee extension of potential markets thus obtained is one of the major 
changess that have taken place in the international division of labor. 
Anotherr is the change in the position of the US, which up until the early 
1970ss was the world's dominant economic, military and political power. Its 
positionn had begun to come under pressure as soon as Japan and Western 
Europee rebuilt their economies, but grew even shakier as international 
competitionn intensified because of economic stagnation. The collapse of 
thee Bretton Woods framework in the early 1970s meant not only the end of 
aa more or less stable international monetary system, in which exchange 
ratess could only be changed in exceptional circumstances, but also the end 
off  controls on cross-border capital flows. In reaction to the protectionism 
off  the 1930s, the postwar international system was geared mainly towards 
expandingg trade. In order to maintain the fixed exchange rates considered 
necessaryy for this purpose, national economies were sheltered to a certain 
extentt from the rest of the world.12 The existence of fixed exchange rates 
protectedd currencies from short-term fluctuations on the world market. At 
thee same time countries kept a number of tools available to regulate 
internationall  capital flows to a certain extent, through controls on cross-
borderr capital transactions. Keeping these tools in reserve was a major 
elementt of the Keynesian conception of an active, interventionist state. 

100 On the import substitution strategies see also chapter 2. 

111 As outlined in the previous chapter, Barsoc calls this the fourth level of a 
productivee order. 

122 See also the first section of chapter 3 on the macroeconomic policy 'trilemma'. 

133 '(G)overnments of the advanced industrialized nations have used capital controls 
ass a key tool of economic policy. In the face of collapsing financial markets and 
downwardd spiraling trade, capital controls were employed primarily to try to 
stabilizee currencies and prevent capital flight. (...) After World War II, however, a 
clearr and distinctive justification for maintaining capital controls was articulated in 
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Thee end of the Bretton Woods system knocked these policy instruments 
outt of governments' hands, as borders were opened to an immense increase 
inn international capital flows with all their destabilizing consequences. 

Finally,, there was of course another fundamental change in the world 
thatt had major consequences for the evolution of capitalism. The fall of the 
Berlinn Wall and the subsequent collapse of bureaucratic regimes in Eastern 
Europee and the Soviet Union in the early 1990s rapidly opened up an 
extensivee area that had previously been closed off. This brought new 
prospectss for investment, trade, production and sales.14 The fall of the Wall 
didd not only lead to the introduction of capitalist relations of production in 
Easternn Europe and the former Soviet Union; the tidal wave that swept 
acrosss the world and successfully opened more and more Third World 
countriess to capital and exports could also spread with fewer hindrances 
becausee there was no longer any 'real world' alternative to the IMF, World 
Bankk and financial markets.15 

bothh Britain and the United States: they could be used by governments to manage 
thee domestic economy. (...) Thus, after World War II, a tight matrix of capital 
controlss was continued in many countries of the OECD, and these were viewed not 
onlyy as an instrument of exchange rate stabilization, but as a means to secure full 
employmentt and other national economic priorities. (...) Far from ensconcing 
principless of capital market liberalization parallel to those in the postwar institution 
forr trade, the Bretton Woods agreement condoned capital controls not only for 
short-termm management of balance-of-payments crises, but also for purposes of 
domesticc economic management' (Simmons 1997: 37-8). 

144 But as Rigacci (2000: 28) argues, 'We can say that up until now the Chinese 
market,, the Russian market or that of the countries of Eastern Europe have not 
constitutedd a significant outlet for the products of the industrialized countries. It is 
truee that Chinese imports have grown notably in the 1990s (from 50 to 150 billion 
dollars),, but exports also increased (from 60 to 180 billions). Result: China enjoys 
aa large trade surplus. As to Russia and other countries of Eastern Europe, they have 
ratherr registered a slowing up in their trade. Conclusion: the countries of the former 
Soviett bloc and China remain, in the whole, marginal in relation to the world 
economy.' ' 

Huttonn (Giddens and Hutton 2000: 11) argues that the former Soviet Union 'did 
havee one good impact; it kept capitalism on its guard - in a sense it kept it aware 
thatt it had to have a human face'. Wilno (2000: 34) holds that 'the collapse of the 
USSRR which, although there were no tears to shed over what no longer constituted 
ann alternative to capitalism, represented a considerable ideological victory for the 
latter,, freeing it from any necessity of providing its legitimacy not only in the 
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Al ll  in all, the restructuring of global capitalism that has taken place since 
thee mid-1970s has not just led to a substantial increase of firms' 
profitability,, but also to a new configuration of capitalism. To get a 
feelingg of the scope of changes that have taken place, it is illuminating to 
brieflyy look at the modifications in what were considered pillars of the 
postwarr productive order. 

Taylorism.Taylorism. In general the application of new communications 
technologyy and new management techniques in companies and institutions 
hass changed the organization of labor or put it under increasing pressure, 
weakeningg employees' position and labor organizations. Nevertheless, 
talkk of 'the end of Taylorism' is only partially justified. New management 
techniquess with a greater emphasis on teamwork (sometimes called 
'Toyotist'),, while widespread, are still far from universal. Also 'the 
triumphalistt discourse in the creation of "high tech" jobs does not appear 

economicc but also in the social arena.' Another aspect was the support the Soviet 
Unionn sometimes used to give to Third World countries. This was of course not 
charityy but a means of preserving its own sphere of influence, was (thus) not very 
reliable,, and came with political strings attached. But sometimes it was better than 
nothing.. Countries like Cuba lost an ally, major trading partner and economic 
patronn almost overnight when the USSR collapsed. 

'Inn capitalist economies, firms and governments proceeded with a number of 
measuress and policies that, together, led to a new form of capitalism. It is 
characterizedd by globalization of core economic activities, organizational 
flexibility,flexibility,  and greater power for management in its relation to labor. Competitive 
pressures,, flexibility  of work, and weakening of organized labor led to the 
retrenchmentt of the welfare state, the cornerstone of the social contract in the 
industriall  era. New information technologies played a decisive role in facilitating 
thee emergence of this rejuvenated, flexible capitalism, by providing the tools for 
networking,, distant communication, storing/processing of information, coordinated 
individualizationn of work, and simultaneous concentration and decentralization of 
decision-making.. (...) In spite of a highly diversified social and cultural landscape, 
forr the first time in history, the whole planet is organized around a largely common 
sett of economic rules. It is, however, a different kind of capitalism than the one 
formedd during the Industrial Revolution, or the one. that emerged from the 1930s 
Depressionn and World War II, under the form of economic Keynesianism and 
sociall  welfarism. It is a hardened form of capitalism, but it is incomparably more 
flexibleflexible than any of its predecessors in its means' (Castells 1998: 357-8). 

Seee e.g. Coutrot 1998; Gadrey 2000. 
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welll  founded' (Wilno 2000: 30). In many expanding sectors, in fact, 
hierarchicall  management structures, rigid divisions of labor and repetitive 
workk are overwhelmingly dominant. 

Fordism.Fordism. A fundamental break must be noted with 'Fordism' in the 
broadd sense of the term, meaning the parallel, mutually reinforcing growth 
off  production, labor productivity and working-class consumption. These 
postwarr linkages have been pulled apart since the early 1980s. Increased 
productivityy is no longer translated more or less automatically into 
increasedd working-class consumption.18 

Keynesianism,Keynesianism, as was outlined earlier, is discredited among most 
economistss and policymakers. Only variants of neoclassical, pro-market 
policiess are acceptable within the reigning economic consensus.1 

AbsoluteAbsolute US economic hegemony, as it existed in the first decades after 
thee Second World War, is a thing of the past. But predictions that Europe 
orr Japan would take over the US' economic role, or that the world 
economyy risked paralysis in the absence of a global hegemonic power, 
havee turned out to be unwarranted, at least in the early years of the twenty-
firstfirst century. Taking advantage of the dollar's central role, the growing 
opennesss of the world economy and the strength of the North American 
economy,, the US has increasingly managed to reclaim its position as the 
world'ss most important economic and military power.20 So although the 
Brettonn Woods system has collapsed, the world has not become leaderless. 

Becausee of the changes in the world economy and the introduction of new 
informationn technologies, international organizations and policymakers 
havee become quite upbeat about the world economy's future. * Their 

Seee e.g. Hoang-Ngoc 1996; Husson 1996, 1999; Teeple 2000. 

199 See e.g. DeMartino 2000; Pollin and Zahrt 1997; Sengenberger 1996. 

200 See e.g. Achcar 1998; Brenner 1998; Gowan 1998. 

Accordingg to a study by the Central Intelligence Agency (2000: 34) for example, 
thee 'global economy is well-positioned to achieve a sustained period of dynamism 
throughh 2015. Global economic growth will return to thee high levels reached in the 
1960ss and early 1970s, the final years of the post-World War II "long boom".' 
Anotherr example is IMF economist Mussa (2000: 19): '(T)he prospect is that the 
processs of global economic integration - which is being driven by essentially 
irresistiblee forces of technological advance - will take place through voluntary 
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optimisticc scenario is that a new global long boom - 'where world GDP 
growthh could be in the 4% per annum range and might lif t world per capita 
GDPP growth rates above the 3% mark' (Michalski et al 1999: 8) - is 
aroundd the corner. In a rare joint document, the IMF, OECD, UN and 
Worldd Bank (2000: 22) argue for example along these lines, setting out a 
sett of policies they consider necessary for growth sufficient to reduce 
povertyy drastically: 

'Globalizationn offers enormous opportunities for the developing 
countriess - better ways of tapping the world's knowledge, better 
technologyy for delivering products and services, better access to the 
world'ss markets. But taking advantage of the opportunities requires 
action.. Countries have to lower their tariffs and other trade barriers and 
streamlinee their systems for the flow of imports, exports and finance. 
Theyy also have to manage their inflation, interest and exchange rates -
too be seen as good places for doing business. And they have to maintain 
consistentt policies - to be credible to investors, both domestic and 
foreign.. The high-income countries have their part to play too -
reducingg tariff and other trade barriers to imports from developing 
countriess and providing assistance to build the capacity to trade 
effectively.' ' 

Butt why proponents of the canonical policies of protecting 
internationalizingg capital and capitalist relations expect such policies to 
leadd to a new long global boom in the near future remains a mystery. The 

means.. People around the world will decide to participate - through trade, through 
movementss of people and capital, and through assessing information and taking 
advantagee of new technologies - because they see the benefit to them of such 
participation.. Unlike too many unfortunate episodes in the past, participation in the 
globall  economy will not occur at the point of a sword or facing the muzzle of a 
gun.. This, perhaps more than anything else, provides the reasonable assurance that 
thee fundamental forces that are driving global economic integration are, in fact, 
drivingg the world toward a better economic future.' See also OECD 1999. 

222 Similarly, the G7 heads of state committed themselves at their first meeting in 
20011 to attaining the United Nations target of halving global poverty by 2015. As 
thee Financial Times (19-2-2001) notes: 'The target, which includes other goals 
suchh as universal primary education, was agreed in the early 1990s but has largely 
beenn seen as an aspiration rather than a policy guideline.' 

233 Significantly, the International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD), a 
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longg global boom does not seem to have begun so far, after all, despite two 
decadess of neoliberal policies. True, the restructuring of world capitalism 
sincee the end of the post-Second World War long boom has had an impact 
onn profitability. International organizations and financial analysts have 
reportedd that profit rates have increased to levels comparable to those of 
thee late 1960s. But it is remarkable that this upswing in the rate of profit 
hass not given rise to a new global boom with increased worldwide 
economicc growth. The IMF's World Economic Outlook (1999 : 3) 
documentss 'an average growth rate of world output in the 1990s of only 3 
percent,, below the average growth rate of the 1980s (3,5 percent) and the 
1970ss (4,5 percent).'26 The connections among accumulation, rising 
productivity,, economic growth and consumption that were characteristic of 
thee postwar period have been broken. But at the turn of the century they 
hadd not (yet?) been replaced by a new self-reinforcing positive dynamic. 

Unitedd Nations Agency, declared in its Rural Poverty Report 2001 (www.ifad.org) 
thatt the pledge to halve poverty by 2015 is doomed to failure: 'Progress in reducing 
rurall  poverty has stalled. In the 1990s, it fell to less than one third of the rate 
neededd to meet the United Nations' commitment to halve world poverty by 2015. 
Althoughh three quarters of the world's 1.2 billion extremely poor people live and 
workk in rural areas, aid to agriculture, their main source of income, has fallen by 
twoo thirds.' 

Seee e.g. Duménil and Levy 2001 and Husson 1999a. 

255 Economic developments in the US at the end of the twentieth century have 
sometimess been presented as the beginning of such a turnaround. But even the US 
economyy in the 1990s 'did not remotely compare to that of the first three decades 
off  the post-war era. Even during its supposedly epoch-making four-year economic 
expansionn between 1995 and 1999, the business economy as a whole was unable to 
matchh its twenty-three year economic expansion between 1950 and 1973 in terms 
off  the average annual growth of GDP (4.0 percent versus 4.2 percent), labour 
productivityy (2.5 percent versus 2.7 percent) or real wages (2.1 percent versus 2.7 
percent),, or the rate of unemployment (4.7 percent versus 4.2 percent)' (Brenner 
2001:: 37). 

266 In case the difference between these growth figures seem marginal, one way to 
illustratee that 1,5% makes a big difference is to look at the implication of this extra 
annuall  growth for the number of years necessary to double total world output. With 
3%% annual growth total world output doubles in a bit less than 24 years. With 4,5% 
annuall  growth this takes roughly 16 years. 

http://www.ifad.org
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Lowerr growth on average, growing inequality, and financialization of the 
globall  economy (leading to short-termism and financial instability) make 
Boyer'ss expectation (1995) that 'bad capitalism' tends to drive out forms 
off  'good capitalism' seem more plausible than optimistic visions of an 
immanentt global long boom that wil l be advantageous for all. 

Inn sum, our survey in this section shows the magnitude and depth of the 
changess that have taken place since the end of capitalism's so-called 
goldenn years. A period of systemic reorganization, which began with the 
onsett of a period of lower average growth rates, has resulted in across-the-
boardd liberalization, deregulation, privatization, dismantling of social 
securityy and the public sector, and a turn from Keynesian to monetarist 
policies.. In addition, liberalization and deregulation of financial markets 
sincee the end of the Bretton Woods system have undermined the margins 
forr independent policy choices on a national level. Profitability has 
subsequentlyy increased and new markets have been opened, but contrary to 
expectationss and previous experience, this recovery of profit levels has not 
givenn rise to a new global long boom with a high level of growth. The 
followingg sections wil l take a closer look at the internationalization of 
capitall  (7.2) and institutions and regulation (7.3). 

7.22 An unprecedented internationalization of capital 

Whenn the postwar productive order had lost its momentum and the long 
expansionn ended, a period of reorganization began. One ensuing major 
changee is the acceleration of international economic transactions. National 
states,, which were previously rather autonomous, have faced what Boyer 
(2000a:: 288-9) describes as 'a growing extroversion', that is the 
consequencess of the extension of world trade, variable exchange rates and 
thee increasing number of financial innovations intended to create more 
'globalized'' markets. This means for Boyer that 'modes of regulation 
whichh were very largely autonomous have been increasingly subjected to 

Significantly,, Crafts (2000: 52) also expresses such doubts in an IMF Working 
Paper:: 'Finally, it should be recognized that the analysis in this section is quite 
skepticall  of the projections of future growth performance that international 
organizationss such as OECD seem to favor.' 
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thee ups and downs of the international economy, over  which national 
governmentss have littl e hold'. 

Sincee the mid-1970s the world economy has rapidly become much more 
internationalized.. Four  developments stand out as especially important. 

First,, an increase in the number  of really integrated global markets for 
goodss and services, and especially for  finance. This implies that the 
calculationss behind economic decisionmaking must take global conditions 
andd prices into account. Since the 1980s international trade in goods and 
servicess has on average increased twice as fast each year  as world output; 
andd as far  as trade orientation is concerned, the world economy has never 
beenn as open as it is today.28 But financial markets are doubtless the most 
globalizedd markets, and financial globalization and the corresponding 
increasee in speculation have been spectacular. Deregulation and financial 
innovationss - in 1980 financial futures, swaps and options still hardly 
existedd - have significantly increased the economic weight of financial 
markets.. Bond markets, stock markets and currency markets are connected 
-- and mutually dependent - worldwide to an extent that has never  been 
seenn before in history. While it was still possible in the early 1970s to 
speakk of national financial markets, this is no longer  the case. 

Second,, the role and weight of multinationals in the world economy has 
increasedd immensely. Companies prefer  to plan and organize the 
conception,, production, and distributio n of their  products and services not 
onlyy regionally or  bi-regionally but globally, with major  consequences for 
theirr  structures. Thanks to new information technology, production is 
increasinglyy being organized on an international scale. This implies for 
Standingg (1999: 64) that 'there is a long-term trend towards a single, 
borderlesss economy, which is being cemented by the trade liberalisation 
andd the dismantling of tarif f and non-tarif f trade barrier s under  the aegis of 
thee Uruguay Round and the World Trade Organization (WTO).'  The 
numberr  of enterprises operating internationally is growing immensely. In 
1999,, according to UNCTAD (2000c: xv), there were 63,000 of such 
companiess with at least 690,000 foreign affiliates. As an indication of their 

28 8 

Seee e.g. Kitson and Michie 2000, chapter  4. 

Thiss is not to say that big companies are now footloose. For  a healthy dose of 
skepticismm about such claims see e.g. Ruigrok and Van Tulder  1995a; Doremus et 
all998. . 

30 0 

Thesee developments are outstandingly documented in the World Investment 
ReportReport published yearly by UNCTAD. 
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importancee UNCTAD (2000°: xv-xvi) calculates that sales by foreign 
affiliatess worldwide - $14 trillio n in 1999, compared with $3 trillio n in 
19800 - are now nearly twice as high as global exports. The gross product 
thatt can be associated with international production was approximately 10 
percentt of global GDP at the end of the twentieth century, compared with 5 
percentt in 1982. Finally, Vernon (1998: 10) gives still another indication of 
multinationals'' growing role in the world economy: 'the biggest couple of 
thousandd of these companies account for about half the world's trade in 
goods,, with about two-thirds of their trade taking place between related 
unitss of the same enterprise.' The significance of these data is magnified 
byy the fact that the biggest internationally operating companies are 
operatingg mainly in world economy's most dynamic sectors, such as 
electronicc products, chemicals, automobiles, drugs, machinery, and 
increasinglyy also in services such as banking and telecommunications. In 
sum,, multinational companies have expanded considerably, both in number 
andd in size, and gained in influence. The biggest companies' annual sales 
noww dwarf the annual GDP of most countries in the world. 

Third,, there has been a far-reaching globalization of a certain type of 
macroeconomicc policies. This can be seen from the fact that variants of the 
samee policy prescriptions are being followed - or pushed through, with the 
helpp of international organizations and the discipline imposed by 'the 
financialfinancial markets' - in all parts of the world. Creditor countries seized 
uponn the 1980s debt crisis for example to end import-substitution strategies 
inn the South and open Southern markets to trade and investment. Key 
elementss of economic policies in the East, West, North and South are (a 
combinationn of) export-oriented growth, less governmental social policies, 
reductionn of the public sector, deregulation, flexibilization, privatization, 
andd priority to price stability. 

Fourth,, there is a trend towards more regional and global economic 
cooperationn among countries. One expression of this trend is the 

311 See Went (2000: 18-20) for a list of the world's top 100 economies in 1998 
(companies'' sales and countries' GDP). 

322 The same applies to the shock therapies in the East in the 1990s. See also George 
2000. . 

Seee e.g. Cohn 2000. 
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increasedd role and weight of supranational organizations, such as the G7, 
IMF,, WTO, BIS and OECD. Another is the multiplication of regional 
agreementss and blocs, such as the EU, NAFTA and MERCOSUR. Many 
analystss and observers expect such international bodies and forms of 
cooperationn to steadily gain importance and coordinate and take over 
functionss previously performed by national states. More international 
cooperationn seems a logical step for governments increasingly losing 
controll  over their own territories as a result of the internationalization of 
marketss for goods, services and finance, companies, and economic 
policies. . 

Eachh of these features of contemporary internationalization taken 
separatelyy is significant. Combined, they represent a break with the world 
ass we knew it during the post-Second World War golden years. But the 
questionn has to be posed whether these developments represent a 
qualitativee change. It is here that the concept of the 'circuit of social 
capital'' becomes of great significance. As we saw in chapter 4, the 
analyticall  decomposition of this circuit into the three separate - but 
indivisiblee - circuits of money capital, commodity capital and production 
capitall  allows for a differentiation of degrees of internationalization. 

Iff  we look at the current global economy from this perspective, there are 
threee important observations to be made. 

Firstt and most important, we can observe for the first time in history a 
combinedd internationalization of trade, finance and production.34 As 
outlinedd in chapter 4, internationalization of economic processes does not 
automaticallyy involve the three circuits of capital in the same way. In the 
decadess before the First World War, which are often compared with 
contemporaryy globalization, only trade and finance were strongly 
internationalized.. W^ile the combination of international trade and 
internationall  capital flows is therefore not new, the accelerated 
internationalizationn of production capital since the early 1980s adds a new 
dimensionn to contemporary globalization, one that is without precedent.35 

344 _ _ . 

Thiss development is sometimes epitomized in social movements by the trinity of 
thee global market, the global workshop (or global assembly line), and the global 
casino. . 

Thee use of information technology allows for a reduction of intra-firm and inter-
firmm information costs and transaction costs, permitting 'multinational corporations 
too disperse their global production activities to a far greater extent than was hitherto 
possiblee and what emerges as a result is a correspondingly larger number of export 
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Soo although the world economy is still far from being as globalized as 
theoreticallyy possible, there is now for the first time in history an 
increasingg internationalization of all three circuits of capital. 

Ass we have seen, Ricardo held that international mobility of capital 
wouldd undermine an essential assumption of his theory of comparative 
advantagee from international trade. Subsequently, Keynes and others 
arguedd that the combination of free trade and free movement of capital 

38 8 

reducess the national states' ability to decide their own fate. The addition 
off  international production capital signifies that a qualitative new stage of 
internationalizationn has been reached.39 All the more after the 
transformationss in Eastern Europe and China, capitalism has become truly 
globall  for the first time. Capital now has more leverage than ever over 
nationall  states, being able - if considered necessary for profitability - to 
(threatenn to) move goods and services, finance, and/or production facilities 
too pressure national and/or regional constituencies into more capital-
friendlyfriendly policies.40 

platformss in an integrated system of production spread across a variety of different 
countries.. "Foreign affiliates", that is to say, "no longer need to be freestanding and 
miniaturee versions of parent firms. Rather, they can fulfi l specialized tasks in the 
frameworkk of a global intra-firm division of labour, and trade the results via 
internationall  communication networks" (UNCTAD 1996: 106)' (James 2001: 157-
8). . 

366 As DeMartino (2000: 160) argues, this was different during the post-Second 
Worldd War 'golden age': 'By fixing capital (geographically, industrially), the state 
strippedd the firm of the option of "exit" in pursuit of profits.' 

377 See chapter 2. 

388 See chapter 3. 

399 Many 'still view global competition through the 200-years-old eyes of Adam 
Smithh and David Ricardo, who saw trade as the chief form of economic exchange', 
Quinlann and Chandler (2001) argue, but foreign direct investment 'has grown faster 
thann either world output or global trade' since the 1970s, and companies from the 
US,, Europe and Japan now sell many more goods and services abroad through their 
foreignn affiliates than by exporting. 

400 As Terry McDonough pointed out to me, there is now in a more meaningful 
sensee an international capitalist class, an international working class and an 
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Second,, by contrast with capitalism's golden years, 'the dynamism of 
directt investment has supplanted that of trade, and in its turn financial 
capitall  is piloting the redeployment of productive capital' (Boyer 2000b: 
289).. Finance capital is dominant, and financial norms, promoting 
shareholderr value, affect companies' mode of functioning and the 
distributionn of income and wealth.42 Moreover, the ascendancy of finance 
hass major consequences for nation-states' maneuvering room. As a result 
off  financial deregulation after the break-up of the Bretton Woods 
agreement,, most transactions in exchange markets are now speculative, and 
exchangee rates depend on capital flows rather than trade flows.43 Chesnais 
(1997a:: 297) speaks about a 'globalized regime of accumulation with 
financiall  predominance', which is definitely more constraining for states 
andd more homogenizing than the post-Second World War 'Fordist 
accumulationn regime'. Consequently, the space for different modalities of 
countries'' participation in the international system has been gradually 
reduced.. The opening up of national financial markets since the mid-1970s, 
whichwhich meant a radical break with the postwar regime, was of course a 
preconditionn for these changes. 

internationall  reserve army of labor. 

411 See e.g. also Boyer 2000a; Chesnais 1997a; Chesnais 1997b; Gowan 1998; 
Robinsonn and Harris 2000. Van der Pijl (2001: 12-13) argues that the 'regression 
fromm the emerging productive world economy to financial speculation' is one sign 
'thatt a crisis of exhaustion is threatening a global society held together by capitalist 
discipline.' ' 

422 See e.g. Coutrot 1998; Coutrot 1999; Cutler and Waine 2001; Froud, Johal, 
Haslamm and Williams 2001. 

433 As Webber and Rigby (2001: 261) note, 'large capital inflows fuel rising asset 
prices,, which tend to stimulate currency revaluations even as they tend to increase 
thee trade deficit. Currency values and trade deficits are thus increasingly moving in 
non-orthodoxx directions, tending to increase disequilibrium.' See also Patomaki 
2001. . 

Thee analysis of Bryan (1995a: 13, 61) goes in the same direction: 'What makes 
thee current period distinctive, is that the impact of "internationalisation" is more 
pervasivee than cross-border flows. There is a breaking down of the difference 
betweenn cross-border and domestic flows, for they are all becoming subject to the 
samee calculation. So in addition to cross-national resource flows, and more 
importantly,, recent internationalisation is reflected in the impact of international 
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Finally,, and also as a caveat in the face of (too) schematic 
interpretations,, it must be stressed that there are no firewalls between the 
threee circuits, and that the three types of capital are in reality often 
intermingled.. As Bryan (1995b: 427) points out, 'mobility of capital occurs 
withinn as well as between individual capitals'. Since the mid-1970s the 
distinctionn between financial institutions and manufacturing companies has 
becomee hazier. Many companies now work with advanced financial 
managementt techniques, and multinationals like Ford, General Motors, 
Toyotaa and General Electric have major divisions or subsidiaries that 
competee with banks. A number of multinationals is earning more through 
financiall  transactions than by producing and selling the products that once 
madee their fortunes. 

Forr a full understanding of how momentous the current internationalization 
off  the three circuits of capital is, still another dimension must be taken into 
account.. Not only is capital extending capitalist social relations to more 

forcess on domestic resource uses. This impact is somewhat more nebulous than 
resourcee flows, for it involves an interpretation of the extent to which domestic 
resourcee uses are influenced by and subject to international movement of capital. 
Or,, in sum: The mobility of money has served to subject all activities involving 
moneyy to an international criterion of profitability.' 

455 This raises a question, Nitzan and Bichler (2000: 81-82) argue: how are we 'to 
classifyy conglomerates such as General Electric, DaimlerChrysler, or Philip Morris, 
whichh operate in hundreds of different sectors across the entire spectrum from 
finance,, through raw materials, to trade, production, entertainment, advertising and 
distribution?? Moreover, diversification has practically broken the functional 
connectionn between profit, which is reported in business firms, and industrial 
classificationn which is based on the type of production (...). The result is that the 
veryy meaning of "industrial", "commercial" and "financial" profit is no longer 
clear.. For instance, in the national accounts, "manufacturing" profits denote the 
earningss of firms whose largest single line of business, measured in sales, is 
manufacturing.. But if, as often is the case, manufacturing represents only a small 
partt of such sales, the result is that the bulk of "manufacturing profit" in fact comes 
fromm lines of activity other than manufacturing] And the problem does not go away 
evenn if we limit ourselves to an individual firm. The difficulty here is due to non-
arm's-length,, intra-firm transactions and "transfer pricing". For example, if GE 
Capitall  subsidizes GE's jet-engine division by supplying it with cheap credit, the 
resultt is to lower profit in the former and raise in the latter, without any change in 
productionn and sales.' 
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andd more people and more and more aspects of people's lives, so as to be 
ablee to accumulate; this process also entails an expansion of the scale of 
productionn through the growth of individual capitals (concentration of 
capital)capital) and the extension of command over capital via agglomeration of 
existingg capitals, that is by way of mergers and acquisitions (centralization 
ofof capital). The magnitude of this difference of scale is clearly visible in 
thee following comparison by UNCTAD (2000c: 19) between the global 
mergerss and acquisitions (M&A ) boom at the turn of the millenium with a 
similarr boom in the US a century earlier: 

'Bothh M&A waves have been affected by major technological 
developments,, new means of financing M&A s and regulatory changes. 
Butt while the recent wave is an international one, the older one was 
confinedd to the United States. And just as the earlier boom in the United 
Statess contributed to the emergence of a national market for goods and 
services,, and a national production system, complemented by a national 
markett for firms, so is the current international boom reinforcing the 
emergencee of a global market for goods and services and the emergence 
off  an international production system, complemented by an increasingly 
globall  market for firms.' 

Thiss development is clearly of great importance. Absolute and relative size 
makee a big difference to the options available to companies that are 
involvedd in international trade, finance and/or production, and to their 
leveragee over local, regional and national communities, authorities and 
interestt groups. To caricature a bit: 63,000 multinationals operating in 

Seee e.g. Foley 1986 and Mandel 1972. 

Ann article in the Financial Times (3-1-2001) on the Finnish economy shows why 
thiss issue is not only important for economically underdeveloped countries: 'The 
question,, though, is whether Finland is becoming too dependent on Nokia. The 
companyy accounts for well over 20 per cent of Finland's exports, about a third of 
R&DD expenditure, and is predicted to have generated about a quarter of the 
country'ss economic growth of nearly 6 per cent in 2000. Moreover, nearly all of 
Finland'ss biggest taxpayers work at Nokia and the company accounts for a 
staggeringg 70 per cent of the market value of the Helsinki Stock Exchange. (...) 
Butt many small and medium-sized companies depend on Nokia's continued 
success.. And with slowing growth in demand for mobile phones and uncertainties 
surroundingg the development of the mobile internet, Nokia is going to have to work 
hardd to maintain its pre-eminence. "We have to hope that Nokia has made the right 
decisionss on technology," says Mr. Kotilainen' head of forecasting at the Research 
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twoo or three countries each, with a negligible size compared to these 
countries'' GDP, have much less weight and influence than a couple of 
thousandd multinational companies concentrated in the most dynamic 
sectorss of the world economy, which together account for half the world's 
tradee in goods. As we have seen, the latter is currently the case. 

Thiss state of affairs is the outcome of a long process of international 
concentrationn and centralization of capital. Before the end of capitalism's 
goldenn years, Mandel (1972: 310-342) distinguished three stages in this 
evolution: : 
•• The early capitalist era of so-called free competition: relative 

internationall immobility of capital. Concentration remained 
predominantlyy national and centralization exclusively so. 

•• The era of imperialism: an increasing international concentration of 
capital,, but hardly international centralization of capital. As 
competitivee struggles among the big imperialist powers and fights for 
controll over geographical zones intensified, national monopolies were 
pittedd against each other. 

•• The decades after the Second World War: the international 
concentrationn of capital started to develop into international 
centralization,, as multinational companies became more and more the 
determinantt form of big capital. 

Thee trend towards increasing international concentration and centralization 
off capital accelerated after the end of the postwar productive order. This 
iss exemplified by the rapid growth in both number and size of the biggest 
multinationalss - the companies involved in international trade, 
internationall finance and/or international production. 

Institutee of the Finnish Economy (Etla). 

488 See also chapter 3. 

499 As consecutive World Investment Reports of the authoritative UNCTAD testify. 
Inn its 1993 report UNCTAD (1993: 98) analyzes for example the causes of the 
cross-borderr 'mergers-and-acquisitions (M&As) boom' of the 1980s, while the 
19999 report (UNCTAD 1999: 94-101) discusses the specific characteristics of the 
'presentt wave of M&As', noting that '(t)he number and value of total cross-border 
M&Ass world-wide increased dramatically in 1998 over those in 1997'. See also the 
comparisonn earlier in this section between the contemporary global merger wave 
andd an earlier US merger wave in the World Investment Report 2000. 
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Inn sum, the reorganization of the system that began after the end of the 
goldenn years has given rise to an unprecedented internationalization of the 
threee circuits of commodity capital, money capital, and production capital, 
andd to a concomitant accelerated internationalization of the concentration 
andd centralization of capital.51 In the process, finance capital has become 
dominant.. The next section investigates to what extent institutions and 
statee functions have also been internationalized. 

7.33 One-dimensional internationalization of institution s and state 
functions s 

Thee particular set of institutions that supported the expansionary phase 
afterr the Second World War ran out of steam in the mid-1970s. 
Worldwide,, corporate profitability declined from the mid-1960s on, 
reducingg accumulation and GDP growth. Since then sales, finance and 
productionn (all three circuits of capital), as well as the concentration and 
centralizationn of capital, have been internationalized to an extent that has 
neverr been seen before in history. As we saw in chapter 5, there is no 
spontaneousspontaneous symmetry between the general requirements for accumulation 
andd institutional developments. The relationships of forces in and among 
capital,, labor and social movements co-determine the concrete forms and 
contentss of regulation and state functions. The first section of this chapter 
showedd that the restructuring of worldwide capitalism since the mid-1970s 
hass proceeded on the basis of a reduction of the power and influence of 
organizedd labor in major capitalist countries and a narrowing of space for 
nationall development projects in the South. Fundamental changes in the 
conditionss of accumulation have drastically shifted the relationships of 

Ass argued before, there are no firewalls among the three circuits, and two or all 
threee types of capital are in reality often integrated in one company. 

511 As outlined in the previous chapter, the notion that national markets and so-
calledd national 'Fordist compromises' became a straightjacket for firms and 
investorss desperate for higher profits at the end of the postwar boom is generally 
acceptedd among long swing researchers. Nor is there disagreement about the results 
off the ensuing changes- which have been quite positive for capital in general: 'By 
extendingg its global reach, integrating markets, and maximizing comparative 
advantagess of location, capital, capitalists, and capitalist firms have, as a whole, 
substantiallyy increased their profitability' (Castells 1996: 85). 
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forcess to the benefit of capital, which has taken advantage of sharply 
increasedd unemployment and the debt crisis. The development of state 
functionss and regulation reflects these shifts. 

Thee unprecedented internationalization of capital since the mid-1970s 
hass been accompanied by a rather one-dimensional globalization of 
regulationn and governance. As Grant (1997: 319) argues: 

'Thee 1980s have seen an accelerating process of economic 
globalization,, but a relatively limited development of political 
structuress that can regulate this process. Indeed, the best developed 
mechanismss of governance that exist at the supranational level are intra-
andd interfirm: coordination within the new "stateless firms" (...), and 
betweenn firms through such devices as joint ventures and cartels. The 
chieff executives of stateless firms claim with some justification that 
theirr enterprises "change relations between companies. We function as a 
lubricantt for worldwide economic integration" (...). However, firms are 
nott well placed to act as agents of international governance, particularly 
iff the insertion of public policy objectives in the decision-making 
processs is thought to be desirable. International firms create the need for 
improvedd international governance, but they do not and cannot provide 
it.' ' 

Concretely,Concretely, the post-golden age world has seen a multiplication of attempts 
andd proposals to promote, establish or redefine the tasks and forms of 
(existing)) international organizations. But in light of the changed 
relationshipss of forces, the internationalization of the three circuits of 
capital,, and the predominance of market-oriented policies, it is no surprise 
thatt the most serious initiatives have concentrated on encouraging and 
facilitatingg internationalization of the three circuits of capital: international 
trade,, international finance and international production. 

Too begin with, the World Trade Organization (WTO) was founded to 
guaranteee the extension of international trade.52 Policymakers, economists, 
internationall organizations, and corporate lobbies use the comparative 
advantagee theorem to present the increasing globalization of trade as being 
inn the interest of all countries and peoples. International agreements 
thereforee strongly discourage tariff and non-tariff restrictions on cross-
borderr trade, or outlaw them outright, everywhere and in all situations, 
almostt as a matter of principle. 3 As outlined in chapter 1 social 

Seee e.g. also Nadkarni 1999. 
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movementss and people's organizations increasingly challenged the WTO's 
authorityy and jurisdiction at the end of the twentieth century, with demands 
thatt included prioritizing social and ecological needs over expansion of 
internationall trade. 

Second,, innumerable proposals have been made since the crisis broke 
outt in Asia for reorganization of what is called the 'international financial 
architecture'' and of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in particular.54 

Policymakers,, economists, international organizations, and corporate 
lobbiess present unrestricted international financial flows as conducive to 
globall welfare, because they supposedly give rise to an efficient allocation 
off financial means; they therefore promote unrestricted financial flows all 
overr the world. As was indicated in chapter 1, social movements from the 
Northh and South challenge this reasoning, pointing among other things to 
thee social effects of the Asian crisis and the structural instability of 
globalizedd financial markets as a result of short-termism, herd behavior, 
andd contagion. These problems are worrisome not only to critics of 
globalizedd finance but also to its supporters, because as Aglietta (2000: 57) 
argues,, 'no central bank, not even among the most important, has today the 
clearr mandate to take responsibility for the stability of the whole of the 
globall financial system'. Therefore, 'in the absence of a lender of last 
resort,, whose actions result from a well-defined political cooperation, the 
riskrisk is to be confronted with situations in which the diagnosis of monetary 
authoritiess diverge and contradictory interests lead to inactivity in front of 
aa spreading crisis.'56 

Finally,, the last half of the twentieth century has seen a multiplication 
off initiatives to stimulate and facilitate international production. As was 
outlinedd above, the accelerated internationalization of the circuit of 
productivee capital is a more recent phenomenon than the 
internationalizationn of trade and finance. This is reflected in what Estrella 
Tolentinoo (1999: 190-1) describes as the absence of international 

Seee chapter 2. 

544 See e.g. Eatwell and Taylor 2000; Eichengreen 1999; Harris 1999; Michie and 
Grievee Smith 1999. 

555 See e.g. Bello, Bullard and Malhotra 2000. 

Too cure these grave deficiencies Eatwell and Taylor (2000) propose the 
inaugurationn of a new organization, the World Financial Authority. 
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institutionall structures to deal with multinationals and foreign direct 
investmentt (FDI): '(A) truly comprehensive set of rules at the global level 
hass yet to emerge despite a long process of international rule building since 
1948'.. In the evolution of instruments dealing with transnational 
companiess (TNCs) three phases can identified since 1948, the last two 
decadess of the twentieth century being the third: 

(T)hee dominant approach regarding international rules relating to TNCs 
overr the past two decades has been the promotion or facilitation of FDI 
expansionn by defining the responsibilities of countries towards foreign 
investors.. This shift was manifested in a marked tendency towards 
liberalizationn at the national level of host government policies towards 
TNCss since the early 1980s' (Estrella Tolentino 1999: 182-3).57 

Again,, while policymakers, economists, international organizations and 
corporatee lobbies argue that international production by multinationals is in 
everybody'ss interests, these companies have increasingly come under 
attack.. The best known example of this critical mood is the failure of 
attemptss by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD)) to codify and harmonize the rights of investing companies all over 
thee world in a Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI). As Braunstein 
andd Epstein (1999: 127) argue, the MAI's proponents failed to convince 
skepticall social movements - and in a country like France broader public 
opinionn - of the treaty's benefits, 'often simply falling back on ideological 
orr tautological claims.' 

Inn light of the increased weight of international organizations like the IMF 
andd WTO, some authors hold that the development of the world economy 
sincee the mid-1970s will lead to creation of a transnational state. Burbach 
andd Robinson (1999: 27) argue that the 'open-ended and unfinished' 
processs of globalization has by now evolved into a configuration where 

Ass DeMartino (2000: 14) also notes: 'Since the early 1980s in particular, nations 
acrosss the globe have reduced or entirely rescinded all sorts of performance 
standardss and other restrictions on foreign corporations in hopes of attracting 
investment,, employment and income.' 

588 One intriguing example is an opinion poll by Business Week (2000°), which 
showedd that nearly three-quarters of North Americans believe that business has 
gainedd too much power over their lives. 
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'(f)orr the first time in history (...) we can speak of transnationalization 
off capital, a world in which markets are truly global and integrated. 
Capitall ownership of the leading enterprises is also internationalized, 
withh shareholders or financial institutions from various parts of the 
worldd being able to move their stockholdings in and out of any number 
off corporations and countries.' 

Nextt these authors argue that 'transnational class formation' is occurring 
andd that a 'transnational capitalist class' (TCC) is emerging. Robinson and 
Harriss (2000: 21) for their part follow the logic of this argument to its 
conclusionn with the thesis that economic forums like the IMF, World Bank, 
WTO,, G7 and OECD constitute 'an incipient TNS (transnational state) 
apparatuss in formation.'59 

Thee development towards a TCC and TNS is presented by these authors 
ass 'a tendency', and they point to conflicts of interest that may block the 
futuree evolution of a global-state-in-the-making.60 But they seem certain 
enoughh about the global economy's future trajectory to exclude other 
possiblee international structures either explicitly (in the case of US 
dominance)) or implicitly (in the case of continuing competition among 
blocs).. However, the evidence they present boils down to an extrapolation 
off the dominant trends since the end of the 1970s analyzed above, and 
thereforee does not warrant this conclusion. * Since developments at the 
levell of regulation and state functioning are not the mirror image of the 
conditionss and requirements for accumulation but are mediated by 
relationshipss of forces in and among capital, labor and social movements, 
suchh a conclusion is premature; other options - such as for example US 
dominance,, or competition among blocs - are still at least as (un)likely. 

™™ See also Van der Pijl 1998. 

Robinsonn and Harris (2000: 50) stress among other things the essential point that 
'(n)oo emergent ruling class can stabilize a new order without developing diverse 
mechanismss of legitimation and securing a social base.' 

611 Boyer (2000a: 296) argues that in the present condition of the global economy 
'theree does not exist - or, will not exist for a long time - a supranational state 
whichh centralizes and comprises all the functions that were previously provided by 
thee various nation-states.' 

622 Considering the relative strength of the US economy, the international role of the 
dollar,, the growing dominance of shareholder value via globalized financial 
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Itt is of course quite possible that the one-dimensional internationalization 
off regulation described in this chapter will proceed further, because it is 
afterr all instigated by and advantageous for capital. But as increasing 
supportt for movements against (the consequences of) contemporary 
globalizationn shows, the dilemma faced by the IMF, WTO and MAI - or 
similarr treaties and organizations in the future - is that international 
organizationss and regulations have to be effective as well as legitimate.63 

Andd as long as international regulation and governance is mainly directed 
towardss facilitating expansion of international trade, international finance 
andd international production, their effectiveness - no matter how well 
developedd in itself - continually risks being undermined by their lack of 
legitimacy.. It is therefore a serious deficiency that the increased 
internationalizationn of capital is not matched by a similar 
internationalizationn of provision of (global) public goods, guarantees of 
(global)) democratic rights, establishment of a (global) civil society, 
transnationall democracy, and protection of the (global) environment by 
internationall state-type organizations and institutions.64 

Too repair this shortcoming a number of economists and international 
organizationss have put forward programs for what we can call a 'global 
sociall contract' or 'new global compromise'. Their approach begins from 
thee notion that the sustainability and credibility of globalization is not 
guaranteedd under present conditions, but conditional on the fulfillment of a 
numberr of proposals to amend or improve the organization and functioning 
off the globalizing economy. The social-democratic International for 

markets,, and US global military leadership, it would be unwise to exclude the first 
alternativee so soon. The same is true for the second one given the dynamics of 
Europeann integration (for example the EU's initial steps towards an integrated 
Europeann army and a rapid intervention force) and uncertainties about future 
developmentss in Asia. 

Seee also chapter 1. 

Onn global public goods see e.g. Kaul, Grimberg and Stern 1999. On transnational 
democracyy see e.g. Giddens and Hutton 2000. On both issues see also DeMartino 
2000. . 

Castellss (1997: 253) argues for example that '(o)nly a global social contract 
(reducingg the gap, without necessarily equalizing social and working conditions), 
linkedd to international tariff agreements, could avoid the demise of the most 
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examplee calls for 'redefinition of the role of the Bretton Woods 
institutions'' and 'a global recovery program promoting investment, trade, 
income,, and employment'. It is of the opinion that '(t)o regulate 
globalizationn and to globalize regulation is not only a matter of concern to 
internationall financial institutions. It should be the means for a new 
internationall order, which can reinforce democracy and promote solidarity' 
(Socialistt International Council 1998).66 

Thee International Labor Organization (ILO) is even more ambitious: 'If 
tradee unions and other groups concerned with social and economic 
progresss are to mitigate the serious problems and maximize the potential 
benefitss provided by the new economic framework, it will require 
concertedd action and support from international organizations with a 
mandatee to promote socially sustainable economic growth' (Kyloh 1998: 
15).. Consequently, the ILO promotes five sets of policies at different 
levels,, for what it calls the 'governance of globalization': (i) Rebuilding 
strongg trade unions and promoting collective bargaining, (ii) Multinational 
agreements,, codes of conduct and social labeling, (iii) Influencing 
macroeconomicc policy and promoting full employment, (iv) Influencing 
coordinationn of economic and social policies, (v) International labor 
standards. . 

Takenn individually these proposals are not very radical. Excepting the 
lastt point, one cannot fail to notice their resemblance to what was more or 
lesss general practice during the golden years. However, in the present 
relationshipp of forces the combination is rather ambitious, because their 
implementationn would imply a confrontation with the vested interests 
behindd the internationalization of the three circuits of capital and their 
facilitatingg international institutions. As trade unions and other social 
movementss have already discovered, these proposals are thus very difficult 
too enact. The cumulative outcome of decades of deregulation and 
internationalizationn of trade, finance and production is a global 
configurationn in which countries, peoples, communities, movements and 
organizationss are permanently put in competition with each other - or 
threatenedd with competition from each other - for investments, jobs and 

generouss welfare states.' 

Thee blatant discrepancy between fine statements of this kind and the actual deeds 
off many of the organizations that issue them should not go unmentioned. 

Manyy will for that reason support Castells' gloomy conclusion (1997: 253) that 
'aa far-reaching social contract is unlikely.' 
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welfaree provisions - or inversely but with similar consequences, to pick up 
thee bill for the provision of global public goods. Rodrik (2000: 182-3) 
arguess that commentators are 'on to something' when they note that 

'(g)overnmentss today actively compete with each other by pursuing 
policiess that they believe will earn them market confidence and attract 
tradee and capital inflows; tight money, small governments, low taxes, 
flexiblee labor legislation, deregulation, privatization, and openness all 
around.. These are the policies that comprise what Thomas Friedman 
(...)) has aptly termed the Golden Straightjacket.' 

Contemporaryy globalization has in this way created a global prisoner's 
dilemmaa that will be hard to break out of, even if the political will to do so 
becomess much greater than it has been so far. 

Thee bottom line of this analysis is that the economic and institutional 
changess that have taken place in global capitalism since the mid-1970s 
havee not only been insufficient for a new global growth regime, but are 
evenn counterproductive for such a perspective. The rise in inequality of 
incomee and wealth in and among countries since the end of the post-
Secondd World War boom has become functional for the world economy, 
whichwhich is increasingly oriented towards the provision of luxury goods for 
thee well-off and the short-termism of the financial sector. Widening social 
differencess and uneven growth have thus become characteristic of the new 
accumulationn regime.69 As Durand (2000: 21) puts it, the current mode of 

Thiss is also the case with proposals to fundamentally alter the international 
monetaryy system, such as the one suggested by Guttmann (1994: 427): 'The 
emergingg global accumulation regime requires an additional layer of management 
andd regulation, based on new multilateral arrangements and international policy
makingg institutions. One of the most pressing issues in this transformation is the 
replacementt of our current multicurrency system with a new kind of universal 
credit-moneyy that provides the world economy with sufficient liquidity and 
balancedd adjustments.' 

699 As Mishel, Bernstein and Schmitt (2001: 3) show in their authoritative study on 
thee US: 'Income inequality continued to grow in the 1990s, though at a slower rate 
thann in the 1980s. Between 1989 and 1999, the share of total income received by 
thee bottom 20% of households fell 0.3 percentage points, while the share received 
byy the top 5% grew from 17.9% in 1989 to 20.3% in 1999. Income inequality 
continuedd to grow even during the boom in the second half of the 1990s. From 
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accumulationn of capital is 'geographically and socially exclusionary'. The 
implementationn of new technologies 'comes up against a commodity logic 
thatt  impoverishes their  social effects.'  The mode of social regulation 
'functionss on a mode of denial', because public services and social 
protectionn are being cut back everywhere. And the international division of 
labor,, which is to the benefit of vested interests, 'i s founded on a 
profoundlyy unequal development and restores the most classic imperialist 
processes.'70 0 

Thiss balance sheet of the restructurin g of global capitalism since the 
mid-1970ss raises the problem of a further  delay of the dawn of a new 
globall  golden age. There is no inherent reason why capitalism cannot 
continuee to function in this way for  a prolonged period. But in the longer 
termm the biggest weakness of a productive order  that is not giving rise to a 
neww global long boom with a high level of growth, and that is structurall y 
incapablee of distributin g the fruit s of its success in an egalitarian manner, 
iss its increasing lack of legitimacy. 

Inn sum, the unprecedented internationalization of capital since the end of 
thee golden age has been accompanied by important institutional changes 
thatt  have facilitated the international expansion of trade, finance and 
production.. Although the weight and role of international organizations 
suchh as the IM F and WTO have been strengthened, growing support for 
movementss against (the consequences of) contemporary globalization 
pointss to the fact that international organizations and regulations have to be 
legitimatee as well as effective. As long as international regulation and 
governancee are one-sidedly directed towards facilitatin g expansion of 
internationall  trade, international finance and international production, their 
effectivenesss continually risks being undermined by their  lack of 
legitimacy.. Several international organizations and economists have 
thereforee advanced programs for  a 'global social contract'  or  'new global 
compromise'.. However, trade unions and other  social movements have 
discoveredd that such proposals are very difficul t to enact; contemporary 

19955 to 1999, the real incomes of low-income families, or  families in the 20th 
percentile,, grew 2.6% each year, the same as for  families in the middle (60th 
percentile)) but far  slower  than the 3.5% rate for  families at the top (95th 
percentile).' ' 

Thee four  elements discussed are similar  to Barsoc's four  domains of a productive 
order,, which were reviewed in the previous chapter. 
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globalizationn has created a global prisoner's dilemma that will be hard to 
breakk out of. 

Forr the moment prospects for a new worldwide long boom are dim. The 
riserise in inequality of income and wealth in and among countries since the 
endd of the post-Second World War boom has become functional for the 
worldd economy, which is increasingly oriented towards the provision of 
luxuryy goods for the well-off and the short-termism of the financial sector. 
Inn the longer term the biggest weakness of a productive order that is not 
givingg rise to a new global long boom with a high level of growth, and that 
iss structurally incapable of distributing the fruits of its success in an 
egalitariann manner, is its increasing lack of legitimacy. 

Summaryy and conclusion 

Evenn if methodologically rigorous explanations of the development of 
capitalismm are still a bridge too far, we can at least attempt to theorize 
globalizationn with the stages framework that was set out in chapter 5. This 
chapterr therefore conceptualized economic globalization as a new stage of 
capitalism,, which came into existence after the end of the post-Second 
Worldd War long boom. 

Ourr survey of the changes that took place after the end of capitalism's 
goldenn years shows that the ensuing systemic reorganization has resulted in 
across-the-boardd liberalization, deregulation, privatization, dismantling of 
sociall security and the public sector, and a turn away from Keynesian 
policies.. In addition, since the end of the Bretton Woods system 
liberalizationn and deregulation of financial markets have undermined the 
marginss for independent policy choices on a national level. Profitability 
hass subsequently increased and new markets have been opened. But 
contraryy to many economists and policymakers' expectations and 
predictionss and earlier historical experience, this recovery of profit levels 
hass not resulted in a neww global long boom with high growth figures. 

Thee reorganization of the system that began after the end of the golden 
yearss has given rise to an unprecedented internationalization of the three 
circuitss of commodity capital, money capital, and production capital, and a 
concommitantt accelerated internationalization of concentration and 
centralizationn of capital. In the process, finance capital has become 
dominant.. This unparalleled internationalization of capital has been 
accompaniedd and supported by institutional changes meant to facilitate 
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internationall  expansion of trade, finance and production. But although the 
weightt  and role of international organizations such as the IM F and WTO 
hass been strengthened accordingly, growing support for  movements against 
(thee consequences of) contemporary globalization points to the fact that 
internationall  organizations and regulations have to be legitimate as well as 
effective.. As long as international regulation and governance are one-
sidedlyy directed at facilitatin g expansion of international trade, 
internationall  finance and international production, their  effectiveness 
continuallyy risks being undermined by their  lack of legitimacy. 

AA number  of international organizations and economists have therefore 
advancedd programs for  a 'global social contract'  or  'new global 
compromise'.. However, trade unions and other  social movements have 
discoveredd that such proposals are very difficul t to enact, since 
contemporaryy globalization has created a global prisoner's dilemma that 
wil ll  be hard to break out of. For  the moment prospects that this new stage 
off  capitalism will give way to a new worldwide long boom with high 
growthh levels cutting across short-term upturns and downturns are 
thereforee dim. The rise in inequality of income and wealth since the end of 
thee post-Second World War boom has become functional for  the world 
economy,, which is increasingly oriented towards the provision of luxury 
goodss for  the well-off and the short-term thinkin g prevailing in the 
financiall  sector. In the longer  term the biggest weakness of this new stage 
off  capitalism is its increasing lack of legitimacy. 





Summary y 

Unsatisfiedd with quantitative comparisons of figures on trade and financial 
flowss as a means of contrasting contemporary globalization with earlier 
historicall  periods, we theorize globalization in this thesis as a new stage of 
capitalism.. With that aim these essays interweave threads from three fields: 
thee history of economic thought, economic history and international 
politicall  economy. 

AA brief survey of economists' debates over  globalization in the first 
chapterr  is followed by three essays, each of which takes nineteenth-century 
ideass and theories as their  starting points and gradually develops these 
ideas''  relevance for  our  understanding of contemporary globalization. 
Thesee essays are organized around three central concepts: international 
tradee (chapter  2), the combination of free trade with international 
movementt  of capital (chapter  3), and the interconnection and 
internationalizationn of the three circuits of capital: trade, finance and 
productionn (chapter  4). Similar  themes and arguments recur  in the last 
sectionn of each of these essays. 

Sincee the internationalization of trade, finance and production is neither 
linearr  nor  symmetrical - and because globalization is after  all a child of the 
capitalistt  economic system - globalization is then conceived as a new stage 
off  capitalism in the next three essays. Chapter  5 takes up three theories of 
stagess - long waves, the Regulation approach, Social Structures of 
Accumulationn - that were developed in the 1970s. After  a delineation of 
theirr  convergences and divergences a synthesis of these three theories is 
proposed.. Chapter  6 briefly reviews long swing explanations for  the end of 
thee post-World War II  boom. The final chapter  brings all the threads 
togetherr  and reviews three scenarios for  the futur e development of the 
globall  economy. Its novelty is the application of the proposed synthesis of 
threee theories of stages (chapter  5) to a nation-based (chapter  3) global 
maturationn of the three circuits of capital (chapter  4). 

Thee first  chapter  notes that globalization, though a relatively new concept, 
hass already provoked a wide variety of analyses and discussions, and has 
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givenn rise to a rich mosaic of theories and diagnoses. Academics from 
differentt disciplines, policymakers and Non-Governmental Organizations 
(NGOs)) continue to study and debate, sometimes passionately, the extent 
too which globalization really exists and is or is not something new. 
Innumerablee books, research papers and articles have been written about 
globalization'ss causes, dynamics, consequences, and future. All over the 
worldd conferences and seminars are being organized to study and debate 
thee impact and effects of globalization, the need for and conceivability of 
regulation,, and/or rationales for resistance to globalization's outcomes. 

Althoughh analyses, opinions and debates about globalization have gone 
inn many directions, around the turn of the millenium a beginning consensus 
onn globalization was formed that can be summarized in three points. (1) 
Importantt changes are transforming the global economy. (2) Globalization 
iss not caused by technology. (3) So far globalization has not decreased 
inequalityy of income and wealth. New contributions in what will become 
thee next round of analyses and debates about globalization will most likely 
beginn from and build on these partial results. 

Thee next three chapters take up some central concepts in order to analyze 
andd compare economic internationalization. To begin with, chapter 2 deals 
withh free trade, a first central aspect of today's economic globalization. 
Thee arguments for free trade policies go back two centuries, to the time 
whenn Smith and Ricardo armed advocates of free trade with the theorem of 
comparativee advantage. Both Smith and Ricardo propagated free trade, not 
forr general cosmopolitan or altruistic reasons, but because they considered 
thee extension of international exchange of goods to be more in the interest 
off nations than protectionism. From the beginning List and Marx 
challengedd - for different reasons - the comparative advantage theorem's 
implicitt assumption of a 'harmonious world republic'. While List 
emphasizedd the specific place and role of nations and their conflicts, Marx 
focusedd on the divergent consequences of free trade for different social 
classess and their struggles. In addition two major types of criticisms have 
beenn raised against the theoretical and empirical underpinnings of the 
classicall theory of free trade. The first questions the heroic assumptions 
thatt have to be fulfilled to make the theory of comparative advantage work, 
whilee the second observes that real-world developments do not match the 
theory'ss predictions and expectations. 

Despitee the weak underpinnings of free trade based on the principle of 
comparativee advantage, the doctrine is once again dominant. Perhaps this 
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timee even with more force than before, the principl e of comparative 
advantagee is being promoted as generally applicable, as a general law for 
alll  times and situations. But the case for  free trade is less solid than its 
proponentss are willin g to recognize. New trade theories justify 
interventionss by governments because history matters and advantages can 
bee shaped. Contrary to the belief and promise of globalization ideologues, 
wee have not seen a convergence of income and productivit y levels, but 
persistentt  or  even increasing divergences and increasing inequality. The 
ecologicall  costs of free trade, rapidly increasing in the globalizing 
economy,, are not taken into account in the standard theories and models. 
Andd the economic collapse of Asian countries at the end of the 1990s 
challengess policy prescriptions promoting free trade and financial 
liberalizationn for  so-called emerging markets. The claim that contemporary 
globalizationn is promoting a 'harmonious world republic'  can therefore not 
bee maintained. 

Nextt  to free trade, free capital flows are a dominant feature of 
contemporaryy globalization. The combination of free trade and free capital 
flows,, which was also characteristic of the international regime before the 
Firstt  World War, is the subject of chapter  3. The apparent resemblance 
betweenn contemporary and pre-World War I economic internationalization 
seemss to lend credibilit y to claims that globalization is not at all new, or 
evenn that it is a return to earlier  modes of functioning of world capitalism. 

Whil ee the social, political and economic consequences of and drivin g 
forcess behind the increasing international interconnectedness of economies 
aree being debated heatedly today, the same was true at the beginning of the 
twentiethh century. At the time, the causes, dynamics and possible future 
developmentt  of capitalism were broadly discussed in terms of imperialism. 
Ourr  inquir y into the similarities and differences between these two periods 
showss that despite many similarities, economic globalization is not a 
repetitionn or  continuation of this previous period of capitalism. Policies in 
thee pre-World War I era of imperialism were driven by the interests of 
nationallynationally centralized capital under  the control of bank-dominated finance 
capital,, and resulted in national states' well-known imperial policies of 
incorporatingg foreign territorie s into their  national markets to make 
possiblee increased exports of goods and capital. The interests of First 
Worldd capital are also the drivin g forces behind the current economic 
globalization.. But today's world economy is characterized by an increasing 
numberr  of cross-border  links among different countries, a higher  level of 
internationalizationn of capital, an integrated worldwide financial system, 
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andd a greater  role for  international organizations and panels charged with 
coordinatingg and regulating economic policies. Consequently, domination 
iss expressed today mainly in economic and hardly at all in militar y rivalr y 
amongg the main capitalist powers. 

Thee internationalization of trade and finance is generally taken into 
accountt  in measuring or  comparing degrees of economic globalization, but 
chapterr  4 argues that there is a thir d component that also has to be 
considered::  production. As Marx set out for  the first time in his analysis of 
thee circuit of social capital, capital assumes and changes between three 
differentt  forms and mutates from one to the other: money capital, 
commodityy capital*  and production capital. The circuit of social capital can 
bee thought of as the combined circuits of all the individual capitals that 
makee up the whole. The capitalist production process is thus a closed 
circuit ,, which can itself be broken down into three circuits: the circuit of 
commodityy capital, the circuit of money capital, and the circuit of 
productionn capital. Companies can specialize in one (or  two) of the 
circuits,, but there are also conglomerates that unify all three. 

Theree is no a prior i reason to assume that the three circuits, which each 
havee their  specific characteristics, will follow the same trajectory over 
time.. Historically in fact the three circuits have internationalized in a very 
unevenn way. At the risk of schematizing too much, we can note historically 
increasingg levels of internationalization of capital, through the sequential 
cross-borderr  extension of the circuits of commodity capital, money capital, 
andd production capital. 

Sincee the internationalization of trade, finance and production has neither 
beenn linear  nor  symmetrical, it seems worthwhil e to differentiate phases or 
stagess in the history of capitalism. While periodization is alien to 
conventionall  economic theory, non-mainstream economics has provided 
threee theoretical frameworks for  such an approach. Although there are 
differencess among and within these three theories that emerged in the 
1970s,, we show in chapter  5 what they have in common and how they 
complementt  each other. 

Thee rationale for  such analyses at an intermediary level - more abstract 
thann detailed accounts of capitalism and more concrete than its general 
lawss of motion - is that economic developments are neither  random nor 
completelyy determined by general laws and tendencies: different historical 
periodss can be distinguished in social formations. The best-known 
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descriptionn of specific periods in the history of capitalism is the theory of 
Kondratievv cycles, which were discovered and discussed as early as the 
1920s.. The (possible) existence of such cycles is also known in mainstream 
economicss thanks to Schumpeter, who gave them their name. But the 
deterministicc role that is assigned to technological developments in 
Kondratievv cycles theory makes them unsuitable as an explanation of 
contemporaryy globalization, since technological development in itself 
cannott account for the acceleration of economic internationalization during 
thee last decades of the twentieth century. Three theories that were 
developedd in the 1970s - the Regulation approach, the Social Structure of 
Accumulationn approach and a variant of long wave theories - are therefore 
presented,, which allow for a non-deterministic understanding of distinctive 
periodss or stages in the history of capitalism. Building on these theories' 
commonn properties, a theoretical framework of eight elements is 
constructedd that can be used to conceptualize different stages of 
accumulation. . 

Theree are, to begin with, general requirements that are necessary for the 
reproductionn of the capitalist system. However, capital accumulation is not 
simplyy an economic process; a wide range of institutions and social forces 
havee to be taken into account in order to understand how real economies 
operate.. The concrete forms capitalism takes are therefore not defined 
exclusivelyy by the requirements of accumulation, but depend on changing 
relationshipp of forces in and among capital, labor and social movements. 
Thesee three elements together form the dynamic structure of the system. It 
followss that while the concrete forms capitalism assumes are characterized 
byy a dominant mode of functioning of capitalism, the trajectory of 
capitalistt development is not predetermined. Social actors have a certain 
relativee autonomy and the outcome of their struggles is of essential 
importancee to the development of the profit rate and the specific evolution 
off relations of production. 

Inn order to understand the development and alternation of stages it is 
necessaryy to differentiate between two kinds of economic stagnation. In 
additionn to periodic crises - the business cycle - there are also long periods 
off structural stagnation, which are characterized by a significant reduction 
inn the rates of accumulation and economic growth over a longer period of 
time.. These long periods of stagnation are harbingers of transitions 
betweenn different stages of accumulation, and occur when processes of 
accumulationn and institutions run into serious problems. Concretely, a new 
stagee of accumulation has always begun until now with a long period of 
expansionn that is eventually followed by a long period of stagnation. Such 
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aa turn occurs essentially because at a certain moment the inner conflicts of 
thee capitalist mode of production can no longer be bridged over. This 
resultss in a falling rate of profit, leading to a slowdown of accumulation, 
stagnationn of economic growth and employment creation, and changes in 
thee existing relationship of forces in and among classes as well as in 
economic,, social, and political institutions. The resolution of stagnant (or 
depressive)) phases has therefore as its basic preconditions a sharp rise in 
thee rate of profit and a corresponding overhaul of former institutional 
forms. . 

Oncee economic stagnation has set in a process of restructuring begins, 
whichh may give rise to a new stage of accumulation and a neww expansionist 
phase.. However, since contingent institutional developments and outcomes 
off struggles co-determine the conditions and supporting structures and 
institutionss for capital accumulation, there is no guarantee that a successful 
neww ensemble will emerge. There is therefore no reason to expect that the 
expansivee and stagnant phases of a long swing will last any specific 
numberr of years or that all long swings will have the same duration. 

Thee three theories are taken up again in chapter 6, which reviews how the 
threee long swing theories sketched out in the previous chapter have been 
appliedd to capitalism's post-Second World War 'golden years'. Followers 
off different approaches have argued that a particular set of institutions, 
whichh gave rise to an expansionist period during roughly the three decades 
afterr the Second World War, eventually ran out of steam. But although 
theree is general agreement on a number of issues, the debate on exactly 
whyy this golden age did not last and on the causes of the end of the long 
post-Secondd World War boom is not settled. Chapter 6 argues that a 
projectt of assessing the various different theories will face a number of 
difficultt methodological problems. In general we lack sufficient 
methodologicall criteria for evaluating historical explanation. For the time 
being,, therefore, we need to be skeptical of historical explanations. 
Especiallyy with ex-post-facto rationalizations, anything can be 'explained'. 
Moree specifically, research on historical explanations of long swings is still 
inn its infancy: the methods are not robust, there is a lack of information, 
andd hypotheses are still being defined. 

Evenn if methodologically rigorous explanations of the development of 
capitalismm are still a bridge too far, we can at least attempt to theorize 
globalizationn with the stages framework that was laid out in chapter 5. The 
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finalfinal  essay (chapter  7) therefore conceptualizes economic globalization as 
aa new stage of capitalism, which has been emerging since the end of the 
post-Worldd War n long boom. 

Ourr  survey of the changes that took place after  the end of capitalism's 
goldenn years shows that the ensuing systemic reorganization has resulted in 
across-the-boardd liberalization, deregulation, privatization, dismantling of 
sociall  security and the public sector, and a turn away from Keynesian 
policies.. In addition, since the end of the Bretton Woods system 
liberalizationn and deregulation of financial markets have undermined the 
marginss for  independent policy choices on a national level. Profitabilit y 
hass subsequently increased and new markets have been opened. But 
contraryy to many economists and policymakers' expectations and 
predictionss and earlier  historical experience, this recovery of profi t levels 
hass not resulted in a new global long boom with high growth figures. 

Thee reorganization of the system that began after  the end of the golden 
yearss has given rise to an unprecedented internationalization of the three 
circuit ss of commodity capital, money capital, and production capital, and a 
concommitantt  accelerated internationalization of concentration and 
centralizationn of capital. In the process, finance capital has become 
dominant.. This unparalleled internationalization of capital has been 
accompaniedd and supported by institutional changes meant to facilitate 
internationall  expansion of trade, finance and production. But although the 
weightt  and role of international organizations such as the IM F and WTO 
hass been strengthened accordingly, growing support for  movements against 
(thee consequences of) contemporary globalization points to the fact that 
internationall  organizations and regulations have to be legitimate as well as 
effective.. As long as international regulation and governance are one-
sidedlyy directed at facilitatin g expansion of international trade, 
internationall  finance and international production, their  effectiveness 
continuallyy risks being undermined by their  lack of legitimacy. 

AA number  of international organizations and economists have therefore 
advancedd programs for  a 'global social contract'  or  'new global 
compromise'.. However, trade unions and other  social movements have 
discoveredd that such proposals are very difficul t to enact, since 
contemporaryy globalization has created a global prisoner's dilemma that 
wil ll  be hard to break out of. For  the moment prospects that this new stage 
off  capitalism will give way to a new worldwide long boom with high 
growthh levels cutting across short-term upturns and downturns are 
thereforee dim. The rise in inequality of income and wealth since the end of 
thee post-Second World War boom has become functional for  the world 
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economy,, which is increasingly oriented towards the provision of luxury 
goodss for  the well-off and the short-term thinkin g prevailing in the 
financialfinancial  sector. In the longer  term the biggest weakness of this new stage 
off  capitalism is its increasing lack of legitimacy. 
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Samenvattingg (summary in Dutch) 

Ontevredenn over  kwantitatieve vergelijkingen van cijfers over  handel en 
financiëlee stromen om hedendaagse globalisering en eerdere historische 
periodess tegen over  elkaar  te stellen, wordt globalisering in dit proefschrift 
getheoretiseerdd als een nieuw stadium van het kapitalisme. Met dat doel 
zijnn in de essays elementen met elkaar  verweven uit de geschiedenis van 
hett  economisch denken, economische geschiedenis en internationale 
politiekee economie. 

Eenn kort overzicht van discussies onder  economen over  globalisering in 
hett  eerste hoofdstuk wordt gevolgd door  drie essays met ideeën en 
theorieënn uit de negentiende eeuw als startpunt, waarin de relevantie van 
dezee ideeën voor  ons begrip van hedendaagse globalisering wordt 
ontwikkeld.. Deze essays zijn georganiseerd rond drie centrale concepten: 
internationalee handel (hoofdstuk 2), de combinatie van vrijhandel met 
internationall  kapitaalverkeer  (hoofdstuk 3), en de internationalisering van 
dee drie kapitaalcircuits: handel, kapitaal en productie (hoofdstuk 4). 
Gelijksoortigee thema's en argumenten keren terug in de laatste paragraaf 
vann elk van deze essays. 

Aangezienn de internationalisering van handel, kapitaal en productie 
lineairr  noch symmetrisch is - en omdat kapitalisme per  slot van rekening 
eenn kind is van het kapitalisme - wordt globalisering vervolgens in drie 
essayss geïnterpreteerd als een nieuw stadium van het kapitalisme. 
Hoofdstukk 5 bespreekt drie stadia-theorieën - lange golven, de Regulatie-
benadering,, en de Social Structures of Accumulation benadering - die zijn 
ontwikkeldd in de jaren 1970. Na een schets van de overeenkomsten en 
verschillenn tussen deze drie theorieën wordt een synthese voorgesteld. 
Hoofdstukk 6 bespreekt vervolgens enkele 'long swing' verklaringen voor 
hett  einde van de naoorlogse economische expansie. Het slothoofdstuk 
brengtt  de verschillende lijnen samen en laat kort drie scenario's voor  de 
toekomstigee ontwikkeling van de wereldeconomie de revue passeren. Het 
nieuwee van deze benadering is de toepassing van de voorgestelde synthese 
vann stadia-theorieën (hoofdstuk 5) op een op natiestaten gebaseerde 
(hoofdstukk 3) mondiale rijping  van de drie kapitaalcircuit s (hoofdstuk 4). 
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Hett eerste hoofdstuk constateert dat globalisering, hoewel een relatief 
nieuww concept, al een grote variëteit aan analyses en discussies heeft 
opgeroepen,, en heeft geleid tot een rijkgeschakeerd mozaïek aan theorieën 
enn diagnoses. Academici uit verschillende disciplines, beleidsmakers en 
niet-gouvernementelee organisaties (NGO's) bestuderen en bediscussiëren, 
somss gepassioneerd, de mate waarin globalisering werkelijk bestaat en wel 
off niet iets nieuws is. Ontelbare boeken, onderzoekspapers en artikelen zijn 
geschrevenn over de oorzaken, dynamiek, gevolgen en toekomst van 
globalisering.. En over de hele wereld worden conferenties en seminars 
georganiseerdd om de impact en effecten van globalisering te bestuderen en 
bespreken,, alsmede de noodzaak en (on)mogelijkheden tot regulering en/of 
dee gronden voor verzet tegen de gevolgen van deze globalisering. 

Hoewell de analyses, opinies en debatten over globalisering 
verschillendee kanten zijn opgegaan had zich rond de millenniumwisseling 
tochh een beginnende consensus gevormd, die kan worden samengevat in 
driee punten. (1) Belangrijke veranderingen transformeren de mondiale 
economie.. (2) Globalisering wordt niet veroorzaakt door technologische 
ontwikkelingenn an sich. (3) Tot nu toe heeft globalisering niet geleid tot 
minderr inkomens- en vermogensongelijkheid. Nieuwe bijdragen in de 
volgendee ronde van analyses en discussies over globalisering zullen deze 
voorlopigee resultaten zeer waarschijnlijk als uitgangspunt nemen en er op 
voortbouwen. . 

Dee volgende drie hoofdstukken handelen over centrale concepten waarmee 
economischee internationalisering kan worden geanalyseerd en vergeleken. 
Hoofdstukk 2 is gewijd aan vrijhandel, een eerste centraal aspect van de 
hedendaagsee economische globalisering. De argumenten voor vrijhandel 
voerenn ons twee eeuwen terug, naar de tijd waarin Smith en Ricardo de 
voorstanderss van vrijhandel wapenden met het theorema van het 
comparatievee voordeel. Smith en Ricardo propageerden vrijhandel niet op 
grondd van kosmopolitische of altruïstische redenen, maar omdat zij een 
toenamee van de internationale uitwisseling van goederen meer in het 
belangg van naties achtten dan protectionisme. Al in diezelfde tijd 
betwisttenn List en Marx om verschillende redenen de impliciete aanname 
inn het comparatieve voordeel theorema dat sprake is van een 'harmonieuze 
wereldrepubliek'.. Terwijl List de specifieke plaats en rol van naties en de 
conflictenn tussen naties benadrukte, concentreerde Marx zich op de 
uiteenlopendee gevolgen van vrijhandel voor verschillende sociale klassen 
enn de strijd daartussen. Daarnaast zijn twee soorten kritiek gerezen op de 
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theoretischee en empirische onderbouwing van de klassieke 
vrijhandelstheorie.. De eerste plaatst vraagtekens bij  de heroïsche aannames 
waaraann voldaan moet zijn wil het theorema van het comparatieve voordeel 
vann toepassing zijn, terwij l de tweede constateert dat werkelijk e 
ontwikkelingenn in de wereld niet overeenkomen met wat op grond van de 
theoriee voorspelt en verwacht mag worden. 

Ondankss de zwakke onderbouwing van vrijhandel gebaseerd op het 
comparatievee voordeel principe is deze doctrine tegenwoordig opnieuw 
dominant.. Wellicht zelfs met meer  kracht dan ooit wordt dit theorema 
gepromoott  als algemeen geldend, overal en altijd . Maar  ook nu zijn de 
argumentenn voor  vrijhandel minder  sterk dan haar  voorstanders willen 
toegeven.. Nieuwe handelstheorieën rechtvaardigen overheidsingrijpen, 
omdatt  de historische ontwikkeling verschil maakt en comparatieve 
voordelenn gecreëerd kunnen worden. In tegenstelling tot wat ideologen van 
globaliseringg aannemen en beloven is geen sprake van convergentie van 
inkomenn en productiviteit , maar  van hardnekkige of zelfs toenemende 
divergentiee en groeiende ongelijkheid. De ecologische kosten van 
vrijhandel ,, die toenemen in de globaliserende wereldeconomie, blijven in 
dee standaardtheorieën en -modellen buiten beschouwing. En de 
economischee ineenstorting van Aziatische landen aan het eind van de jaren 
19900 stelt het stimuleren van vrijhandel en financiële liberalisering in de 
zogenoemdee 'emerging markets' ter  discussie. De claim dat hedendaagse 
globaliseringg leidt tot een 'harmonische wereldrepubliek' is derhalve 
onhoudbaar. . 

Naastt  vrijhandel zijn vrij e internationale kapitaalsstromen karakteristiek 
voorr  hedendaagse globalisering. De combinatie hiervan met vrijhandel , die 
ookk karakteristiek was voor  het internationale regime van voor  de Eerste 
Wereldoorlog,, is het onderwerp van hoofdstuk 3. 

Dee overeenkomst tussen hedendaagse globalisering en economische 
internationaliseringg in de decennia voor  de Eerste Wereldoorlog lijk t steun 
tee geven aan de claim dat globalisering niets nieuws is, of zelfs een 
terugkeerr  naar  eerdere functioneringswijzen van het wereldkapitalisme. 
Niett  alleen tegenwoordig maar  ook aan het begin van de twintigste eeuw 
werdenn de sociale, politieke en economische gevolgen van en drijvende 
krachtenn achter  de toenemende internationale verwevenheid van 
economieënn heftig bediscussieerd. Toentertijd werden de oorzaken, 
dynamiekk en mogelijke toekomstige ontwikkeling van het kapitalisme in 
bredee krin g bediscussieerd in termen van imperialisme. 
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Onss onderzoek naar  de overeenkomsten en verschillen tussen deze twee 
periodess laat zien dat hedendaagse economische globalisering ondanks veel 
overeenkomstenn geen herhaling of continuering is van eerdergenoemde 
periodee van het kapitalisme. Het beleid in de imperialistische jaren voor  de 
Eerstee Wereldoorlog werd gedreven door  de belangen van nationaal 
gecentraliseerdd kapitaal onder  controle van door  banken gedomineerd 
financieell  kapitaal, en leidde tot het bekende imperialistische streven van 
nationalee staten naar  de inlijvin g van buitenlandse territori a in nationale 
marktenn om meer  export van goederen en kapitaal mogelijk te maken. De 
belangenn van kapitaal uit de Eerste Wereld zijn ook vandaag de drijvende 
krachtt  achter  de economische globalisering, maar  de wereldeconomie 
wordtt  nu gekarakteriseerd door  een toenemend aantal grensoverschrijdende 
verbindingenn tussen verschillende landen, een hogere mate van 
internationaliseringg van kapitaal, een geïntegreerd wereldwijd financieel 
systeem,, en een grotere rol voor  internationale organisaties en panels die 
belastt  worden met het coördineren en reguleren van economisch beleid. 
Bijgevolgg leidt economische overheersing momenteel hoofdzakelijk tot 
economischee - en niet of nauwelijks tot militair e - rivaliteit  tussen de 
belangrijkstee kapitalistische machten. 

Dee internationalisering van handel en kapitaal wordt altij d in beschouwing 
genomenn wanneer  vergelijkingen gemaakt worden over  de mate van 
economischee globalisering in verschillende periodes, maar  in hoofdstuk 4 
wordtt  beargumenteerd dat nog een derde component van belang is: 
productie.. Zoals Marx voor  het eerst uiteenzette in zijn analyse van het 
circuitt  van sociaal kapitaal, neemt kapitaal drie verschillende vormen aan 
waarr  het tussen wisselt en verandert: geldkapitaal, goederenkapitaal, en 
productiekapitaal.. Het circuit van sociaal kapitaal kan worden opgevat als 
dee gecombineerde circuits van alle individuele kapitalen, die samen het 
geheell  vormen. Het kapitalistisch productieproces is derhalve een gesloten 
circuitt  dat gesplitst kan worden in drie circuits: het circuit van 
goederenkapitaal,, het circuit van geldkapitaal, en het circuit van 
productiekapitaal.. Ondernemingen kunnen zich specialiseren in één (of 
twee)) van deze circuits, maar  er  bestaan ook conglomeraten die ze alledrie 
verenigen. . 

Err  is a prior i geen reden om aan te nemen dat de drie circuits, die elk 
hunn eigen karakteristieken hebben, hetzelfde traject in de tij d zullen volgen 
enn historisch zijn de drie circuits ongelijkmatig geïnternationaliseerd. Op 
hett  gevaar  af te veel te schematiseren kunnen we spreken van een 
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toenemendee mate van internationalisering van kapitaal in de tijd , door  de 
historischh opeenvolgende internationalisering van goederenkapitaal, 
geldkapitaall  en productiekapitaal. 

Aangezienn de internationalisering van handel, kapitaal en productie lineair 
nochh symmetrisch is geweest, lijk t het de moeite waard verschillende fasen 
off  stadia in de geschiedenis van het kapitalisme te onderscheiden. Terwij l 
periodiseringg vreemd is aan de dominante economische theorie levert de 
niet-conventionelee economie drie theoretische kaders die daarvoor  gebruikt 
kunnenn worden. Hoewel er  verschillen bestaan binnen en tussen deze in de 
jarenn 1970 ontstane theorieën, laat hoofdstuk 5 zien dat ze veel 
gemeenschappelijkk  hebben en elkaar  ook aanvullen. 

Dee basis voor  een analyse op intermediair  niveau - abstracter  dan 
gedetailleerdee beschrijvingen van het kapitalisme, maar  concreter  dan 
algemenee bewegingswetten - is dat economische ontwikkelingen niet 
willekeuri gg zijn, maar  ook niet volledig worden gedetermineerd door 
algemenee wetmatigheden en tendenties: in sociale formaties kunnen 
verschillendee historische periodes worden onderscheiden. De bekendste 
beschrijvingg van specifieke periodes in de geschiedenis van het kapitalisme 
iss de lange golventheorie van Kondratiev, die al in de jaren 1920 werd 
ontdektt  en bediscussieerd. Het (mogelijke) bestaan van zulke cycli is 
dankzijj  Schumpeter, die de term Kondratiev-cycli introduceerde, ook 
bekendd in de conventionele economische wetenschap. Maar  de 
deterministischee rol die aan technologische ontwikkelingen is toebedacht 
inn deze lange Kondratiev-golven maakt hen ongeschikt als verklarin g voor 
hedendaagsee globalisering, aangezien technologische ontwikkelingen op 
zichzelff  geen verklarin g bieden voor  de toename van economische 
internationaliseringg gedurende de laatste decennia van de twintigste eeuw. 

Dri ee alternatieve theorieën - de Regulatie-benadering (Regulation 
approach),, de Sociale Accumulatiestructuur-benadering (Social Structures 
off  Accumulation) en een variant van lange golven theorieën - die in de 
jarenn 1970 werden ontwikkeld bieden wel een kader  waarbinnen een niet-
deterministischh begrip van onderscheidende periodes en stadia in de 
geschiedeniss van het kapitalisme mogelijk is. Het volgende theoretisch 
kader,, dat is gebaseerd op deze theorieën, kan worden gebruikt om 
verschillendee accumulatiestadia te conceptualiseren. 

Err  zijn om te beginnen algemene vereisten die noodzakelijk zijn voor  de 
reproductiee van het kapitalistisch systeem. Kapitaalaccumulatie is echter 
niett  slechts een economisch proces: instituties en sociale krachten moeten 
inn aanmerking worden genomen als we willen begrijpen hoe echte 
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economieënn functioneren. De concrete vormen die het kapitalisme 
aanneemtt  worden derhalve niet exclusief gedefinieerd door  de vereisten 
voorr  accumulatie, maar  zijn afhankelijk van veranderende 
krachtsverhoudingenn binnen het kapitaal en tussen kapitaal, arbeid en 
socialee bewegingen. Deze elementen vormen samen de dynamische 
structuurr  van het systeem. Hierui t volgt dat, hoewel het kapitalisme 
concretee vormen aanneemt die gekenmerkt worden door  een dominante 
functioneringswijze,, het kapitalistische ontwikkelingstraject niet vastligt. 
Socialee actoren hebben een zekere relatieve autonomie en de uitkomst van 
dee strij d die zij  voeren is van essentieel belang voor  de ontwikkeling van 
dee winstvoet en de specifieke ontwikkeling van de productieverhoudingen. 

Omm de ontwikkeling en afwisseling van stadia te kunnen begrijpen is 
hett  noodzakelijk onderscheid te maken tussen twee soorten economische 
stagnatie.. Naast periodieke crises - de 'business cycle' - is sprake van 
langee periodes van structurele stagnatie, die gekarakteriseerd worden door 
eenn aanzienlijke vermindering van accumulatie en economische groei 
gedurendee een langere periode. Deze lange periodes zijn voorbodes van 
overgangenn tussen verschillende accumulatiestadia en treden op wanneer 
accumulatieprocessenn en instituties in serieus problemen komen. Concreet 
iss een nieuw accumulatiestadium tot nu toe altij d begonnen met een lange 
expansievee periode, die uiteindelij k gevolgd wordt door  een lange 
stagnatie.. Een dergelijke kentering treedt in essentie op omdat op een 
gegevenn moment de interne conflicten van de kapitalistische 
productiewijzee niet langer  overbrugd kunnen worden. Dit resulteert in een 
dalendee winstvoet, leidend tot verminderde accumulatie, een stagnatie van 
economischee groei en werkgelegenheidscreatie, en veranderingen in de 
bestaandee krachtsverhoudingen binnen en tussen klassen en in 
economische,, sociale en politieke instituties. De oplossing van een 
stagnerendee (of depressieve) fase heeft daarom een sterke stijging van de 
winstvoett  en een overeenkomstige revisie van institutionele vormen als 
voorwaarde. . 

Wanneerr  een periode van economische stagnatie is ingezet, begint een 
process van herstructurering, dat aanleiding kan geven tot een nieuwe 
expansievee fase. Omdat contingente institutionele ontwikkelingen en 
uitkomstenn van strij d de voorwaarden en ondersteunende structuren en 
institutiess van kapitaalaccumulatie meebepalen, bestaat echter  geen 
garantiee dat een succesvol nieuw ensemble zal ontstaan. Er  is daarom ook 
geenn reden om aan te nemen dat expansieve en stagnatieperiodes een 
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bepaaldd aantal jaren zullen duren, of dat lange golven een zelfde lengte 
zullenn hebben. 

Inn hoofdstuk 6 komt aan de orde hoe de drie eerder  besproken 
stadiatheorieënn zijn toegepast op de 'gouden jaren' van het kapitalisme in 
dee periode na de Tweede Wereldoorlog. In onderzoek in het kader  van deze 
theorieënn is betoogd dat het specifieke samenstel aan instituties dat 
aanleidingg gaf tot een expansieve periode gedurende de drie decennia na de 
Tweedee Wereldoorlog, uiteindelijk aan kracht heeft verloren. Hoewel er 
gedeeltelijkee overeenstemming bestaat over  waarom deze 'gouden jaren' 
niett  voortduurden en over  de oorzaken voor  het einde van de lange 
naoorlogsee expansie, is deze discussie nog niet beslist. Het beoordelen van 
dee verschillende theorieën die een verklarin g bieden, stuit ook op een 
aantall  methodologische problemen. In het algemeen zijn er  onvoldoende 
methodologischee criteri a om historische verklaringen te evalueren en 
daaromm is het verstandig sceptisch te zijn over  historische explicaties: 
voorall  met ex-post rationalisaties kan alles 'verklaard ' worden. Meer  in het 
bijzonderr  moet worden beseft dat het onderzoek naar  historische 
verklaringenn voor  lange golven nog in de kinderschoenen staat: de 
methodenn zijn nog niet robuust, er  is een gebrek aan informatie, en de 
hypothesess worden nog gedefinieerd. 

Hoewell  methodologisch robuuste verklaringen voor  de ontwikkeling van 
hett  kapitalisme dus nog een brug te ver  zijn, is het toch de moeite waard te 
proberenn globalisering te theoretiseren met behulp van het analysekader  dat 
inn hoofdstuk 5 is gepresenteerd. In het laatste essay (hoofdstuk 7) is 
globaliseringg daarom geconceptualiseerd als een nieuw stadium van het 
kapitalisme,, dat is ontstaan sinds het einde van de naoorlogse lange 
expansievee fase. 

Onss overzicht van de veranderingen die hebben plaatsgevonden sinds 
hett  einde van de 'gouden jaren' van het kapitalisme laat zien dat de 
reorganisatiee van het systeem sindsdien heeft geresulteerd in vergaande 
liberalisering,, deregulering en privatisering, de ontmanteling van sociale 
zekerheidd en de publieke sector, en de afwijzing van Keynesiaans beleid. 
Sindss de ontbinding van het Bretton Woods stelsel van vaste wisselkoersen 
hebbenn de liberalisering en deregulering van financiële markten bovendien 
dee marges ondermijnd voor  onafhankelijke beleidskeuzes op nationaal 
niveau.. De winstgevendheid van ondernemingen is als gevolg hiervan 
toegenomenn en nieuwe markten zijn geopend, maar  anders dan in eerdere 
historischee perioden - en in tegenstelling tot wat veel economen en 
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beleidsmakerss hebben verwacht en voorspeld - heeft dit herstel van de 
winstvoett  geen nieuwe mondiale lange expansie met hoge groeicijfers tot 
gevolgg gehad. 

Dee reorganisatie van het systeem, die na de 'gouden jaren' op gang 
kwam,, heeft geleid tot internationalisering van de drie circuits van 
geldkapitaal,, goederenkapitaal, en productiekapitaal. Deze ontwikkeling 
zonderr  historisch precedent is vergezeld gegaan van een versnelde 
internationaliseringg van de concentratie en centralisatie van kapitaal. In dit 
process is het financieel kapitaal dominant geworden. 

Dezee ongeëvenaarde internationalisering van kapitaal is gepaard gegaan 
mett  en ondersteund door  institutionele veranderingen om de internationale 
expansiee van handel, kapitaal en productie te faciliteren. Maar  hoewel het 
gewichtt  en de rol van internationale organisaties als het IM F en de WTO 
dienovereenkomstigg is versterkt, wijst de toenemende steun voor 
bewegingenn tegen (de gevolgen van) hedendaagse globalisering op het feit 
datt  internationale organisaties en regulering legitimiteit moeten hebben om 
effectieff  te kunnen zijn. En zolang internationale regulering en 
internationaall  bestuur  eenzijdig gericht blijven op het vergemakkelijken 
vann de expansie van internationale handel, internationale kapitaalstromen 
enn internationale productie dreigt de effectiviteit van zulke initiatieven en 
organisatiess permanent ondermijnd te worden door  een gebrek aan 
legitimiteit . . 

Eenn aantal internationale organisaties en economen hebben daarom 
voorstellenn ontwikkeld voor  een 'mondiaal sociaal contract'  of 'nieuw 
globaall  compromis'. Vakbonden en andere sociale bewegingen hebben 
echterr  al ontdekt dat zulke voorstellen erg moeilijk te verwezenlijken zijn, 
omdatt  de hedendaagse globalisering een mondiaal 'prisoner' s dilemma' 
heeftt  gecreëerd dat moeilijk te doorbreken zal zijn. Daarom is de kans dat 
ditt  nieuwe stadium van het kapitalisme zal leiden tot een nieuwe 
wereldwijdee expansie, waarin hoge groeicijfers de conjuncturele op- en 
neergangenn doorsnijden, op dit moment gering. De toename van de 
ongelijkheidd in inkomen en vermogen sinds het einde van de naoorlogse 
expansievee periode is functioneel geworden voor  de wereldeconomie, die 
inn toenemende mate is georiënteerd op de voorziening van luxegoederen 
voorr  de welgestelden en op het kortetermijndenken van de financiële 
sector.. Het toenemende gebrek aan legitimiteit is op langere termij n de 
grootstee zwakte van dit nieuwe stadium van het kapitalisme. 
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